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SYMBOLS  AND  ABBREVIATIONS 
current in the Old English section 

 

>  – “became, developed into” 
<  – “originally is”  
/ – alternates  
* – “a presumed form” 
A – adjective 
Acc – Accusative 
Adv – adverbial modifier 
Alf. – Alfred’s Laws 
AS Chr – Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
Celt = Clt – Celtic 
D = Dat – Dative 
EOE – Early Old English 
EPGmc – Early Proto-Germanic 
F – French 
G = Gen = Genitive 
Gk – Greek 
Gmc – Germanic 
Gth – Gothic 
IE – Indo-European 
imp – imperative 
ind – indicative 
inf – infinitive 
Instr – Instrumental 
L = Lat – Latin 
Lith – Lithuanian 
Loc – Locative 
LOE – Late Old English 
LPGmc – Late Proto-Germanic 
LWS – Late Wessex 
ME –Middle English 
Mc – Mercian  
MnE – Modern English 
MnG – Modern German 
N – noun 
N = Nom – Nominative 
Non-Gmc – Non-Germanic 
Num – numeral 
O – object 
Od – direct object 
Oind – indirect object 

Oprep – prepositional object 
OBul – Old Bulgarian 
OE – Old English 
OFr – Old Frisian 
OGk – Old Greek 
OHG – Old High German 
OIcl – Old Icelandic 
OIr – Old Irish 
OL – Old Latin 
obl – oblique 
ORu – Old Russian 
OSax – Old Saxon 
P – Predicate 
p – person 
part. – participle 
PGmc – Proto-Germanic 
PIE – Proto-Indo-European 
pl – plural 
Pol – Polish 
PP = pp – past participle 
Pr – pronoun 
Pred – predicative 
prep – preposition 
prs – present 
Ru – Russian 
Scr = Skt – Sanscrit 
sg – singular 
Sp – Spanish 
subj – subjunctive 
V – verb 
V  fin – finite verb 
V  cop – link verb 
Voc – Vocative 
WS – Wessex 
c. (Lat. circa) – approximately 
cf. (Lat. confer) – compare 
e.g. (Lat. exempli gratis) – for example  
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SYMBOLS  AND  ABBREVIATIONS 
current in the Middle English section 

 

> “became, developed into” 
< “originally is” 
/  “alternates” 
¯ – a diacritic, indicating a long vowel 
ø – denotes a zero ending  
A = Acc – Accusative 
Adj – adjective 
D = Dat – Dative 
Det - determiner 
EME – Early Middle English 
EMnE – Early Modern English 
EMidl – East Midland 
F – French 
fem. – feminine 
G = Ger – German 
Gen – Genitive 
Gmc   – Germanic 
imper. – imperative 
ind. – indicative 
inf. - infinitive 
Instr – Instrumental 
L = Lat – Latin 
LME – Late Middle English 
LOE – Late Old English 
masc. – masculine 
ME – Middle English 
Midl. - Midland  

 

MnE – Modern English 
MnG – Modern German 
N. – Northern 
neut. - neuter 
N = Nom – Nominative 
Num - numeral 
O – object 
Obj – Objective 
OE – Old English 
OF – Old French 
OSc - Old Scandinavian 
P – predicate 
p – person 
Part. – participle 
prs – present 
pl - plural 
PGmc – Proto-Germanic 
S – subject 
S. Southern 
Scand. – Scandinavian 
sg – singular 
SthW – South-West 
sup – superlative 
v. - verb 
w. – weak 
WMidl. – West Midland 
cf. (Lat confer) – compare 
e.g. (Lat exempli gratia) – for example  
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TT  HH  EE        OO  LL  DD        EE  NN  GG  LL  II  SS  HH        PP  EE  RR  II  OO  DD  

Social, political, economical and cultural background 

There are three distinctly marked stages in the history of the English 

language –  O l d   E n g l i s h  (OE), or Anglo-Saxon, M i d d l e   E n g l i s h  

(ME) and  M o d e r n   E n g l i s h (MnE), or  N e w   E n g l i s h (NE),  within 

which  P r e s e n t  D a y   E n g l i s h (PDE) is distinguished.  

The Old English period, dating from the first coming of the Germanic 

tribes to the British Isles in the 5th c. and lasting till 1100, is a period of 

comparatively rich grammatical inflections called due to this linguistic factor a 

period of full endings.  

The early medieval history of Britain is characterized by communial 

social relations, which are associated with public property. Under the pressure of 

constant internecine wars and Danish raids, the landownership, shared by 

members of a free community, was replaced by big landed estates with bond 

peasants working on them for the owners. 

In the Early Middle English Ages the subsistence system of economy 

predominated in Britain. It was a system under which every village was self-

sufficient and produced all the necessities of life for consumption and not for 

sale. Growth of big landed possessions brought about the development of feudal 

relations in the 8th – 9th cc.  

In spite of the attempts at unification of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and 

strengthening of Wessex in the reign of Alfred the Great, only in 959 Edgar 

(944-975) became ruler over the England, roughly coinciding with its modern 

bounderies.  

King Alfred’s success in unifying at least half of England and further 

consolidation of the Anglo-Saxon monarchy in his descendants’ times, were 

followed by the period of the monastic revival, known as the Benedectine 

Renaissance, which began in 960, and resulted in cultural reflorescence. Its main 
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contribution to the language development was preservation of Old English 

poetry in four great codices – the Junius Manuscript, or so called the Caedmon 

Manuscript, the Vercelii Book, the Exeter Book, and the Beowulf Manuscript. 

The beginnings of Anglo-Saxon  Britain 

Pre-Anglo-Saxon Britain was inhabited by the Celtic tribes called Picts, 

Scots, and Britons (hence “Briton”, and “British” referring to the people of the 

whole of the British Isles). In 43 A.D. the major part of the island became 

Roman as the Emperor Claudius finally brought Britain into the Empire. Unable 

to conquer the Scottish Highlands and a province of Britain in the south, the 

Romans seized what is known as the Midlands and the south-east, where they 

built their towns and roads, bringing along their way of life. 

The Roman rule continued in Britain up to the 5thc. A.D., when the 

Roman legions withdrew, leaving the colonists and romanized natives 

unprotected in face of the threat of the attacs of the continental Germanic tribes. 

In the middle of the 5th c. the Germanic invaders started their conquest of 

Britain. The traditional date of their coming is considered to be 4491. They 

landed in Kent and launched a succession of plundering raids. The barbarians 

and the colonists, who came a few years later, belonged to West Germanic 

peoples: the Saxons, Angles, Frisians and Jutes. The traditional idea that Kent 

was inhabited by Jutes has not been backed up by archeological evidence. There 

are more arguments is favour of the fact that the settlers in Kent came from 

various tribes. Lack of the word “Jute” in geographical names is another factor 

that makes the presence of Jutes in Britain doubtful (J.M. Williams, 54). 

The tribal groupings settled in seven Alnglo-Saxon kingdoms. Apart from 

Kent, they were Wessex – the land of West Saxons, Essex – the land of East 

Saxons, Sussex – the land of South Saxons; farther north three Anglian 

                                            
1 According to recent archeological finds, the Germanic settlements in Britain may have begun at least half a 
century earlier than the traditional A.D. 449. (B. Mitchell. A Guide to Old English, § 217) 
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kingdoms: Northumbria (north of the river Humber), Mercia (between the 

Thames and the Humber), and East Anglia (in the central part of Britain). 

The romanized Celts were either destroyed or driven into the woods and 

mountains. Only Wales, Cornwall and Scotland remained Celtic. The 

conquerors called the Celts WEALH (> Welsh), which meant “foreigners” as 

they could not understand the Celtic language, that, in spite of being Indo-

European, was vastly different from their own. 

To this day the descendents of the ancient Celts live on the territory of the 

British Isles. The Welsh who live in Wales are of Celtic origin. They speak 

Welsh, a Celtic tongue. In the Highlands of Scotland as well as in the western 

parts of Ireland there are also people who speak Gaelic, which is also Celtic by 

its origin. 

The Anglo-Saxon kingdoms – Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia, Kent, 

Wessex, Essex, and Sussex – were constantly struggling for leadership, and in 

the 7th c. it passed from Kent to Northumbria, known for its monasteries in 

which the first libraries and schools were set up and translaters and chroniclers 

were educated. The most famous writer was the monk Bede (c. 673-735), the 

first English historian, known in Europe as the Venerable Bede. His “Historia 

Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum” (“Ecclesiastical History of the English People”) 

written about 731 supplies the traditional account of the Anglo-Saxon 

intervention to Britain. 

Another medieval scholar Alcuin (735-804) got his education in the 

monastic school of York in Northumbria where later he became a world 

renowned teacher. He was the author of the school text-books that were very 

popular in the 8th – 9th cc. in England as well as on the continent. 

In the second half of the 7th c. the kingdom of Mercia gained political 

supremacy and finally in the 9th c. Wessex became the greatest. Since the whole 

island was not subjugated under one king the Britain of the time got the name of 
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heptarchy. It is a Greek term for the seven political spheres that often overlapped 

geographically. 

The major dialect areas distinguished Northumbrian and Kentish, roughly 

coinciding with their political boundaries. But Mercian included both East 

Anglia and Essex, while West Saxon embraced both Wessex and Sussex. The 

four dialects mentioned were primarily tribal, which were used at the time of the 

invasions by all those who came to England as speakers of a language 

descending from the West Germanic, which itself was rather a host of dialects 

than a language in the modern sense of the word. 

In spite of all dialectal differences in the existing political areas the 

language spoken by the Anglo-Saxons at the time is referred to as Old English, 

which they themselves called “EnZlisc”. 

In Late Old English the tradition of establishing the literary standard was 

broken off by the Scandinavian invaders. 

OE writing and written records 

There is no manuscript survived from the time of the first arrival of the 

Anglo-Saxons in Britain. But this does not mean that the Germanic tribes were 

wholly illiterate. On the continent they had fallen into possession of the runic 

alphabet and brought it with them across the North Sea to the British Isles. Their 

knowledge of runes had been presumably gained in Scandinavia, which is most 

famous for runic evidence. 

The runes is a specifically Germanic  mode of writing, though its source 

might go back to some northern Italic culture of the 2nd or 3rd cc. B.C., since 

some runic symbols are similar to the letters of the Roman or the Greek 

alphabets. 

The Germanic runic alphabet is called fuDark after the first six 

characters: 
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                      . Each letter had its name (the initial sound of the name is 

identical to the sound represented by the letter). 

The Gotlandish runic alphabet contains 31 letters while the Old English 

one only 24 runes. 

The first runic inscriptions in Anglo-Saxon Britain are dated to the early 

5th c. and the latest to the 11th c. The runes became available first in East Anglia, 

then in Kent. The majority of runic objects were found in Northumbria. The 

total number of the Old English runic texts is under thirty, some of them contain 

only a single word. Among the Anglo-Saxon runic monuments there are 

carvings on stone, such as the extract from the religious poem “The Dream of 

the Rood”, carved in about the 7th c. on the Ruthwell Cross in Dumfriesshire 

(Scotland), or on ivory (e.g. the descriptions of whale hunting engraved on the 

so-called Franks Casket, made of whale bones and now exhibited in the British 

Museum). Some inscriptions occur on coins and in manuscripts (e.g. the poet 

Cynewulf signed his name in runes in four of his poems: “The Fate of the 

Apostles”, “Elene”, “Christ II”, “Juliana”). 

Runic symbols are traditionally associated with magic; being primarily 

heathen, some runic objects were made to protect their owners from evil spirits. 

The Old English runic objects are more monumental and decorative than 

communicative in purpose, probably because the Roman alphabet had been 

destined to be used in Britain for everyday purposes of communication. 

The first manuscripts in the Latin alphabet appeared when the conversion 

of England to Christianity began. It was performed by St. Augustine’s mission 

embarking in 597 on christianizing Kent and accomplishing it within the space 

of seven years, as well as by Irish missionaries, who, having been converted by 

the Romans, spread Christianity in the north of the country. In a century the 

pagan beliefs of the Anglo-Saxons were to give way to the values brought about 

by the Christian conversion. The monasteries, which became centres of 

knowledge and learning, set up writing and reading traditions. 
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The scribes, who were normally clerics, introduced the version of the 

Latin alphabet called minuscule script, that is known for clear, simple rounded 

letters, which are best preserved in the Latin text of “The Lindisfarne Gospels” 

of the early 8th c. Later this script was transformed in the insular script, whose 

letters resemble those used today. But some letter shapes were pointed and 

cursive. For instance, the letter   s  appeared in a long form, similar to  S . The 

insular form of the letter   g, called “yogh”, was  Z  and only in the 11th c., when 

the continental caroline minuscule began to appear, it was replaced by  g  . The 

sound [w] was represented by the runic “wynn”  ƿ  which is still available in 

some older printed editions of the Anglo-Saxon manuscripts. The characters  x  ,  

z  were rare, the latter being used for [ts]. The letter  q  occurred mainly in very 

early texts. The ligature  x, called “ash”, was a development of the Latin 

digraph. 

The letter “thorn”  þ  , being, like wynn, a runic symbol, was employed 

for two interdential spirants [T] and [D]. The graph  D, which is called “eth” or 

“edh” nowadays (its Old English name was “Dxt”), represented the same sounds 

as thorn. Before the time of Alfred  D  was predominant, in Alfredian English 

and further, þ became more frequent, but it mainly occurred in initial position. 

There was no word-division and paragraphing in the Old English texts. 

Vowel length was not reflected in Old English graphics. A dash above the 

vowel, called a macron, became common in modern editions of the Old English 

texts. 

The conversion of the heathen Anglo-Saxons to Christianity contributed 

to the efflorescence of culture and learning to such an extent that students from 

Europe arrived in Britain to get education at the centres of scholarship in 

Canterbury, Jarrow, and York. 

Beginning with the 8th c. Old English poetry came to flourish: the great 

poems of mixed Christian and Nordic themes “Beowulf”, “The Wanderer”, “The 
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Seafarer” were composed. Cynewulf created from 780 to 890. To early Old 

English poetry belong verses written by the first-known English poet Caedmon, 

a cowherd at a Yorkshire monastery (c.650-675), who, being given the divine 

gift of creating songs, used Germanic alliterative verse for religious subjects. 

Late Old English poetry commemorates the Battle of Brunanburg (937) and the 

Battle of Maldon (991). The former narrates a victory of the Anglo-Saxons over 

the Scots and the Danes, and is included in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 

Most of the extant Old English manuscripts were written in Wessex 

during the reign of King Alfred, who came to the throne in 871 and died in 899. 

His activities in education, learning and administration created cultural golden 

age in Wessex. 

To king Alfred’s first literary works belongs the translation of Pope 

Gregory’s “Cura Pastoralis” (“Pastoral Care”), to which he added a preface, 

accounting for the decay of learning in Britan and containing his determination 

to reform the schools in Wessex. Along with this original contribution to Old 

English literature Alfred the Great did the translation of the “Seven Books of 

History against the Heathens” written in the 5th c. by the Spanish monk Paulus 

Orosius and treated as a standard text book of universal history. 

The most important literary figure, who also wrote in Wessex was Ælfric, 

Abbot of Eynsham, (955-1020). He composed his “Catholic Homilies” and 

“Lives of the Saints” and also translated “A Latin Grammar”, supplying it with a 

preface of his own, and the “Colloquium” (a manual containing dialogues to be 

used at monastic schools). 

Wulfstan, another master of Late Old English prose, who was Archbishop 

of York in the early 11th c., created a collection of sermons, the best of which 

“Sermo Lupi ad Anglos” reveals the problems facing the Anglo-Saxons at that 

time. 
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Alfred is not only the founder of a prose tradition but also an initiator of 

the “Anglo-Saxon Chronicles”, recording the events annually at various 

monasteries. 

A lot of legal documents were written in Wessex as well as in other Old 

English dialects. They are laws of the Anglo-Saxon kings, various agreements, 

grants, wills, records of proceedings of church councils which are commonly 

known under the general heading of the “Anglo-Saxon Charters”. 

The first examples of Old English poetry occurred  as insertions in Latin 

texts. Bede’s “Death Song” and “Caedmon Hymn” make part of the Alfredian 

translation of Bede’s “Ecclesiastical History of the English people”. 

“Beowulf”, a poem of 3183 lines, has been preserved practically complete 

in a manuscript of the 10th c. It is believed to have been originally composed in a 

dialect of the north or Midlands of England in approximate 680, though it has 

survived in the West Saxon form. 

The Northumbrian dialect has got down to the present day not only in 

various runic inscriptions, but also in the texts of the Ruthwell Cross and Franks 

Casket, and a translation of the gospels. 

The Mercian and Kentish dialects are preserved in charters, psalters, 

hymns and glosses, which are separate words or interlinear word-for-word 

translations written between the lines of Latin manuscripts made for the benefit 

of those who had a poor knowledge of Latin. 

The Anglo-Saxons and the Scandinavians 

The Viking raids began in 793 in Northumbria where the Scandinavians 

destroyed the church at Lindisfarne which had been built by the Scottish monk 

Aidan to convert the Northumbrians to Celtic Christianity (635-651). That is 

how the pagan Scandinavians extinguished the light of learning in the north of 

England. 
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The Danes soon occupied the north-western part of the country and 

established permanent settlements there. This region became known as the 

Danelaw, an area, in which the Danes were free to have their own mode of life. 

Thus the country was divided into two parts: the Danelaw and the English 

south-western part which was under king Alfred’s rule. 

Having united at least half of England, Alfred, as noted above, embarked 

on creating a prose tradition by his various translations from Latin into Old 

English, which are believed to have been done by himself and at his direction by 

others. He also founded the first public schools, creating a literate audience for 

the literature as well as an educated class to govern the growing state. 

In fact, Alfred organized Anglo-Saxon government so well that the Danes 

in their Danelaw who were less organized than the English were finally unable 

to withstand the unified political and military attacks by Alfred’s son, Edward 

the Elder (c. 870-924), and his son, Athelstan (c. 895-940). In 957, Edward’s 

grandson, Edgar (944-975) became ruler over Northumbria and Mercia and 

undertook an attempt to unify the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. For his peacemaking 

policy he became known as the Peaceful King. In 975 he was recognized an 

overlord of Britain.  

At the end of the 10thc. new Danish raids broke out, particularly during the 

reign of king’s Edgar’s successor, Ethelred the Redeless (c. 968-1016), who got 

such a name because he did not take anybody’s counsel (OE rēād). Being a 

rather incompetent ruler he tried to buy the Danes off. Realising that he was a 

failure he fled away through the Channel to Normandy to his wife’s relatives. 

After Ethelred’s death, Saxon and Danish England engaged in a brief civil 

war before Cnut (c. 994-1035), a Dane, defeated Wessex in 1015. He and 

Edmund Ironside (c. 980-1016), Ethelred’s son, divided the island between 

them, and when Edmund died in 1016, Cnut became the king of the entire 

kingdom. He was also the king of Denmark and Norway. He made England the 

centre of his power, which enabled the Danish businessmen and traders to get an 
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easy access to southern England, particularly London. Danish merchants became 

a significant part of the leading tradesmen and citizens. Supported by the Anglo-

Saxon feudal lords Cnut ruled in England till he died.  

The Danes established a second Danelaw on the northern coast of France, 

which was part of the Frankish kingdom. In the 10th century they founded a 

dukedom of Normandy (the toponeme originating from the name of the 

conquerors - Normans, or Northmen), from which their romanized discendants 

attacked England a century later. 

Closer to the end of Cnut’s rule, the son of Ethelred the Redeless and 

Emma, daughter of Richard the Fearless, duke of Normandy, Edward the 

Confessor (c. 1002-1066), who was strongly influenced by the Norman clergy 

and more interested in being a monk than a king, returned to England. In 1042 

he ascended the throne. 

The Impact of the Danelaw on the Anglo-Saxon 

The Danes did not essentially differ from the English among whom they 

lived, because they were also of Germanic origin and their level of culture was 

not greatly different. They were far fewer in number, which brought about their 

racial assimilation. 

The 135 years of the Danelaw could not but tell upon the English 

language. The actual need to communicate led to intermixture of Old English 

and Old Norse (Old Scandinavian). As the two languages belonged to the same 

linguistic group their speakers could easily understand each other. 

Phonetic influence of Old Norse on the Anglo-Saxon language was 

practically imperceptible. In morphology the impact of Old Norse was very 

important because it was one of the causes serving to reduce the system of Old 

English inflections. There being a lot of cognates among the words employed in 

Anglo-Danish intercourse, the interlocutors made their roots particularly valid 

and their inflections practically inconspicuous. 
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Apart from the weakening and reduction of grammatical endings Old 

Norse brought about several changes in pronominal systems. The Scandinavian 

borrowings THEY, THEIR, THEM  ousted the Old English 3rd person plural 

forms, which were homonymous with the singular. SAME, borrowed from 

Scandinavian, replenished the system of demonstratives. 

In wordstock Scandinavian borrowings were rather numerous. Such 

commonly used nouns as FELLOW, HUSBAND, LAW, WINDOW, LEG, 

WING, SKY, SISTER, SKILL, SKIN, SKIRT as well as adjectives HAPPY, 

WRONG, LOW, LOOSE, UGLY, WEAK, and verbs CALL, CAST, TAKE, 

DIE, SKIP, DROOP are of Scandinavian origin. 

A lot of place names in the region where the Scandinavian settlers used to 

live were the elements pertaining to Old Norse: BY “village” (DERBY, 

GRIMSBY), TOFT “grassy spot”, “hill” (LOWESTOFT, LANGTOFT), BECK 

“rivulet” (TROUTBECK); NESS “cape” (INVERNESS, CAITHNESS). 

P H O N E T I C S 

Old English was made up of dialects descending from the Proto-

Germanic. It inherited a lot of features of the parent language and developed its 

own traits, especially in the sphere of phonetics. 

Old English had a vowel system, consisting of monophthongs and 

diphthongs, and a consonantal system, which was more similar to the modern 

one than that of vowels. Unlike Gothic which was known for biphonemic 

vocalic combinations, Old English is characterized by further evolution of the 

Germanic vowel system mainly because it contained diphthongal items. The 

diphthongs were fewer in number and different in their character from those of 

present-day English. 

The most striking feature of the Old English sound system was the 

abundance of allophones, i.e. positional variants of phonemes, which arose due 

to assimilation. Various assimilative processes made the Old English vowel 
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system extremely unstable. In some cases the assimilation caused the 

appearance of vocalic allophones and in other cases glides appeared to change 

monophthongs to diphthongs.  

Part of the phonetic system is word stress. Stress-assignment proved to 

play a major role in vowel reduction and loss in the development of English. 

Word stress 

Like PGmc word stress, OE accent was dynamic, or forced. The first 

syllable of a word, which was commonly a root syllable, was breathed out 

heavily. The intensity of expiration made it distinct from the unstressed 

syllables. As a result vowels in accented syllables came to develop differently 

from those in unaccented ones. 

OE stress was fixed. In disyllabics and most polysyllabics it fell 

generally on the first syllable, or sometimes on the second syllable. Some 

polysyllabics, especially compounds, might have also had secondary stresses: 

norþman /'norT"mon/,  herehūþ /'here"hHT/. 

Sffixes and grammatical endings were commonly unstressed and thus 

phonetically contrasted with the root morphemes. Later it resulted in their 

weakening and loss. 

In words with prefixes the position of the stress varied: verb prefixes were 

unaccented, while in nouns and adjectives the stress was commonly placed on 

the prefix. Cf.: 

 on-'Zinnan,   be-'settan  V (“begin”,  “beset”) 

'on-Zin,  'be-ZonZ  N (“beginning”,  “course”) 

'on-līc,  'be-hrumiZ  A (“similar”,  “sooty”) 

Care should be taken to keep apart unstressed verbal prefixes from the 

quasi-prefixes, to which such prepositions and adverbs as ÆFTER, BĪ, FORE, 

FORÞ, ŪT, IN, ŪP belong. Since they were separable, they had the primary 
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stress, the secondary stress being laid on the root of the verb: 'ŪT"ZĀN “go 

out”, 'ÆFTER "SPYRIAN “search”. 

The prefix  Ze-  is never stressed irrespective of the part of speech to 

which it is added. 

V o w e l s 

In OE there were ten vowel phonemes, which can be arranged into two 

rows. 

Short  a   e   i   o   u 

Long            ā   ē   i   ō   ū* 

The main feature of the OE vocalic system was parallelism of short and 

long vowels: practically every short vowel had a long counterpart. Unlike Proto-

Germanic vocalism, OE vowel system was structually balanced. 

Apart from the symmetry of long and short vowels, the OE vowel system 

was known for three contrastive heights, front and back low vowels, and front 

rounded vowels. 

Two vowel phonemes had allophones: 

/a/ appeared as: 

/æ/ in a closed syllable and before a front vowel: þæt, dæZes, 

/o/ before a nasal: camp, land, mon**, 

/a/ in all other cases: caru, daZas; 

/u/ appeared as: 

/y/, a rounded vowel, similar to French u and German ü, occurring before 

a front vowel, which could be either observed in OE words: dyrstiZ, byriZ, or 

could be restored historically: fyllan < *fulian, cynn – cf. Gth kuni, 

/u/ in all other cases: duru, cumpæder. 

As seen from the instances above, variants of OE vowel phonemes 

appeared as the result of assimilation, i.e. under the influence of other sounds, 
                                            
*  It has long become practice to introduce a macron placed over a vowel to indicate its relevant length. 
** The nasalization of the sound was not regularly reflected in spelling. 
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mainly those which followed them. These may be treated as cases of regressive 

assimilation. 

OE vowels underwent a number of qualitative and quantitative changes. 

 

Qualitative changes 
OE facture (breaking) 

In the early 6th century an assimilation change known as Old English 

breaking took place most consistently in the Wessex dialect. The phonetic 

essence of the process is that short and long front vowels appear to have been 

diphthongized when followed either by   l / r / h    plus a consonant or by  l / h  

in final position. 

                                          / r /                                                          in 
/æ (:)/  > /ea(:)/ before     / l /      + consonant;         or     / l /        final 

                                        / h /                                            / h /     position  

 
*ærm  > earm “poor”;    *æld  > eald  “old”;    *æhta  >  eaht “eight”; 

*æl     >  eal   “all”;     *nǣh > nēāh “near”  

                                                                                             
                                          / r /                                                        in 

/e (:)/  > /eo (:)/ before      / l /      + consonant;      or       / l /      final 

                                          / h /                                         / h /     position 

 
*werc  > weorc “work”; *melc > meolc “milk”; *fehtan > feohtan “to fight”; 

*fēl > fēōl “file”; *feh > feoh “property”       

                                       
                                         / r /                                                         in 

/i (:)/  >  / io(:)/ before     / l /      + consonant;        or     / l /        final 

                                         / h /                                          / h /     position 

*tihhian  > tiohhian “consider”; *Il > Iōl “Yule-tide”; *betwīh  > betwīoh “between” 
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The phonetic essence of OE fracture is that the front vowel is partially 

assimilated to the following hard consonant, which results in the appearance of a 

glide, combining with the vowel to form a diphthong. It occurs most consistently 

in the Wessex dialect. 

Palatal diphthongization 

Very soon after the appearance of the diphthongs caused by OE fracture, 
the gutteral sounds / g /, / k / became strongly palatalized before front vowels. 
These newly palatalized sounds and also the old affricate / sk' /, which was 
always palatal, brought about the diphthongization of /e(:)/, /x(:)/, /o(:)/. It 
occurred in the 6th c. only in Wessex.  However, his change was inconsistently 
carried out, which makes some scholars think that the cases of the so-called 
palatal diphthongization are hardly anything more than an orthographic 
variation. 

/ sk' / →  / æ (:)/  > / ea(:)/  Mc scæl  || WS sceal “shall”; 
Mc scxld || WS scield  “shield”  

/ k' /   →  / e (:)/   > / ie (:)/  L cerasus > WS cieres “cherries”; 
Mc cæster || WS ceaster (cf. MnE Chester)  

/ j /   →                               Mc Zefan  || WS Ziefan “give”;  
Mc Zǣr || WS Zēār 

/ sk' / →  / o(:)/  > / eo(:)/   scomu > sceomu “shame”; scort > sceort “short” 

Front, or palatal mutation 

The most frequent type of mutation is the so-called i-Umlaut (the late 6thc. 
– the early 7thc.), or front mutation, that was caused by an / i / or / j / in the next 
syllable. It caused all back vowels to front and all short front vowels and 
diphthongs to raise when they were followed by an / i / or / j /. Only short / e / 
and / i / were not affected by it as they had been involved in PGmc fracture. 

/o/   >   /e/     *dohtor – dehter (Dat. sg.) 
/u/   >   /y/     *fulian  >  fyllan   (cf. MnE full :: fill) 
/a/   >   /e/     *salian  >  sellan  (cf. MnE sale :: sell) 
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/o:/  >  /e:/     *fōdian  >  fēdan  (cf. MnE food :: feed) 
/u:/  >  /y:/     *mūsiz    >  mȳs     (cf. MnE mouse :: mice) 
/a:/  >  /æ:/    *āniZ     >  ǣniZ    (cf. MnE one :: any) 
/ea/, /eo/  >  /ie/  *ealdira   >  ieldra  (cf. MnE old :: elder) 
                           *feohtiþ  > fieht    (“he fights”) 

Having caused the mutation, the front / i / and / j / disappeared. 
Gemination, i.e. doubling of the final root consonant, took place after the / i / or 
/ j / was dropped in case the mutated vowel was short: settan < * sætjan. 

Of the various phonetic developments in OE, palatal mutation had a far-
reaching effect. Its impact is perceptible in Modern English grammar and 
lexicon. There is a group of mutated plurals among present-day English nouns: 
GOOSE – GEESE, MAN – MEN, etc.; a survival of mutated degrees of 
comparison: OLD – ELDER – ELDEST; and quite a number of derivatives in 
the systems of verbs: TALE – TELL; GRASS – GRAZE; BLOOD – BLEED; 
nouns: LONG – LENGTH, BROAD – BREADTH; adjectives: FRANCE – 
FRENCH, ANGLO-(AFRICAN) – ENGLISH; pronouns: ONE – ANY. 

Back, or velar mutation 

Along with fracture and i-Umlaut, there existed a third type of mutation, 
called back mutation, or velarization (the late 7th century). This diphthongization 
process gave rise to short diphthongs in OE. Back Umlaut is most strongly 
perceptible in Mercian and Kentish, the dialects which were least subject to 
palatal diphthongization, and it is highly restricted in Wessex. 

This kind of mutation is caused by back vowels / u /, / o /, / a / in the 
following syllable: 
/ i /  >  / io / hira  >  hiora “their”, limu  >  liomu “limbs”. This / io / often 
developed into / oe /: heora “their”, seolufr “silver”. 
/ e /  >  / eo /  *hefon  >  heofon “sky”, *lefaD > leofaD “he lives”; 
/ a /  >  / ea /  *saru  >  searu “device”, *aluþ- > ealu “ale, beer” 

Quantitative changes 
Lengthening 
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In the later 9th century lengthening of short vowels before combinations of 
a nasal or liquid and a voiced homorganic consonant began. Among the 
lengthening clusters there were / mb /, / nd /, / ng /, / ld /, / rd /, / rl /, / rn /, / rD /, 
/ rs /: clīmban, behīndan, lānZ, cīld, wōrd, ēōrl, cyrnel, ēōrDe, iērsan. The 
lengthening did not take place if a third consonant followed: (cildru > MnE 
children, hindrian  > MnE hinder), nor in unstressed forms (and, under). 

There were exceptions to the Old English lengthening: LWS swurd “sword” 
apparently comes from sweord with a short diphthong, because the development of 
LWS / u / pertains to the changes that affected only short vowels. 

 
D i p h t h o n g s 

The PGmc biphonemic sequences of e or a + i or u underwent regular 
spontaneous changes in Early Old English. The sequences of  e + i   and  a + i  
developed into / i: / and / a: /; the sequences with / u / were reflected as long 
diphthongs  / io: /,  / eo: /, and / ea: /. While long diphthongs in OE are of PGmc 
origin, short diphthongs are English, i.e. caused by OE fracture, palatal 
diphthongization, and back mutation. The system of diphthongs in OE comprised 
diphthongs with a wide open glide. In classical OE, diphthongs were always 
“falling”, i.e. the first element of the diphthong was more prominent than the 
second. 
/ ea /  sealt 
/ ea: /  Zēār 

/ eo /  heorte 
/ eo: /  dēōp 

/ ie /  Ziefan 
/ ie: /  hīē 

/ io /  hiora 
/ io: /  līōf 

The Old English diphthongs may be called height-harmonic since the 
glide was of the same height as the nucleus. 

 
C o n s o n a n t s 

The OE consonant system consists of the following consonants: 
voiced stops      / p /,  / t /,  / k / 
voiced stops      / b /,  / d /,  / g / 
fricatives           / f /,  / v /,  / s /,  / z /,  / T /,  / D /,  / x /,  / γ / 
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sonorants          / m /,  / n /,  / l /,  / r / 
semi-vowels     / w /,  / j /  

The distinction between voiceless and voiced fricatives was merely 
positional. 
/ f /  ::  / v /  hlāf :: hlāford;               / T / :: / D /  mūþ :: mūþa; 
/ s / ::  / z /  sunu :: nosu;                   / x / :: / γ /   hēālf :: sorZian 

As seen from the above instances, the fricatives were voiced intervocally 
and between a vowel and a sonorant. Being allophones, voiced and voiceless 
fricatives were not distinguished in spelling. 

In OE every backlingual, or velar consonant had a palatal counterpart. 
/ k /  cuman :: / k' / cin;       / g /  Zuma :: / g' /  brycZ* 
/ x /  heah :: / x' / niht;      / γ /  daZas :: / j /   dæZes 

The / g / phoneme had several allophones. It appeared as / g / before a 

back vowel (ZOD) or a consonant (ZREAT). It appeared as / j / before or after 

a front vowel (ZEARD, DÆZ) and as a velar fricative / γ / between back 

vowels (FUZOL) or after / r /, / l / (SORZ, FOLZIAN). 

No earlier than Late Old English there appeared sibilants and affricates. 

Apart from lack of these palatoalveolar consonants the Proto-Old English 

consonant system differed from that of Modern English in the existence of long 

consonants, which were opposed to short ones on a phonemic level: sete (“set” 

imp. sg.) :: sette 1stp. prs. ind.  

 
Consonant changes 

Gemination 

Gemination was doubling of the final root consonant in its medial or final 

position in Early Old English. It could occur along with i-mutation.  

Gth  saljan :: OE  sellan 

Gth  taljan :: OE  tellan 
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Double consonants (geminates) in the middle of a word between vowels 

denoted long (double) consonants. At the end of a word, there could also be 

geminate consonants: bedd < *Gmc baddjaz. Being often simplified, word-final 

geminates, denoted single consonants, as there were no long consonants in final 

position which is reflected in variant spellings: bedd / bed, mann / man. 

Assimilation and dropping of consonants 
/ k /,  / g /                           >  / ht /  þincan – þohte; maZan – meahte 
/ p /,  / b /       +   dental     >  / ft /   sciepan – sceaft; libban – lifde 
dental                                >  / ss /    witan – *witte > wisse 
dental                                 > / st /    mot[an] – *motte > moste 
/ fm /  >  / mm /   wifman  >  wimman 
/ fn /   >  / m /       stefn      >  stemn 
/ x /  was lost between two vowels:  *tihan     >  tēōn; 
                                                          *fonhan  >  fohan  >  foan  >  fōn. 
/ j /   was occasianally dropped before / d / and / n /, and the preceding vowel 
was lengthened: mæZden  >  mæden: sæZde  >  sǣde. 

Metathesis 

Metathesis is a phonetic change which involved exchanging the places by 
two adjacent sounds. In Old English it most frequently affected the consonant 
/ r /:rinnan / irnan, iernan (MnE  run) and the consonant / s /: clǣnsian / 
clǣsnian (MnE  cleanse). 

Palatalization of consonants 

Palatalization and subsequent assibilation concerned the stops / k / and  / g /. 
In Early Old English the consonant / k / before a front vowel, as in CILD (MnE  
child), became palatalized and gradually approached the affricate / C / in Late Old 
English.  

A new palatal stop developed from /g/ before a front vowel and when it 

was in word-final position after a front vowel, as in SINZEAN (MnE  singe), 

BRYCZ (MnE  bridge). Later it gradually reached the sounding / G /. The 
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cluster / sk’ /, as in SCIP (MnE ship), which was always palatal, became 
assibilated and finally approached / S /.  

The appearance of sibilants and affricates was accomplished in the 9th century. 
The assibilation of OE palatal consonants and consonant cluster  / sk’ /  was a 
specifically English phenomenon, which gave rise to a number of etymological 
doublets comprising non-assibilated Scandinavian cognates: SHARE :: SCAR; 
SHABBY :: SCABBY; SHELL :: SCALE; SHIRT :: SKIRT. 
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TABLE I 

OLD ENGLISH PHONEMES AND ALLOPHONES 

Pho-
nemes  

Graphemes 
Examples 

Factors affecting 
allophone appearance 

Allo-
phones 

Graphemes 
Examples 

 
/ a / 

 
a 

/a + e, i /j/  
/ æ / 

fæder (father) 

 daZas (days) in closed syllables  dæZ (day) 
    
  /a + n, m/ /o/ 

     a,      o,      å 
land, lond, lånd 

/u:/ ū /u: + i /j/ /y:/ y 
 mūs (mouse)   mȳs <*mūsiz (mice) 

/u/ u /u + i /j/ /y/ y 
 sum (some)   fyllan <*fulian (fill) 
 f   f 
/f/ wīf (wife) /vowel + f + vowel/ /v/ wīfes (wife’s) 

 s   s 
/s/ hūs (house) /vowel + s + vowel/ /z/ hūses (house’s) 

 þ         D   þ         D  
 þæt /vowel + T + vowel/ / D / brōþor 

/T/ Dæt (that)   brōDor (brother) 
 c   c 
/k/ cuman (come) /k + front vowel/ /k’/ cild (child) 
    Z 
  /a, o, u, + g/ /γ/ daZas (days) 
  /r, l + g/  folZian (follow) 
 Z   Z 
/g/ Zān (go) 

 sinZan (sing) 
/g + front vowel/ 
/front vowel + g/ 

/j/ 
/j/ 

    

Zēār (year) 
Z 

dæZ (day) 
   

/front vowel + g/ 
 

/g’/ 
 

cZ 
    brycZ (bridge) 

                h 
/h/ h /a, o, u, + h/ /x/ þōhte (thought) 
 hūs (house)   h 
  /i/ j +h/ /x’/ niht (night) 
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G R A M M A R 

MORPHOLOGY 

T h e   n o u n 

The OE noun inherited the basic features of its progenitor - PIE language. 
The three-part structure of the PIE noun (root + stem suffix + inflection) 

contained a lexical unit specifying its declension type called a stem suffix, or a 
theme which had originally distinguished semantically related nouns. Cf. Lat  
pater, Ru  Богоматерь, OE dohtor, MnG Schwester, in which the PIE stem 
suffix –r– is used to indicate terms of kinship. The combination of root + theme 
constitutes the stem of a noun. PGmc themes were of three types: vocalic (vowel 
stem suffixes), consonantal (stem suffixes with a consonant as their final 
element) and zero (the absence of the stem suffix in the morphemic structure of 
some nouns makes them athematic). 

Being placed before the inflection, vocalic stem suffixes easily combined 
with vowels in the inflection and formed diphthongs or long vowels, which 
made the character of the stem indistinct in PGmc. 

There are some traces of the ancient stem suffix in OE nouns, such as the 

final -r- in the -r-stem declension (FÆDER, BRŌÞOR) and the -r-element 

which after the operation of rhotacism appeared in nouns with PIE stem suffix    
-es- (CILD – CILDRU, LAMB – LAMBRU). The PIE stem suffix -n- was 
preserved in the Gen plural of OE -n-stem nouns (NAMENA, OXENA), 
whereas the PGmc stem suffix -a- survived as part of the Nom and Acc pl  

ending –as in masculine nouns (DAZAS, FISCAS). 

The other OE declension labels (-ō-stems, -u-stems, -i-stems) are justified 
only etymologically and kept up in order to distinguish nouns which had the 
same paradigm from nouns which had other paradigms. 

Vocalic stems (i.e. stems with a theme containing a vowel) are called a 
strong declension; -n-stems, whose forms are mostly homonymous, constitute a 
weak declension. The other consonantal and athematic stems are referred to as 
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minor declensions, root stems and -r-stems being among them as most 
frequently used. 

The OE noun had two number forms (singular and plural), four cases 
(Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative), and three genders (masculine, 
feminine, and neuter). 

In some declension types the endings were conditioned by the length of the 
root syllable and the number of syllables in the word. There were also variatns 
of some declensions in which the thematic vowel was preceded by another 
element (e.g. jō-stems and wō-stems of the ō-stem declension). 

Gender 

Each noun in Old English belonged to some gender: masculine, feminine, 
or neuter. Gender assignment was based neither on semantic grounds: FŌT – m., 
HAND – f., HĒĀFOD – n., nor on the shape of the root: 

bār, dynn, rand, ende – m.; (“boar”, “din”, “edge”, “end”) 
lār, synn, hand, tunZe – f.; (“lore”, “sin”, “hand”, “tongue”) 
sār, cynn, land, ēāre – n. (“pain”, “kin”, “land”, “ear”) 
Sometimes a derivational suffix made a noun masculine, feminine, or 

neuter. Abstract nouns which were built with the help of –þu and –nes/–nis were 

feminine (LENZÞU “length”, HIHÞU “height” ENDEBYRDNES “row”, 

BLINDNIS “blindless”); agent nouns with the suffix –ere were masculine 

(FISCERE, “fisherman”, SPINNERE “spinner”); abstract nouns with the suffix  
-lāc “gift” were neuter (WEDLĀC “wedlock”, SCINNLĀC “sorcery”). 

Alongside masculine and feminine nouns denoting males and females 
respectively there were animate nouns of “unjustified” gender whose gender did 

not correspond to sex (WĪF “wife” – n., MÆZDEN “girl” – n., WĪFMAN 

“woman” – m.). 
The division into genders was to a certain extent connected with the 

division into stems, though there was no direct correspondence between them: 
some stems comprised nouns of one particular gender (-ō-stems were always 
feminine), to others nouns of two or three genders belonged. 
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Types of 
declension: 

Strong declension Weak declension Minor 
declensions 

Gender:   m  n f m  f m  f  n m   n   f m  f m  f 

stem 
suffix: 
 

–a– 
–ja– 

–wa– 

–ō– 
–jō– 
–wō– 

 
–u– 
 

 
–i– 

 

 
–n– 

 

 
root 
stems 

 
–r– 

OE gender distinctions manifested themselves through a few endings, i.e. 
each gender had one or two special endings, characteristic of that particular 
gender. Only masculine nouns could have the ending –as; (STANAS);  –u was 
used as a plural marker of neuter nouns (SCIPU); the ending –e in the Acc sg, 
distinct from the Nom, was added only to feminine nouns. 

Strong declension 

The strong declension comprised vocalic stems, among which a-stems 
were most numerous, containing one-third of the nouns in the language. a-stem 
masculine nouns were marked off by the inflection –as in the Nom and Acc pl. It 
appeared to be productive and gave rise to the modern marker of plurality –s. 
The Gen sg ending –es, belonging to a-stems of either of the genders, along with 
the plural –as in the masculine were distinctive features of this declension and 
consequently predetermine the name “strong”, which came to be attached to a-
stems as well as to all vocalic stems. 

a-stems 

a-stems comprised masculines or neuters. The paradigmatic difference 
between the two genders was only observed in the homonymous Nom and Acc 
plurals, where the masculine nouns were inflected in –as, while the ending of the 
neuter nouns depended on two factors: on the number of syllables and on the 
quantity of the stem. 

In neuter monosyllabics with a light base, where the stem contains a short 
vowel plus only one consonant, the Nom and Acc plurals had the ending –u; in 
monosyllabics with a heavy base, where the stem contains a short vowel plus 
two consonants or a long vowel, these two cases had a zero inflection. In 
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disyllabics with a light base the Nom and Acc plurals were uninflected; in 
disyllabics with a heavy base the ending –u was added. These differences could 
be accounted for by rhythmical factors. 

a-stems were parallel to Ru nouns of the type  стол, окно  and to Lat 2nd 
declension nouns of the type HORTUS “garden”, OPPIDIUM “town”. 

There were also ja-stems and wa-stems in the OE noun system, which 
represented minor varieties of the general declension pattern. 

ō-stems 

The vast majority of OE feminines belonged to this type or its variants, 
the jō– and wō-stems, corresponding to the IE ā– (iā, uā)  stems. In ō-stems a 

distinction was made between short-stemmed: WRACU, ZIEFU, etc. and long-

stemmed nouns: LĀR, SORZ, etc. The only difference was in the Nom sg. 

ō-stems are parallel to Ru nouns of the type  рука  and to Lat 1st 
declension nouns of the type  SILVA “wood”. 

i-stems 

i-stems (PIE  i/ei/oi) were not numerous. They tended to join a-stems and ō-
stems in OE. i-stems were parallel to Ru nouns of the type кость and to Lat 3rd 
declension nouns of the type FĪNIS “end”. Here nouns of all the three genders 
belonged. In classical OE the paradigms of masculines and neuters were similar 
to those of a-stems. The feminins, involved in class transfer, preserved the main 
ō -stems paradigmatic peculiarities, except that the Acc. and the Nom. were not 
distinguished.  

The i-mutation of the root vowel betrays the fact that originally they had 
had a paradigm of their own. Its features could be observed in the forms of the 
plural which retained –e in the Nom. and Acc. of names of nationalities, which 
were masculine nouns: EnZle “Englishmen”, Dene “Danes”. 

Masculine nouns had a difference in the form of the Nom. sg which 
depended on a phonetic factor. Nouns with a light base had inflectional –e 
(WINE) whereas long-stemmed nouns had zero inflecion (WYRM, FIERD). 
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u-stems 

The u-stem nouns, being even fewer than i-stems in number, were, 
however, of high frequency, e.g. SUNU, NOSU, HAND. The u-stems were 
either masculine or feminine. Almost all its long-stemmed nouns merged wih a-
stems, and only such nouns as FELD, WEALD, ÆPPEL, SUMOR, WINTER 
remained in this declension, with the final /u/ being lost. 

The short-stemmed nouns were better preserved: SUNU, WUDU, 

MEODU, LAZU. Nevertheless they all showed a strong dendency to transfer to 

the a-stems (e.g. FEOH, LIP, etc). 
u-stems were parallel to Lat 4th declension nouns of the type FRŪCTUS 

“fruit”. 

Weak declension (n-stems) 

n-stems were most numerous among consonantal stems partly because of 
their role in forming the paradigm of substantivized adjectives and agent nouns 
built from verbs: WITA, HUNTA, DĒMA. 

The majority of the n-stems were masculine nouns: ZUMA, OXA, FRĒĀ. 

Neuters were few, only ĒĀZE, ĒĀRE, but there were a lot of feminines: 

CWĒNE, SUNNE, TUNZE. There were five homonymous forms in the 

paradigm of n-stems whose ending was –an. The consonant –n in the inflection 
had originally been a thematic element. It acquired a new, grammatical function 
after the prehistoric unstressed inflection had been lost. 

n-stems were parallel to Ru nouns of the type  имя  and to Lat 3rd 
declension nouns of the type NOMEN “name”. In modern Gmc languages nouns 
of this declension appeared to be widely used in German (cf. MnG Student, –en;  
Löwe, –n). 

Minor declensions 

Apart from the most important consonantal declension known as n-stems 
there were r-stems, es-stems, nd-stems, which together with root stems, belonged to 
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minor declensions. In the case of the above mentioned consonantal stems, 
inflections were added to a stem ending with a consonant while in the case of the 
root stem declension, which was athematic, they were added directly to the root. 

Among minor consonantal declensions there were those which are 
complex in origin and history. 

es-stems were all neuter nouns. Being very ancient, they were 
distinguished by the stem suffix –es appearing in all cases of the plural as –r-
element (which resulted from rhotacism in the prehistoric period). In the 
singular they declined as a-stem neuters. They were parallel to Ru nouns of the 
type  небо-небеса. Among es-stem nouns there were LAMB with the Nom and 

Acc plurals LAMBRU, ǢZ “egg” – ǢZRU, CILD “child” – CILDRU. 

nd-stems are of participial origin. Similarly to the athematic nouns they 
had i-mutated Nom and Acc plurals: frēōnd “friend” – frȳnd “friends”; fēōnd 
“fiend” – fȳnd “fiends”. 

t-stems (cf. Lat NEPOS, NEPOTIS “nephew”) were very few. They were 

best preserved in EALU “ale”, with Gen and Dat EALOÞ, from which a new 

Nom and Acc EALOÞ was formed. To this group MŌNAÞ also referred. 

All nouns belonging to smaller declensions were attracted by the 
productive declension and eventually took on the inflections of the a-stems. 

Root stems 

OE root stem nouns were not many in number but they were very ancient. 
They never had the theme, i.e. the stem suffix, and hence were sometimes called 
athematic. They denoted a number of basic concepts, and being well preserved 
throughout epochs, survived into MnE. They were known by their mutated Dat 
sg., Nom and Acc pl forms in OE which appeared in EOE under the influence of 
/ i / in the inflection: FŌT “foot” – FĒT < ٭FŌTIZ “feet”. After the case 
inflection was dropped the mutated vowel remained the only marker of the form: 
MAN – MEN, BŌC “book” – BĒC “books”, MŪS “mouse” – MȲS “mice”. 

r-stems 
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r-stem nouns were terms of kinship (MŌDOR “mother”, FÆDER 
“father”, DOHTOR  “daughter”), which were of PIE origin. They had preserved 

their suffix in all the forms, e.g. BRŌÞOR (Nom sg), BRĒÞER (Dat sg),  

BRŌÞRA (Gen pl). Like the forms of the other declensions, a number of r-stem 

stem declension forms were homonymous. 

OE noun paradigm distinctions 

There were certain regularities in forming case inflections of nouns in OE. 
In the strong declension, the Nom and Acc sg had either a zero inflection 

or vowels –u, –e. The Gen sg was marked by –es, –e, or –a; the Dat sg – by –e 
or     –a. The Nom pl had -as, or zero. The Gen pl was universally marked off by 
–a (the other declensions included). The Dat pl in all declensions ended with -
um. The Acc always coincided with the Nom. 

In the singular, all cases except the Gen had vowel inflections which 
could be easily reduced and dropped. In the plural a lot of forms were 
homonymous, which inevitably brought about the break-up of the paradigms. 
Only the plural marker –s appeared to be stable. 

In the weak declension the inflections ended with a sonant, which was 
likely to undergo reduction. The homonymy of the forms could not but 
contribute to the vanishing of case-making. 

For all their complicated arrangement the OE noun declensions in many 
respects lacked consistency and precision. Numerous homonymous forms 
occurred frequently in all the paradigms. It seems probable that these features 
played a certain role in the reconstruction of the declension system in later days; 
they had certainly favoured the growth of other means of word connection in the 
sentence, which came to be used instead of case inflections. 

 



TABLE II 
OLD ENGLISH NOUN DECLENSIONS 
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(1)  scip    – a short-stemmed monosyllabic noun 
       scēāp – a long-stemmed monosyllabic noun; 
(2)   talu   – a short-stemmed noun 
        lār    – a long-stemmed monosyllabic noun; 
(3)   sunu, duru – short-stemmed nouns 

feld, hand – long-stemmed monosyllabics. 
(4)   In the Dative case singular the vowel is mutated. 

 

T h e   p r o n o u n 

OE pronouns fell roughly under the same main classes as MnE pronouns: 
personal, demonstrative, interrogative, and indefinite. As for the other groups – 
conjunctive, relative, and reflexive – they were not fully developed. The 
grammatical categories of pronouns were similar to those of nouns. Some 
features of pronouns were peculiar to them alone. 

Personal pronouns 

OE personal pronouns had three persons, three numbers in the 1st and 2nd 
persons (two numbers – in the 3rd), and three genders in the 3rd person sg and four 
cases. The pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons had suppletive forms like their 
cognates in other IE languages (cf. Ru  я – меня; мы – нас). The pronouns of the 3rd 
person were of demonstrative nature (cf. Ru 3rd p. pronouns он, она with the archaic 
demonstratives оный, оная). The root of the PIE 3rd p. pronouns hi- originated from 
the PIE demonstrative particle ٭ ki/ ٭ ko, which appeared in Ru as  сей. 

The Gen cases of the 1st and 2nd p. (the forms of the dual number 
included) pronouns: mīn, þīn, uncer, incer, ūre, ēōwer declined as strong 
adjectives whereas those of the 3rd person remained unchanged.  

                                                                                Dat        Dat 
Sohr is mē tō secZanne on sefan mīnum Zumena ǣngum, hwxt mē 

Zrendel hafaD hӯnDo on Heorote mid his heteþancum,… “It sorrows me to say 
in my heart to any man what humiliations in Heorot Grendel has caused me with 
his thoughts of hatred…” 
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Genitival forms were found with indefinite pronouns and numerals in the 
structure known as a partitive Gen: …þxt ūre ǣniZ þe nū leofaD þonne ne 
libbe… “…that none of us who are now alive will live then…” 

TABLE  III 

OLD  ENGLISH  PERSONAL  PRONOUNS 

1st p. 2nd p. 3rd p. Num 
Case   m. n. f. 
s    N ic þū hē hit hēō 
i    G mīn þīn his his hire 
n   D mē þē him him hire 
g   A mē, mec þē, þēc hine hit hīē, hī 

d   N wīt Zīt    
u   G uncer incer    
a   D unc inc    
l    A unc inc    
p   N wē Zē hīē, hēō, hī, hӯ 
l    G ūre ēōwer hīēra, hīra, hӯra 
u   D ūs ēōw him, heom 
r    A ūs, ūsic ēōw, ēōwic hīē, hēō, hī, hӯ 

 

OLD  ENGLISH  DEMONSTRATIVES  AND  INTERROGATIVES 

                       SĒ,  ÞÆT, SĒŌ                                   HWĀ, HWÆT 
                    s   i   n   g   u   l   a   r                  p   l   u   r   a  l 

 m. n. f.    
N sē þæt sēō þā hwā hwæt 
G þǣs þǣs þǣre þāra, þǣra hwǣs hwǣs 
D þǣm þǣm þǣre þǣm hwǣm hwǣm 
A þone þæt þā þā hwone hwæt 
I þӯ, þon þӯ, þon    hwӯ, hwī 

ÞĒS, ÞIS, ÞĒŌS 
s   i   n   g   u   l   a   r p   l   u   r   a   l 

 m. n. f.  
N þēs þis þēōs þās 
G þisses þisses þisse þissa 
D þissum þissum þisse þissum 
A  þisne þis þās þās 
I þӯs þӯs   
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The Dat and Acc cases of personal pronouns were often used reflexively: 

asetton him = снарядились; wende hē hine = направился. 

In the 2nd p. both a sg form Þū “thou” and a pl form ZE “you” existed. They 

differed only in number: there was no connection with social status or pragmatic 

distinctions of intimacy or contempt as was observed in ME after the Norman-

French Conquest and as still exists in some MnE dialects between tha’ and you. 

The 1stp. and 2ndp. pronouns were also represented in the dual number by a 

whole set of forms, with the Nom 1st p. WIT “both of us” and 2ndp. ZIT “both of 

you”, which were in use till the mid-thirteenth century. 

As seen from table III, the paradigms of personal pronouns abounded in 

variants and homonymous forms, which made the system less precise and 

eventually brought about its break-up. 

Demonstratives 

There were two sets of demonstrative pronouns in OE: one, deictic, with full 

demonstrative power (ÞĒS, ÞĒŌS, ÞIS), which have near reference; and the other, 

not purely demonstrative, but with weakened demonstrative power (SĒ, SĒŌ, 

ÞÆT), which have far reference and function as the definite article. 

OE demonstratives had three genders, two numbers, and five cases, the 

fifth being the Instrumental. 

Demonstrative pronouns which were mainly used as noun determiners had 

suppletive forms in the sg masculine and feminine. Unlike the oblique cases which 

began with Þ (cf. Gk to, Ru  тот), the Nominative had a root in S (SĒ, SĒŌ). 

The Instrumental had special forms only in the masculine and neuter sg. These 

forms were used as noun specifiers (þȳ ylcan dæZe “on the same day”; mid þan feo 

“with the property”), as well as true case forms of the pronoun functioning 

adverbially (and þȳ ūs is þearf micel þæt þe ūs beþencan… и потому нам очень 

необходимо, чтобы мы размышляли о себе…), however, the latter refers mainly 
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to ÞȲ. ÞȲ is often used after certain prepositions and in combinations like FOR 

ÞȲ “therefore”, MID ÞȲ “when” to form complex, or prepositional (B.Mitchell, 

§2419), conjunctions. 

As seen from table III, the paradigm of the demonstratives used as the 

definite article, contained a lot of homonymous forms. Some cases resembled 

those of personal pronouns: –m – Dat   m   and   n  sg   and Dat pl, the element –

r– in the Dat and Gen sg  f   and in the Gen pl.   Since they are associated 

primarily with pronouns and were not to be found in the noun paradigm, they 

are often referred to as pronominal. 

The purely deictic set of demonstratives ÞĒS, ÞĒŌS, ÞIS is mainly of 

West Gmc formation. These pronouns implied “near the speaker”. They were 

less frequent than the members of the other set, but being  stronger forms of the 

demonstrative they developed to replace them. 

Other demonstratives are (SĒ) ILCA “(the) same”, ZEON > YON, 

SWYLC, and ÞȲLLIC “such”, which are all adjectival. 

ILCA = I (PIE  ٭ei/*i  cf. Lat is, ea, id) + LIC “like”, similar”, declined 

weak as it was always used as a postdeterminer: in þæt ilce Zemet  в том же 

самом размере. 

ZEON “that (person or thing over there, remote both from speaker and 

hearer)” (cf. Lat is, Lith anas, Ru оный, Ger jener) was a very rare occurrence in 

Old English texts: Ārīs and ZonZ tō Zeonre burZ  Встань и иди в тот город, 

but in colloquial speech it was sure to be frequent as it was registered in quite a 

number of ME texts and was regularly used in EMnE plays, especially 

Shakespearian. 

Interrogatives 

The system of interrogatives comprised HWĀ (MnE who) used as 

masculine and feminine, and HWÆT (MnE what) functioning as neuter. They 
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declined after the patterns of SĒ and ÞÆT respectively. The interrogative 

HWȲLC (MnE which) declined as a strong adjective. The Instrumental case of 

HWÆT was used as an interrogative adverb HWȲ (MnE why). 

There were two derivatives of HWĀ. The first one HWÆÞER (MnE 

whether) “which of the two” contained  the PIE  comparative  suffix  –teros (cf.  

Lat uterus, Gk poteros). The second HWELC “which, what sort of” (< hwā + 

lic), later HWȲLC (MnE which) with the vowel of the Instrumental, similarly 

declined as strong adjectives.     

Indefinites 

To this group of pronouns several simple pronouns and a considerable 

number of compounds belonged. ĀN and its derivative ǢNIZ (MnE ANY), 

NĀN (MnE none) and NǢNIZ (< NE + ǢNIZ) always declined as strong 

adjectives. 

There were some noun pronouns: ZEHWĀ “EVERY” (declined after the 

pattern of HWĀ), ĀWIHT “anything”, NĀWIHT* (MnE nought), NŌHT 

“nothing” (MnE not), NĀNÞINZ (MnE nothing),  ZEHWÆÞER “both, either”, 

ÆZÞER (MnE either), HWÆT-HWUZU “something”. 

Other indefinites were MAN “someone” and MEN. The structure MAN 

(Nom sg only) + “an active verb” was often used to convey the idea of indefinite 

reference. It can be compared with the MnG MAN in the expression “Man 

sagt”. In OE it was very frequent in indefinite-personal sentences, much more 

often than the MnE ONE, since OE lacked the passive: Þonne byrD man hine ūt 

Затем выносят его наружу; and Zif þær man ān bān findeD если там найдут 

хотя бы одну кость (both cases are found within the limits of a very short 

stretch of text.) 

                                            
* Cf. MnG niht (< ne + Wicht “thing”) 
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MEN had a generalizing meaning, may be parallel to the MnE THEY (in 
the expression “They say”), and may be rendered into MnE by the passive: 
…men hātaD þysne dæZ Zēāres  dæZ “this day is called the day of the year”. 

The EOE texts of the Kentish and Wessex laws had high incidence of 

HWĀ used as an indefinite-personal pronoun: Zif hwā Zefeohte on cyninZes 

hūse, sīē scyldiZ ealles his ierfes. Если кто-то устроит драку в доме короля, 
пусть будет виновным всем своим имуществом. 

Conjunctives 

OE conjunctives (conjunctive elements) arose from demonstratives and 
interrogatives used as subordinators in nominal (subject and object) and some 
adverbial clauses. 

Among the demonstratives which developed into conjunctives, ÞÆT and  

ÞȲ/ÞON were most frequent. ÞÆT was common in (i) subject and (ii) object 

clauses whereas ÞȲ/ÞON was mainly found in (iii) clauses of comparison, 

(iv) clauses expressing causative-consecutive relations, and (v) resultative 
clauses. 
(i) Ac sōD is þæt ic sæZe “But it is true what I say” 
(ii) and tō forD lāþaD þæt  man scolde lufian “and they hate too much what 

they should love” 
(iii) ond woldon Dæt  hēr Dȳ māra wīsdōm on londe wǣre Dȳ  wē mā 

ZeDēōda cūDon  “and they wanted that there should be more wisdom in 
the land where more tongues were known” 

(iv) and þȳ þǣr licZaD þā dēōdan men swā lanZe and he fūliaD,  þæt  hӯ 
wyrcaD þone cyle him on “thus there lie the dead men so long and decay 
not, because they bring the cold upon them” 

(v) And þæt folc onZon weaxan and myclian tō þon swiDe, þæt hī wǣron on 
myclum eZe þām sylfan landbiZenZan … “And those people began to 
wax and multiply so much that they were a great terror to the natives 
themselves…” 
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ÞȲ used as a conjunctive pronoun made a correlative pair either with its 

homonym (iii) or with a simple conjunction ÞÆT (iv), (v). These usages are 

parallel to the Ru subordinators тем … чем, в связи с тем … что, до такой 
степени… что. 

The interrogatives HWÆT, HWYLC, HWĪ and the like could be used to 
join nominal clauses with principal ones: 

ac hē nyste hwæt þǣs sōþes wæs “but he didn’t know if that was true”; 

ZeDenc, hwelc witu ūs Dā becōmon for Disse worulde “Think what 

punishments then came upon us in this world”. 

Relativizers 

OE demonstratives and interrogatives were widely used as relative 
pronouns to subordinate attributive, relative and appositive clauses: 

hīē … Zenāmon eall þæt þǣrbinnan wæs “they …took everything that 
was inside”; 

Wē maZon ēōw sellan hālwende Zeþeahte, hwæt Zē dō maZon  “We may 
give you useful advice as to what you can do”; 

ac wē ne ZemētaD nāne ZeswutelunZe on crīstenum bōcum, hwī þǣs 
dæZ tō Zēāres onZinne Zeteald sӯ “but we have not found in Christian books 
any explanation why this day is considered to be the beginning of the year”. 

As seen from the last instance, some relativizers arose from the oblique 
cases  of  the  base  pronouns.  In  a number of instances the subordinator agreed 
with its antecedent in gender, number and case. 

                                                                                        Gen    Gen 
Dætte eal sīō ZioZuD De nū is on ÆnZelcynne frīōra monna, þāra De Dā 

spēda hæbben “that all the youth of free men of England whose opportunities 
enable them”. 

The Genitival ÞǢS was frequently used as a relativizer irrespective of the 

case form of the antecedent:  Ond þæt wæs ymb twelf monaD þǣs þe hīē ǣr hider 
ofer sǣ cōmon “And that was twelve months that they came hither across the sea”. 
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In passing to the class of relatives, OE demonstratives were often 
combined with the relative particle ÞE, which was a universal subordinator of 
OE attributive  clauses: þonne þū ǣniZ þinZ beZite þǣs-þe þū wēne þæt mē 
lӯciZe “then you should get something that you think I may like”. 

Demonstrative pronouns used as relativizers might be introduced by a 
preposition: mid miclum Zedwylde … mid þām þe hī ZremiaD þone ælmihtiZan 
Scyppend “with the great fallacy … with which they disappoint the Creator”; on 
þǣre tīde ǣr-þan-þe sēō ealde ǣ Zesett wǣre “at the time when their old law 
was founded”. 

T h e   a d j e c t i v e 

The PIE nouns and adjectives were not distinguished. There existed one 
part of speech, the so-called Nomen, which could denote either the object or its 
most outstanding quality. It may be illustrated by such Ru compounds as жар-
птица, царь-колокол, бой-баба containing noun adjuncts that could be treated 
as attributes expressed by adjectives. Such instances of coincidence of adjective 
and substantive forms in the noun phrase as the Lat bonus hortus “a good 
garden”, bona terra “good earth” and the Ru красно солнышко, красна девица 
also testify to their identical paradigms in earlier epochs. 

When the adjective modified the noun on its own without a determiner to 
precede it in the noun phrase, it got some endings of demonstratives, thus 
acquiring their determining function.* 

The paradigm which combined the endings of the strong declension of 
nouns with pronominal ones was called strong. Its substantival endings 
coincided with the endings of a-stems for the masculine and neuter, and ō-stems 
for the feminine. Among its pronominal endings there were –ne in the Acc  m  
sg, –um in the Dat  m  and  n  sg  and Dat  pl, –re in the Gen and Dat  f  and –ra 
in the Gen pl. 

Along with adjectives used attributively without a determiner predicative 
adjectives declined strong.   

                                            
* The process of replacing substantival forms by pronominal may be illustrated by two parallel forms of Gth 
Nom  n  sg  adjectives: a substantival zero ending (blind) and a pronominal one -ata (blindata), which originated 
from the demonstrative þata.  
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TABLE IV 
OLD ENGLISH ADJECTIVE DECLENSIONS 

1. Adjectives in the Nominative Singular 

Gender Strong Declension Weak declension 
masculine Zōd mann        (a good man) sē Zōd mann     (the good man) 
feminine Zōd cwēn        (a good woman) sēō Zōda cwen  (the good 

woman) 
 blacu eorDe     (black earth) sēō blaca eorDe (the black 

earth) 
neuter blxc ēāZe       (a black eye) þxt blxc ēāZe  (the black eye) 

2. Adjective Declensions      S t r o n g  # 

 Case Masculine Ending Neuter Ending Feminine Ending
Nom blxc,  

Zōd 
– blxc,  

Zōd 
 blacu ## 

Zōd 
–u   – 

Gen blaces,  
Zōdes 

–es blaces     
Zōdes 

–es blxcre, 
Zōdre 

–re 

Dat blacum 
Zōdum 

–um blacum, 
Zōdum 

–um blxcre, 
Zōdre 

–re 

Acc blxcne, 
Zōdne 

–ne blxc, 
Zōd 

– blace, 
Zōd 

–e    – 

S 
I 
N 
G 
U 
L 
A 
R Instr blace,  

Zōde 
–e blace,      

Zōde 
–e   

Nom blace,  
Zōde 

–e blacu, ##  
Zōd 

–u,  – blaca,  
Zōda 

–a 

Gen blacra,  
Zōdra 

–ra blacra,  
Zōdra 

–ra blacra,  
Zōdra 

–ra 

Dat blacum, 
Zōdum 

–um blacum,  
Zōdum 

–um blacum,  
Zōdum 

–um 

Acc blace,  
Zōde 

–e blacu,  
Zōd 

–u,  – blaca,  
Zōda 

–a 

P 
L 
U 
R 
A 
L 

       
# In the strong declension of adjectives some endings coincide with the endings 
of the strong declension of nouns (a-stems for the masculine and neuter and 
ō-stems for the feminine), the other endings have come from demonstrative 
pronouns and they are called pronominal (in the table they are underlined). 
 

## Monosyllabic adjectives with a short root vowel have the ending –u in the 
Nominative case singular feminine and in the Nominative and Accusative cases 
plural neuter. 
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W e a k 
 Case Masculine Ending Neuter Ending Feminine Ending

Nom blaca,  
Zōda 

–a blace,  
Zōde 

–e blace,  
 Zōde 

–e 

Gen blacan  
Zōdan 

–n blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an 

Dat blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an blacan, 
Zōdan 

–n blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an 

S 
I 
N 
G 
U 
L 
A 
R 

Acc blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an blace,  
Zōde 

–e blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an 

Nom blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an blacan, 
Zōdan 

–an 

Gen blacra, 
Zōdra 

–ra  
(–ena) 

blacra, 
Zōdra 

–ra  
(–ena) 

blacra, 
Zōdra 

–ra  
(–ena) 

Dat blacum, 
Zōdum 

–um blacum  
Zōdum 

–um blacum  
Zōdum 

–um 

P 
L 
U 
R 
A 
L Acc blacan, 

Zōdan 
–an blacan, 

Zōdan 
–an blacan, 

Zōdan 
–an 

The weak declension was employed in the direct address or when the 

adjective was preceded by a determiner. The endings of the weak declension of 

adjectives were carried over from the paradigm of OE  n-stem nouns, except in 

the Gen  pl  where the pronominal –ra dominated the substantival  –ena.  

Pronominal endings were taken over by adjectives not only in Gmc but 

also in Baltic and Slavonic languages (cf. Ru доброго – того, доброму – тому, 

доброй – той). 

A two-fold declension system of adjectives is a specifically Gmc feature 

which is preserved in MnG. 

The paradigms supplied above contain Early and Late West Saxon forms but 

they do not reflect an increasing tendency to replace the Instrumental inflection by 

the Datival. The Instrumental was preserved only in set phrases: sume dxZ одним 

днем = однажды (where the noun has a fossilized Locative ending). 

The OE adjective paradigm, like that of the noun, was known for a large 

number of homonymous forms, which conditioned its simplification and loss. 
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Degrees of comparison 

OE degrees of comparison were built synthetically. The suffix of the 

comparative –ra resulted from the PGmc  *–iza  and ٭–oza after the operation of 

rhotacism and reduction of the first vowel. In the few cases where it went back 

to the suffix with a front vowel the root syllable was mutated: STRANZ – 

STRENZRA, EALD – IELDRA. The comparatives always declined weak. 

No ic on niht ZefræZn under heofones hwealf heardran feohtan. “I have 

not heard by night under heavens vault of a more grieveous fight.” 

The PGmc suffixes of the superlative   *–ist  and   *–ost appeared as –est  

and –ost in OE: STRENZEST, HEARDOST. As seen from the examples above, 

the first one brought about mutation. Superlatives mainly declined weak. 

…brinZ mē twā þā betstan tyccenu   “…bring me two of the best kids” 

There were some very ancient adjectives whose forms, built from 

different roots, supplemented one another. Suppletivity is a feature of the PIE 

adjective which has been preserved by modern languages (cf. Ru  хороший – 

лучше, плохой – хуже). Although the roots which had existed in PIE were 

often replaced by others in the descendant IE languages (e.g. OE lǣssa replaced 

the PGms root, reflected in the Gth minniza = Lat minor), they are mostly 

adjectives semantically identical to the ancient ones that are known for 

suppletion. 

Zōd “good”  - bet(e)ra, bettra  - bet(e)st 

yfel “bad”  - wiersa   -  wierst 

micel “big”  - māra    - mǣst 

lȳtel “little”  - lǣssa    - lǣst 

Along with the above mentioned suffixes of comparison OE preserved the 

forms going back to an IE suffix of the superlative –m, which is found in Lat 

superlatives in –ma (optimus “best”). OE superlatives of the same kind may be 

exemplified by: FORMA “first”, HINDEMA “hindmost”. A few adjectives, 
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having expanded it, developed a double superlative –mest, which was later 

confused with –mǣst (“most”): NORÞ “northward” - NORÞMEST, 

ŪT(E)MEST (cf. MnE utmost), FORA “before”  - FORMA, FYRMEST (cf. 

MnE foremost). 

T h e   a d v e r b 

OE adverbs may be divided into primary, i.e. simple roots, and secondary, 

derived from adjectives and substantives. 

Primary adverbs comprised a lot of pronominal words: ÞĀ “then”, ÞǢR 

“there”, ÞIDER “thither”, HWANNE “when”, HWǢR “where”, HĒR “here”, 

HIDER “hither”, etc. SŌNA “soon”, OFT “often”, EFT “again”, SWĀ “so” 

referred to this group as well. 

Secondary adverbs, being derivatives, were built from oblique case forms 

of adjectives or substantives. 

The adverb suffix –E originated in the Instr  sg of the strong declension of 

adjectives. It was found in HEARDE “hard”, FÆSTE “fast”, SWILCE “also” 

and a number of other words, which made the case inflection a derivational 

suffix. 

Some adverbs were built from adjectives in the Gen: ĀNES “once”, 

ŪPWEARDES “upwards”, ELLES “else”; in the Dat MICLUM “very”, 

LYTLUM “bit by bit”. 

Some substantival case forms gave rise to adverbs as well: Gen  sg  

DÆZES “by day”, ÞONCES “thanks to, willingly”; Gen  pl  FEOLA “much”; 

Dat  pl  HWĪLUM “sometimes”. 

Derivational compounds were also common: ĀNSTRECES (ĀN – one, 

STRECES = the Gen  sg of STREC “stretch”) ”without an effort, at a stretch, 

continually”. 

A considerable number of adverbs were derived from adjectives in –līc 

(coming from a noun LĪC “body”) with the help of the suffix –e (FRĒŌND-
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LĪCE “in a friendly way”, LUFLĪCE “lovingly”), which gave rise to the adverb 

suffix –līce. It came to be attached to adjectives that had never had the suffix –

līc in their structure: BEALDLĪCE “boldly”. 

Degrees of comparison 

Only the adverbs derived from adjectives allowed forms of comparison in 
OE. The endings of degrees of comparison were similar to those of adjectives:    
–OR, –OST: HEARD “hard” – HEARDOR – HEARDOST; NĒĀH “near” – 
NĒĀR – NĪĒHST / NĒST.  

Like adjectives, OE adverbs preserved suppletive forms of  comparison, 
WELL – BET – BETST, YFLE – WIERS – WIERST, MICLE – MĀ – MǢST, 
LȲTLE – LǢSSE – LǢST.  

There were ancient forms of comparison, built with the help of the IE 

suffix –is (cf. Lat magis “more”); which had undergone rhotacism. E.g. ǢR 

“earlier” (from Ā– “always”). After bringing about the mutation of the root 

vowel, the suffix generally disappeared and the root vowel change became the 

only marker of the comparative: LENZ (from LANZ “long”). ĪĒÞ (from 

ĒĀÞE “easily”), SEFT (from SOFT “soft”). 

 
T h e   n u m e r a l 

Like pronouns, whose number was definite, the class of OE numerals was 

closed in membership. Both had cognates in IE non-Gmc languages, which 

proves that they were very ancient. 

ĀN “one” || Skt ēkas, Gk oinos, Lat unus (<  ٭oinos), OSl ину (cf. Ru инок, 

один).  

TWEZEN, TŪ, TWĀ ”two”  ||  Skt dva, Gk dúo, Lat duo, Ru два. 

ÞRĪS, ÞRĒŌ “three” || Skt tráyas, Gk treis, Lat trēs, Ru три. 
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FEOWER “four” (Gth fidwōr) ||  Skt catur-, Gk tettares, Lat quattur, Ru 

четыре. The discrepancy between the consonants is usually accounted for by 

assimilation or by its analogy with the numeral FĪF. 

FĪF “five” (Gth fimf, MnG fünf) || Skt  panča, Gk pente, Lat quinque (the 

first qu is due to assimilation of the p), Ru пять. The PGmc  f  may be due to 

assimilation, as in Lat but in the opposite direction. 

SIEX “six” (Gth saihs) || Skt šaš, Gk hĕks, Lat sex, Ru шесть. 

SEOFON “seven” (Gth sibun, MnG sieben) Skt saptá, Gk heptá, Lat 

septem, Ru се(д)мь. 

EAHTA “eight” (Gth ahtsu) || Skt asta,Gk oktō, Ru ((в)осемь. 

NIZON  “nine” || Skt náva, Gk ennéa, Ru девять (by way of analogy with 

the Ru десять).     

TĪĒN “ten” (Gth taihun) || Skt daca, Gk  déka, Lat decem, Ru десять. 

Apart from the above mentioned numerals, HUND may be referred to 

simple roots: HUND “hundred” || Skt çatá, Gk he-katón, Lat centum, Ru сотня. 

All other OE numerals are not simple roots but compounds: 

EN(D)LEFAN “eleven” (Gth ainlif) || Lith vienuolika = “one leave”         

i.e. “(ten and) one leave over”, hence  “ten + one left”;  

TWELF “twelve” (Gth twalif) || Lith dvýlika = “(10+) 2 leave”. 

Like in other Gmc languages, there is a decimal system of counting in 

English. However, traces of the ancient duodecimal system with the numeral 12 

lying at its basis realize themselves through the existence of a different root for 

each of the first twelve numerals. Those from 13 to 19 were built with the 

inflected forms of TĪĒN (TȲN, TĒN) “ten”: FĪFTĪĒNE “fifteene”, 

EAHTATĪĒNE “eighteen”. For the neuter a form with –u might also be used; 

Gen and Dat in –a, –um also occurred.  

The tens from 20 to 60 were formed with the suffix –tiZ (< PGmc  * tiZus 

“ten”): TWENTIZ, FĒŌRWERTIZ. From 70 they took the root HUND (cf. 
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Lat centum) as their first component, which may be treated as a remnant of a 
duodecimal system (i.e. 60 = 12x5 , with the break in the system from 70 on, 

where it became different): 70 = HUNDSEOFONTIZ, 80 = 

HUNDEAHTATIZ. These numerals were neuter substantives, declined as 

Gen–TIZES, or TIZA, TIZRA; Dat–TIZUM. Later they came to be used as 

adjectives, and still later they became invariable. 
Numerals consisting of ten and unites were formed like those in MnG:      

21 = ĀN AND TWENTIZ: TWĀ/ÞRĒŌ AND TWENTIZ, etc. 

Along with HUNDTWĒŌNTIZ (=100) there also occurred a form which 

arose from HUND and Gmc * RAĐA “number” (cf. Gth raþian “to count”). In 
late Northumbrian texts it appeared as HUNDRED/HUNDRÆD/HUNDRAD, 
having been borrowed from Scandinavian. 

The hundreds were generally formed with HUND  200 = TŪ HUND, 110 

= HUNDÆLLEFTIZ. 
Cardinals could be sometimes read in a peculiar way: CCL = ÞRIDDE 

HEALF HUND “half of third hundred”. 
Among cardinals only 1, 2, 3 were inflected for number, gender and case 

in all syntactical positions. ĀN was declined as a strong adjective. 

The numerals TWEZEN  and ÞRĒŌ had the following paradigms: 

Masculine 
Nom   tweZen;  þrīē 
Gen 
Dat 
Acc    tweZen:  þrīē 

Neuter 
tū, twā                 þrīō, þrēō 
tweZra                þrīōra, þrēōra 
twǣm, twām      þrīm 
tū, twā                 þrīō, þrēō 

Feminine 
twā;  þrīō, þrēō  
 
 
twā;  þrīō, þrēō 

The numerals from 4 to 19 were indeclinable when they functioned as 

attributes to nouns, but they were declined when they were used without a 

substantive. Numerals denoting tens took –es, –a, –ra in the Gen and –um in the Dat. 
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The ordinals had the following peculiarities: the first three were somewhat 

irregular. The ordinal for “first” was represented by FORMA (cf. MnE former), 

FYRMEST, FYRESTA. “Second” was commonly represented by ŌÞER, 

occasionally by ÆFTERA (the numeric meaning of ŌÞER is preserved in the 

MnE phrase  THE OTHER DAY); ÞRIDDA, ÞIRDA. From the 4th on, ordinals 

took the suffix –þa, if they ended with a vowel or a sonorant: 4th = FEORÞA, 9th 

= NIZOÞA; or –ta, if they ended with a voiceless consonant: 5th = FĪFTA, 11th = 

ENDLEFTA, 6th = SIEXTA. The suffix –da in ÞRIDDA, ÞIRDA is interpreted 

as a voiced variant of –þa. 

Ordinals declined as weak adjectives. The only exception was ŌÞER, 

which followed the pattern of strong adjectives. 

 
P r e p o s i t i o n s 

Prepositions played an important semantic and grammatical role in OE. 

They expressed spatial, temporal, causal, and other relations. At the same time 

they governed the case forms of nouns and pronouns with which they were used. 

Some of them could govern only one case: OÞ “till” + Acc, ǢR “before” + Dat; 

others could be followed by the complements in different cases: ĀBŪTAN 

“about”, “around” + Acc/Dat BETWĒŌNAN “between”, “in the course of”       

+ Acc/Dat/Gen. The case form of some polysemantic prepositions might depend 

on the meaning in which the latter were used: WIÞ + Gen = in the direction of 

(e.g.: Wende hē hine west wiþ Exanceasteres. “He went westward in the 

direction of Exeter”); WIÞ + Dat = by, near, against (e.g.: forlǣt weall wiþ 

wealle “let wall join wall”). 

As to their structure prepositions were primary, or simple: OF “of”, 

FRAM “from”, ÞURH “through”, OÞ “till”; and secondary, or derived: 

BEFORAN “before” (BE + FORAN), ĀBŪTAN “about” (Ā + BŪTAN). 
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C o n j u n c t i o n s 

Among OE connectives, conjunctions were most numerous and various. Like 

prepositions, they can be subdivided into primary and secondary. The primary 

coordinating conjunctions were AND “and”, AC “but”, FOR “for”, while to the 

primary subordinating conjunctions ÞÆT “that”, ZIF “if”, OÞ “till” referred. 

Secondary conjunctions comprised derivatives, compounds, complex 

conjunctives, and correlative pairs. 

Derived and compound coordinators were rather few: ǢHWÆÞER “one 

(of two)”; OÞÞE “or” (OÞ + a relative particle ÞE). Homogeneous sentence 

members and co-clauses could be joined by paired coordinators: (ǢZÞER) ZE 

… ZE “both … and”.  ǢHWÆÞER / ĀÞER … OÞÞE “either … or”. 

Among compound subordinators there were SIÞÞAN “since” (SIÞ “after” 

+ ÞAN, the Instr of the demonstrative SĒ); ÞÆTTE “that” (ÞÆT “that” + 

assimilated relative particle ÞE).  

Complex conjunctions consisted of two or more elements SWĀ  SWĀ     

“so as”, OÞ ÞÆT “till”, FOR ÞǢM/ÞON/ÞY  (ÞÆT / ÞE) “because”, with the 

first part being frequently a conjunction and the last  - a post-conjunctive 

demonstrative ÞÆT  or a relative particle ÞE. Some conjunctions might be 

simple as well as complex: ÞEAH (ÞE) “though”. 

Correlative subordinators consisted of paired components. In the vast 

majority of cases the first component was a conjunction and the second an 

adverb. Quite a number of correlatives comprised homonymous members ÞĀ … 

ÞĀ “when … then”, SIÞÞAN … SIÞÞAN “since the time …  when”, ÞȲ … ÞȲ 

“the …the”. The main means of subordinating attributive clauses was a 

correlative pair consisting of a demonstrative, which determined the antecedent 

in the principal clause, and a relative particle ÞE in the subclause. The form of 
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the first member of the correlative joining attributive clauses depended on the 

antecedent, since the demonstrative agreed with it in gender, number, and case, 

while the second member was unchangeable * : 

… ðā onZān ic … ðā bōc wendan on EnZlisc ðe is benemned  on Lǣden 

Pastoralis … “then I began to translate from Latin into English the book which 

is called “Pastoral Care”. 

T h e   v e r b 

Like the other Gmc languages, OE had two major groups of verbs: strong 

and weak, the latter being a specifically Gmc feature. This division was based 

on the method of forming the past tense and part.II. In the system of strong 

verbs they were formed by means of vowel interchange in the root, while weak 

verbs took a dental suffix at the end. Part.II of strong verbs could be kept apart 

from that of weak verbs by the suffix –EN which is preserved in the majority of 

historically strong verbs which have survived into MnE. 

The strong verbs were primary verbs because they were formed from 

roots whose meaning was in itself verbal. The weak verbs were later formations. 

Most of them were derivatives, formed from nouns, adjectives, and even the past 

tense of strong verbs.  

Strong verbs as well as weak ones were as a rule thematic, i.e. inflections 

were added to the root by means of a thematic or stem vowel. As for athematic 

verbs, in which the endings were added straight to the root, only a few of them 

survived into OE. These survivals were actually anomalous and preterite-present 

verbs, whose past had become present in meaning, and which had formed a new 

past tense with the same suffix as the weak verbs. 

 

 

                                            
* Though  ÞE occupied the position of the subject in the attribute clause, it is considered to be a particle but not   
a relative pronoun, because it was indeclinable. 
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Strong verbs 

There existed 300 strong verbs in OE. They were of PIE and PGmc origin, 
and denoted basic actions and states. 

The strong verbs had four principal forms: the infinitive (=present stem), 
past sg (found in the 1st and 3rd person sg, past indicative), past pl (found in the 
2nd person sg and in the pl of the past indicative and the past subjunctive), 
part.II. They were called strong because each of their principal forms was 
distinguished by a different ablaut grade (gradation vowel), which was inherited 
from the PIE with some PGmc modification. Most of them had a qualitative 
gradation series, i.e. a qualitative ablaut, which may be illustrated by such Ru 
instances as беру – сбор – брал, мереть – мор – мрут, in which three grades of 
the vowel are found: normal/e-grade  –  timbre/o-grade  –  ø. 

Due to the regular phonetic changes in Gmc languages this gradation 
series appeared in OE as e/i – a – ø, i.e. a front gradation vowel in the present 
stem alternated with a back vowel in the past and a zero in the past pl and 
part.II: WRĪTAN “write” – WRĀT – WRITON – WRITEN.  

TABLE  V 

OLD ENGLISH STRONG VERBS 
Infinitive Past sg Past pl Part II Notes Principal 

forms 
Classes 1 2 3 4  

e/i + i = ī 
ī 
 

a + i = ai
ā 

ø + i 
i 

ø + i 
i I 

i-class 
rīsan (rise) rās rison risen 

Gmc gradation. 
OE gradation 
reflects vowel 
changes in the 2nd 
form (ai> ā) 

II 
u-class 

e/i+u = eu/iu 
ēō/ ū 

 
sēōDan(seethe) 
 
cēōsan (choose) 
 
scūfan (shove) 

a +u = au 
ēā 
 

sēāD 
 

cēās 
 

scēāf 

ø + u 
u 
 

sudon  
 

curon  
 

scufon 

ø + o 
o 

 
soden 
 
coren 
 
scofen 

Gmc gradation. OE 
gradation reflects 
diphthong changes 
(eu>oe; au>ea). /o/ 
in the 4th form 
appears after Gmc 
breaking. Voicing 
of fricatives under 
Verner’s law. 
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III 
nasal,    

 r, l, h + 
cons. in 
the root 

e/i 
e/i/eo 

findan  (find) 
helpan  (help) 
feohtan (fight) 
weorDan 
(cf. MnG 
werden) 

a 
o/ea 

fond 
healp 
feaht 
wearD 

ø + u 
u 

fundon 
hulpon 
fuhton 
wurdon 

ø + u/o 
u/o 

funden 
holpen 
fuhten 
worden 

Gmc gradation. In 
the 1st and 2nd 
forms diphthongs 
appear after OE 
breaking. The 3rd, 
4th forms develop 
epenthetic u/o. In 
the 1st, 2nd forms 
/i/, /o/ appear after 
Gmc 
breaking.Voicing 
of fricatives under 
Verner’s law. 

IV 
  
l, r, m in 
the root 
or  
r before 
the root 
vowel 

e/i 
e/i/eo 

beran (bear) 
niman (cf. 
MnG nehmen) 
cuman (come) 
brecan (break) 

a 
x/ō 

bxr 
nōm 

 
c(w)ōm 
bræc 

ø 
ǣ/ ō 

bǣron 
nōmon 
 
c(w)ōmon
brǣcon 

ø 
o 

boren 
numen 
 
cumen 
brocen 

Gmc gradation. In 
the 2nd form / æ / 
appears before l, r 
in closed syllable. 
Vowels in the 2nd, 
3rd forms /æ/-/æ:/ 
are due to 
quantitative ablaut. 

V 
noise 
(non-
sonant 
cons.) in 
the root 

e/i 
e/i 

sprecan(speak) 
sēōn (see) 
wesan 
licZan (lie) 

a 
x 

sprxc 
seah 
wxs 
lxZ 

ø 
ǣ 

sprǣcon 
sāwon 
wǣron 
lǣZon 

ø 
e 

sprecen 
sewen 
------ 
leZen 

Gmc gradation. 
/æ/- /æ:/ cf. class 
IV. The 4th form 
develops an 
epenthetic /e/. 
Voicing of 
consonants under 
Verner’s law. 

VI a 
faran (fare) 
hebban (heave) 
slēān ( slay) 

ō 
fōr 
hōf 
slōh 

ō 
fōron 
hōfon 
slōZon 

a 
faren 
hafen 
slxZen 

Gmc (OE) 
quantitative 
gradation, 
corresponding to 
IE quantative 
gradation o, ō,ō, o. 

VII ǣ/ā/ea 
lǣtan (let) 
hātan (cf. MnG 
heissen) 
cnāwan (know) 
feallan (fall) 
fōn (cf. MnG 
fangen) 

ē/ ēō 
lēt (lelt) 
hēt (heht) 
 
cnēōw 
fēōll 
fenZ 

ē/ ēō 
lēton(lelton)
hēton 
(hehton) 
cnēōwon 
fēōllon 
fenZon 

ǣ/ā/ea 
lǣten  
hāten 
 
cnāwen 
feallen 
fonZen 

Gradation series 
are miscellanenous. 
The 2nd & 3rd 

forms are marked 
with ē/ ēō in all 
the verbs of the 
class. Some verbs 
have traces of 
reduplication. 
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The vowels which were found in the 3rd and 4th forms either pertained to 
the root or developed as epenthetic, i.e. additional, which sometimes served to 
make the pronunciation of the word easier. With some verbs epenthetic vowels 
reflected intrusion of quantitative ablaut. 

The quantitative ablaut was based on the alternation of verb forms with 
the gradation vowel in its lengthened grade (ē, ā): HEBBAN “heave” – HŌF – 
HŌFON – HAFEN;  FARAN “go” – FŌR – FŌRON – FAREN. 

Verbs which had some traces of IE reduplication (doubling of the initial 
syllable or root) are also treated as strong verbs. 

The class of strong verbs was closed in membership, and each of them 
could be assigned to a certain subclass depending on the sound or cluster of 
sounds that followed the gradation vowel. Verbs of the first five classes were 
known for qualitative ablaut. The 7th class comprised miscellaneous verbs, some 
of which were reduplicative. 

A small number of strong verbs, besides the vowel gradation, also had 
consonant interchange, called grammatical alternation. This regularity took 
place under Verner’s law: the last consonant in the present and past tense stems, 
if it was / T /, / x /, or / s /, was voiced and appeared as / d /, / γ /, / r / in the past 

pl and part.II (SĒŌÞAN “seethe” – SĒĀÞ – SUDON – SODEN “sodden”, 

TĒŌN “draw” – TĒĀH – TUZON - TOZEN (cf. MnE tow :: tug), WESAN – 

WÆS – WǢRON (cf. MnE was – were). 

Class I 

In verbs of the 1st class the modifications of the Gmc ablaut e/i – a – ø 
reflected the interaction of the ablauting vowel with the vowel pertaining to the 
root: the -ī- of the present represented -i- (ablauting vowel) + i (root vowel); the 
-ā- of the past sg represented -a- (ablauting vowel) + -i- (root vowel), when the 
two merged giving rise to a diphthong which later was monophthongized; the -i- 
in the 3rd and 4th forms was the root vowel, the gradation vowel being a zero. 
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The ablaut series ī – ā – ø – ø in this case was very well preserved, and 
has retained its original shape to this day (RĪDAN “ride” – RĀD – RIDON – 
RIDEN > RIDE – RODE – RIDDEN). 

The 1st class comprised such verbs as BĪDAN “bide”, BĪTAN “bite”, 
DRĪFAN “drive”, GRĪPAN “grip”, RĪDAN “ride”, RĪSAN “rise”, WRĪTAN 
“write”. 

Class II 

Like verbs of the 1st class, verbs of the 2nd class had the modifications of 
the Gmc ablaut e – a – ø reflecting the interaction of the ablauting vowel with 
the vowel pertaining to the root: the  -eo-, -u-  of the present represented  -e-  
(ablauting vowel) + -u-  (root vowel); the  -ea-  of the past  sg represented -a- 
(ablauting vowel)  +  -u-  (root vowel); the  -u-  of the 3rd form was the root 
vowel; the  -o-  in the 4th form appeared after Gmc breaking, the gradation vowel 
in the 3rd and 4th forms being a zero. (CĒŌSAN “choose” – CĒĀS – CURON – 
COREN, SCUFAN “shove” – SCĒĀF – SCUFON – SCOFEN. 

With some verbs the final consonant of the root in the 3rd and 4th forms 
was voiced   under  Verner’s   law:  CĒŌSAN   “choose”,   FRĒŌSAN   

“freeze”, DRĒŌSAN “fall”, LĒŌSAN “loose” (cf. MnE forlorn), SĒŌÞAN 

“seethe”     (cf. MnE sodden). 

The 2nd class comprised such verbs as BĒŌDAN “offer”, BŪZAN 
“bow”, CRĒŌPAN “creep”, DŪFAN “dive”, LŪCAN “lock”, FLĒŌZAN 

“fly”, SCĒŌTAN “shoot”, SCŪFAN “shove”. 

Class III 

Verbs of the 3rd class were distinguished by a nasal or  -r-, -l-, -h- + a 
consonant in the root. They may be divided into those containing the Gmc 
gradation series in its original state (e – a – ø) and those bearing traces of the OE 
breaking in their gradation vowels. The 3rd and 4th forms developed an 
epenthetic  -u-. In some  verbs the gradation vowel  -e-  in the 1st form and the 
epenthetic  -u-  changed respectively  to  -i-  and  -o-  after Gmc breaking. 
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Verbs of the first subgroup known by the original shape of the Gmc ablaut 
ended in a nasal + a consonant: BINDAN “bind”, CLIMBAN “climb”, 

DRINCAN “drink”, FINDAN “find”, ONZINNAN “begin”, SINCAN “sink”, 

SINZAN “sing”, with the principal forms similar to the following set: BINDAN 

– BAND – BUNDON – BUNDEN. 
The second group comprised verbs with  -l-, -r-, -h- + a consonant in the 

root: HELPAN  “help”, MELTAN “melt”, ZIELDAN “pay”; BEORZAN, 

“protect”, CEORFAN “carve”, STEORFAN “die”, WEORÞAN “become”; 

FEOHTAN “fight”, with the principal forms similar to the following set: 
STEORFAN – STEARF – STURFON – STORFEN. 

The verbs WEORÞAN “become” and FEOLAN “adhere” (cf. Gth filhan) 

changed the fricatives under Verner’s law: WEARÞ – WURDON – WORDEN; 

FEALH – FULZON – FOLZEN. 

Class IV 

Verbs of the 4th class were distinguished by the final  -l-, -r-, -m-. The 
ablauting vowel  -a-  developed into  -æ-  before  -l- and  -r-  in the second form, 
since the syllable was closed. The gradation series in the second and third forms 
reflected intrusion of quantitative ablaut: e/i – ǣ/ō – o. The epenthetic  -o-  was 
the result of Gmc breaking. 

Class IV comprised such verbs as BERAN “bear”, CUMAN “come”, 
NIMAN “take”, STELAN “steal”, TERAN “tear”, with the principal forms 
similar to the following set: BERAN “bear” – BÆR – BǢRON – BOREN; 
CUMAN (* CWIMAN) “come” – C(W)ŌM – C(W)ŌMON – CUMEN. 

Among the 14 verbs that belonged to this class there was also BRECAN 
“break” (BRÆC – BRǢCON – BROCEN). 

Class V 

Verbs of the 5th class, which were 26 in number, had a noise (non-sonant) 
consonant in the root: SPRECAN “speak”, WESAN “be”, WEFAN “weave”, 
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CNEDAN “knead”, CWEÞAN “say”, ZIEFAN “give”, ETAN “eat”, LICZAN 

“lie”. 
Verbs of the 5th class reflected intrusion of quantitative ablaut, their 

gradation series being analogous to that of the 4th class with the exception of the 
fourth form, in which the epenthetic  -e-  appeared similarly to the first form. 

There were two contracted verbs: SĒŌN “see” (SEAH – SĀWON – 

SEWEN), ZEFĒŌN “be glad” (ZEFEAH – ZEFǢZON – ZEFǢZEN). 

The verbs WESAN “be” (WÆS – WǢRON) and CWEÞAN “say” 

(CWÆÞ – CWǢDON – CWEDEN) changed the consonants under Verner’s 

law. 

Class VI 

The 6th class had an entirely different ablaut system from the first five. It 
is known as quantitative because the ablauting vowels differed not as to their 
quality but as to their quantity. The ablaut series in the majority of verbs of the 
6th class reflected the alternation of short and long vowels belonging to the same 
category of articulation. 

Verbs of this class were of rather mixed origin. The main body of the 
class was formed by the verbs whose ablaut series took the following shape a – 
ō –ō – a. The alternation of the normal grade of the back lingual  a  with the 
lengthened grade of the vowel belonging to the same type was reflected in such 

verbs as FARAN “go”, BACAN “bake”, DRAZAN “draw”, SC(E)AFAN 

“shave”, STANDAN “stand”, WASCAN “wash”, whose principal forms were 
similar to the following set: STANDAN – STŌD – STŌDON – STANDEN. 

There was a subgroup of verbs with the ablaut series e – ō to which 

HEBBAN “heave” (HŌF), SCEÞÞAN “scathe” (SCŌD), SWERIAN “swear” 

(SWŌR) belonged. 

Four contracted verbs SLĒĀN “strike”, ÞWĒĀN “wash”, FLĒĀN “flay”, 

LĒĀN “reproach” had principal forms similar to the following set: SLĒĀN 

(*SLAHAN) – SLŌZ -  SLŌZON – SLÆZEN. 
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Class VII 

The 7th class of verbs comprised verbs that were not distinctly 
differentiated in PGmc. Some of them, called reduplicating, inherited the PIE 
method of building the past tense forms by adding an extra syllable consisting of 
the initial consonant of the root and the vowel /e/: HATAN “call” -                    
* HE-HET > HEHT > HĒT “called” (cf. MnG heissen). 

Verbs of the 7th class represented basically the same type of ablaut as 
verbs of the 6th class – quantitative (HĀTAN – *HEHET – *HEHETON – 
HĀTEN). Due to some sort of simplification in the development of the preterite 
of hātan and lǣtan the ablauting vowel in the root syllable disappeared, and then 
the reduplicating consonant was lost bringing about the lengthening of the 
preceding vowel (HEHT > HĒT), which made the gradation series obscure: 
HATAN – HĒT – HĒTON – HATEN. 

In OE there were only a few remnants of reduplicated forms: HEHT of the 
verb HATAN “call”, alongside of HĒT; LĒLT of the verb LǢTAN “let” 
alongside of LĒT; REORD of the verb RǢDAN, alongside of RĒD; LEOLC of 
the verb LACAN “play”. 

The general shape of the gradation series was the following: ǣ/ā/ea – ē/ēō 
– ē/ēō – ǣ/ā/ea. 

According to the ablauting vowel in the past tense form verbs may be 
divided into two subclasses. 

(1) The past in Ē: HĀTAN “name, order” – (HĒT, HĒTON, HĀTEN), 
BLANDAN “blend”, LǢTAN “let”, RǢDAN “advice, read”, ON-DRǢDAN 
“dread”, SLǢPAN “sleep”, etc. and two contracted verbs: FŌN (< * fanhan) 

“catch” (FĒNZ – FĒNZON – FANZEN), HŌN (< * hanhan) “hang” (HĒNZ – 
HĒNZON, HANZEN), in which the Z in the past  sg  appeared on the analogy 

of the plural. 
(2) The past in ĒŌ: FEALLAN “fall” (FĒŌLL – FĒŌLLON – 

FEALLEN), HEALDAN “hold”, FEALDAN “fold”, SPANNAN “span”, 

ZANZAN “go” (past ZĒŌNZ), BEATAN “beat”, HLEAPAN “leap”, 
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FLŌWAN “flow”, ZRŌWAN “grow”, WĒPAN “weep”, BLĀWAN “blow”, 

CNĀWAN “know”, etc. 

Weak verbs 

Unlike strong verbs, weak verbs distinguished only three principal forms, 
their past  sg  and  pl  stems being identical. They were called weak because 
their past tense and part.II were built after one pattern: the stem + the dental 
suffix –D/–T.   

The main difference between strong and weak verbs in PGmc consisted in 
the stem of the latter being unchangeable in all grammatical forms. In OE this 
feature was preserved to a great extent, though some verbs had undergone 
phonetic changes and developed certain irregularities in their roots: TǢCAN 
“teach” – TAHTE – TAHT; HABBAN “have” – HÆFDE – HÆFD. 

Weak verbs, with the exception of those in class III, were mostly 
derivatives, built either from substantives and adjectives (denominative), or 
from verbs (deverbative). In OE there were three classes of weak verbs, those 
with the suffix –ja (class I), those with the suffix –o (class II), and those with the 
suffix –e–/–i– (class III). This last type had almost disappeared in OE. 

Class I 

Verbs of class I, or ja-stems, comprised three types distinguished by the 
method of word building. 

(1) Primary verbs, whose base word happened to have disappeared. In 

this subclass there were such verbs as WYRCAN “work”, ÞYNCAN “think”, 

BRINZAN “bring” and the like. 

(2) Denominatives, whose root vowel had undergone fronting caused 
by the -j- of the stem suffix: HǢLAN “heal” from HĀL “whole”, FYLLAN 
“fill” from FUL “full”, NEMNAN “call” from NAMA “name”, etc. 

(3) Deverbative formations, most of which were causatives, i.e. verbs 
with the meaning “make someone or something perform the action denoted by 
the strong verb”. To produce these verbs, past  sg  forms of strong verbs were 
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used as the base. In a number of instances the root vowel was mutated under the 
influence of the stem suffix: FĒRAN “march” (< * ferjan) from FŌR of the verb 
FARAN (cf. MnG führen – fuhr), SETTAN “set” (< * satjan) from SÆT of the 
verb SITTAN “sit” (cf. MnG setzen – sass), RǢRAN “rear” (< * rasjan) from 
RĀS of the verb RISAN “rise”, with the consonant changed under Verner’s law. 

In some verbs the stem suffix was preserved: WERIAN “defend”, 
FERIAN “go”, HERIAN “praise”, ERIAN “plough”, etc. 

Verbs of class I were subdivided into regular and irregular. Regular verbs 
had the same vowel in all the principal forms. It is often mutated due to the 
original i/j-element in the suffix. 

Verbs with the long root vowel dropped the –i–: DĒMAN “judge” – 
DĒMDE – DĒMED; HĪĒRAN “hear” –  HĪĒRDE – HĪĒRD. Verbs with the 
short root vowel accompanied by  -r- retained the –i– in the infinitive and 
present: STYRIAN “stir” – STYREDE – STYRED. Verbs with the short root 
vowel accompanied by any consonant but  -r-  dropped the –i– and the 
consonant in the infinitive and present was doubled: TRYMMAN “strengthen” – 
TRYMEDE – TRYMED; CNYSSAN “push” – CNYSEDE – CNYSED. 

When the –D– of the suffix was preceded by a voiceless consonant it 
changed to –T– ; in part.II  both –T and –ED were indiscriminately used: 

CĒPAN “keep” – CĒPTE – CĒPT, CĒPED; ZRĒTAN “greet” – ZRĒTTE – 

ZRĒT,  ZRĒTTED. If the verb ended in a consonant + D or a consonant + T, 

part.II could end either in –D, –T or in –DED, –TED: SENDAN “send” – 
SENDE  –  SEND, SENDED; RESTAN “rest” – RESTE – REST, RESTED. 

Irregular verbs were characterized by several phonetic factors: i-mutation 
only in the infinitive and present tense, traces of the OE breaking in the past 
tense and part.II, and other sound changes: 

sellan    “give” 
rǣcan   “reach” 
Dencan  “think” 

sealde 
rāhte 
Dōhte 

seald 
rāht 
Doht 

Class II  
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Verbs of class II, or  -o- stems, were built with the stem suffix whose 
original shape was  –*oj. The prewritten reconstructed forms of their infinitives 
can be illustrated by *lokojan (>locian) “look”, *lufojan (>lufian) “love”. In the 
course of time the stem suffix in the infinitive was reduced to –i and became the 
marker of the class.  

In the past tense and part.II the stem suffix  –*oj appeared as the element    
–o– before the dental suffix, which later developed into a neutral sound and gave 
rise to –ED, a productive means of building the past tense and part.II forms of 
regular verbs. 

There were denominative verbs (SORZIAN “to be sorry for” – SORZ 
“anxiety”) as well as deverbatives (CUNNIAN “to find out” – CUNNAN “to be 
able”). All of them built their principal forms after the following pattern:  

macian  “make” 
hopian  “hope” 

macode 
hopode 

macod 
hopod 

As the shape of the root in the three forms was the same, verbs of class II 
proved to be most influential. The majority of verbs which were originally of the 
3rd class became members of the 2nd class. New denominative verbs which 
appeared in English followed the conjugation pattern of weak verbs of class II. 

Class III 

Class III was made up from the survivals of PGmc verbs known as –j– 
stems. Only a few verbs still belonged to this conjugation in OE, the greater part 
having merged with class II of weak verbs (e.g. WÆCCAN “watch” – 
WACODE – WACOD). The doubling of the consonant in the infinitive and the 
mutated vowels were accounted for by the presence of the element –i/–j in some 
forms in EOE.  

habban  “have 
libban   “live” 
secZan  “say”  

hæfde 
lifde 
sæZde (sǣde)  

 hæfd 
lifd 
sæZd  (sǣd) 

 

Preterite-present verbs 
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In the paradigm of 12 verbs known as preterite-present a sort of blend of 
strong and weak forms was observed. The present forms built with the help of 
ablaut were originally past tense forms of these verbs, which had acquired the 
meaning of the present. This change in their paradigm was connected with their 
semantics, either modal or mental (usually psychic). They were used to express 
the state of the subject as the result of its previous activity. Cf. Ru (я) узнал = 
знаю; (я) научился = могу; (я) приобрел = имею, which show the resultative 
nature of their past tenses and synonymity with the present. Thus, IC CAN 
originally meant “I have learnt to do it”. New past forms of these verbs were 

built as were those of weak verbs, i.e. with a dental suffix: ĀZAN – ĀHTE; 

SCULAN – SCEOLDE. As they had their present tense forms similar to the 
principal forms of strong verbs, they can be divided into classes according to 
their vowel gradation series (table VI). 

Some of them had no infinitive. Those infinitives which were registered in 
manuscripts were built with the zero grade of ablaut. The verbs *sculan and 
*motan never appeared in non-finite forms. 

The paradigm of some preterite-present verbs was incomplete. 

ZENEAH with its impersonal meaning of “enough” had only the 3rd p.sg 

and pl of the indicative and subjunctive present and the sg of the past tense. 
DEAH “avail” and some other preterite-present verbs had no part.II as their 
passive meaning was incompatible with their semantic structure. 

The majority of preterite-present verbs had the properties of auxiliaries, 
however some of them could be used as notionals, e.g. expressing necessity or 

moral as well as financial obligation: Zif sē lytla finZer biD ofsleZen, Dām 

sceal tō bōte .viiii. scillnZa, + ān scillinZ his nxZles, Zif sē siē ofsleZen (Alf., 
43). “If the little finger is struck off nine shillings must be paid as compensation 
for it, and one shilling for each orifice.” Of Dissum ānum dōme mon mxZ 
ZeDencean, þxt hē ǣZhwelcne on ryht ZedēmeD; ne Dearf he nānra dōmbōca 
ōþerra (Alf., 1) “From this one law one might think that he judges everyone 
rightly, that he need no other law-book.” 
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TABLE  VI 
OLD  ENGLISH  PRETERITE-PRESENT VERBS 

 
Principal 

forms 

Classes 

Infinitive Present 
sg 

Present 
pl 

Past 
sg 

Part II 

I witan “know” wāt witon wiste  

II duZan “avail” dēāZ duZon dohte  

III cunnan “can” cann cunnon cūðe,  cūð 

 unnan “grant” ann unnon ūðe  

 durran “dare” dearr duron dorste  

 þurfan “need” þearf þurfon þorfte  

IV *sculan “shall” sceal sculon sceolde  

 munan “remember” man munon munde  

V maZan “may” mxZ maZon meahte  

 “suffice” Zeneah ZenuZon Zenohte  

VI *motan “must” mōt mōton mōste  

VII āZan   “have” āZe āZon āhte  

Anomalous verbs 

Another type of minor conjugation was constituted by a group of four verbs 

which are traditionally termed athematic (because in their prehistorical 

structures they lacked a theme, i.e. a stem suffix, which was common to most 

verbs). Here belonged the verb BĒŌN/WESAN “be”, ZĀN “go”, WILLAN 

“will”, and DŌN “do”. Their forms were relatively irregular, hence the term 

“anomalous”. 

The verbs BĒŌN/WESAN and ZĀN combined several roots in their 

paradigm and were called suppletive. BĒŌN was known for three different roots 

which in part supplemented one another, and in part ran parallel (Table VII). 

Thus from the root ES (L  est, Gk  esti, Ru  есть) in various ablaut grades (cf. L  
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sum, sunt – zero grade) the present indicative forms were built, some of the 

persons, however, being evolved from a different root *OR (cf. L  orior “am 

born”). These forms were supplemented in the imperative, infinitive, part.II and 

present from the root *UES (Scr vasati “abide”).  

Parallel with these forms throughout the whole present ran BĒŌN (L  fio 

“become”, and with a variant vowel L  fui, Ru  быть, OE būan “dwell, 

cultivate”). In OE the two systems were differentiated in form and function: BIÞ 

was used mainly in general statements, or concrete statements with a durative 

sense, or one of futurity, while IS was used chiefly in concrete statements of      

a momentary nature, or where the durative element was not very strong. 

In OE the present tense forms appeared to be different modifications of the 

roots *es–  and *be–, 1st p.sg   –eom, bēō, 2nd p. eart, bist, etc. The past tense 

was built from the root *wes– on the pattern of strong verbs of class V, to which 

WESAN belonged. Its principal forms may be represented by the following 

gradation series WESAN – WÆS – WǢRON (with the final consonant of the 

root being the result of undergoing rhotacism). 

The verb ZĀN represented a short form of ZANZAN (str. 7). Its principal 

forms were ZĀN – ĒŌDE – ZEZĀN. The suppletive past ĒŌDE probably 

corresponded to Gth iddja (cf. Scr iyat, Ru иду). 

The other two verbs, called anomalous, built their past with the dental 

suffix. They were WILLAN “will” and DŌN “do”. There were certain 

alternations of the root vowel in the past forms: WILLAN – WOLDE; DŌN – 

DYDE – ZEDŌN. Both of them were of PIE origin, WILLAN appeared in Lat 

as  velle, in Ru as  велеть. DŌN has the following non-Gmc cognates: Ru  деть, 

Lith  dėtī, Gk tithēmi, Lat fēcī. 

TABLE  VII 

THE SUPPLETIVE VERB “BĒŌN/WESAN” 
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No infinitive 
P r e s e n t 

bēōn 
P r e s e n t 

 Indicative Subjunctive  Indicative Subjunctive 
 1 ēōm   1 bēō  

sg 2 eart sӯ sg 2 bist bēō 

 3 is   3 biþ  

pl sind/sindon  sӯn pl    bēōþ bēōn 

     

  P a s t I m p e r a t i v e 

 Indicative Subjunctive    

 1 wxs   sg bēō wes 

sg 2 wǣre sg wǣre pl bēōþ wesaþ 

 3 wxs      

      P a r t i c i p l e  I 

pl wǣron pl wǣren  bēōnde wesende 

 

Verb conjugation 

Like other Gmc languages, OE had the following verb forms: present and 

past, which appeared in two moods: indicative and subjunctive; and the two 

imperative mood forms were distinguished as  sg  and pl. There were also four 

verbals – present part., past part., uninflected infinitive, and inflected infinitive 

(used with the preposition TŌ). Of the medio-passive voice, which was retained 

in Gth, only a single fossilized form survived – HATTON. 

They distinguished  sg  and pl  numbers and three persons in the  sg. The 

conjugation system of OE verbs was rather complicated. It comprised two 

subsystems: the strong verb and the weak verb conjugations and specific 

paradigms of preterite-present verbs and athematic verbs. 

The present indicative  sg forms of strong verbs had the following 

endings: 1st p.  –E, 2nd p. –EST, 3rd p. –EÞ; the present indicative  pl  had one 
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ending        –AÞ. In the 2nd and 3rd p.  sg  the root vowel was mutated, as there 

was a thematic vowel –i– in their earliest forms: HELPAN “help”  - 2nd p. 

HILPEST, 3rd p. HILPÞ. The –E in the 2nd and 3rd p. ending tended to disappear. 

If what remained was difficult to pronounce it came to be simplified: BIDEÞ > 

BIDÞ > BITT.   

There was great coincidence of forms in the verb paradigm. The plural 

imperative was homonymous with the 3rd p. pl indicative. The present 

subjunctive  sg  –E and  pl  –EN also occurred in the past subjunctive. The 

subjunctive present  sg  was the same as the 1st p. present indicative. 

In the past tense the so-called past  sg  (the form registered in the 

gradation series) occurred only in the indicative with the 1st and 3rd p. subjects: 

HEALP. The vowel of the past  pl  occurred in all other cases of the past, 

indicative and subjunctive: HULPE. Part.I ended in –ENDE; HELPENDE. 

 

 

           Present                                                                    Past 

Ind 

Sg 

1. p.   helpe 

2. p.   hilpst 

3. p.   hilpþ 

Pl       helpaþ 

Subj 

 

 

helpe 

 

  helpen 

Imp 

 

 

helpe 

 

 helpaþ 

Ind 

 

healp 

hulpe 

healp 

   hulpon 

Subj 

 

 

hulpe 

 

 hulpen 

                      Inf.                                                Part. 

                   helpan                                        I               II  
                                                                helpende    holpen 
 

The present tense paradigm of weak verbs did not differ from that of 

strong verbs: 1st p.  sg  –E, 2nd p.  sg  –EST, 3rd p. –EÞ,  pl  –AÞ; after a long 

root syllable the /e/ could be dropped.   
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             Present                                                                  Past 

Ind 

Sg 

1. p. cēpe 

   telle 

2. p.  cēpest 

   tallest 

3. p. cēpeþ 

        telleþ 

Pl     cēpaþ 

   tellaþ 

Subj 

 

 

 

cēpe 

telle     

 

 

cēpen 

       tellen 

Imp 

 

 

 

cēp 

        tell, tele 

 

 

cēpaþ 

tellaþ 

Ind 

 

cēpte 

tealde 

       cēptest 

       tealdest 

       cēpte 

 

  cēpton 

   tealdon 

Subj 

 

 

 

cēpte 

  tealde 

 

 

  cēpte 

   tealde 

               Inf                                              Part. 
             cēpan                                     I                II 

             tellan                                cēpende        cēpt 

                                                      tellende        teald           

The 2nd p.  sg  imperative of class I verbs with a short root syllable took 

the ending –E;  that of verbs with a long root syllable had no ending whatsoever. 

Tenses 

OE had only two tenses: present and past, which were distinguished in all 

indicative and subjunctive mood forms of the verb. The meanings of the tenses 

were very general as compared with later ages and with present-day English. 

The forms of the present were used to indicate present and future actions. With 

verbs of perfective meaning or in cases with a future time adverbial the present 

acquired the meaning of futurity: Þonne þū þā in brinZst, hē ytt “When you 

bring them, he will eat”; ac hit ne biD nā swā on antecristes timan “but it will 

not be so in Antichrist’s time”. 
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The present tense might also indicate a process in the present, which is 

now expressed by a continuous form: Þū Zesihst þæt ic ealdiZe “You see that I 

am getting old”. 

Future events could be also expressed by verb phrases with SCULAN 

“shall” and WILLAN “will”: Nū sculon heriZean heofon-rīces weard “Now 

shall we praise the Guardian of heaven’s kingdom”; būton sē biscep hīē mid him 

habban wille “unless the bishop want to have it with him” (WILLE is prs  subj  

sg  of WILLAN, whose modality is rendered by  subj I  in its modernised 

version).    

The past tense was used to indicate various events in the past (including 

those which are nowadays expressed by the forms of the past continuous, past 

perfect, present perfect, and other analytical forms). Additional shades of 

meaning could be attached to it in different contexts: … SæZde him, hwylce 

Ziefe hē onfēnZ “he told him what gift he had received” (the past tense form 

ONFĒNZ indicated a completed action which preceded another past action – in 

modern translation it is rendered by a past perfect form of the verb). 

 

Moods 

OE, just as other Gmc languages, had three moods: the indicative, the 

imperative, and the subjunctive. 

Being a fact mood, the indicative presented an action as real. Thus in the 

following OE sentence the verbs in the indicative were meant to express actual 

facts: ond hē hine sōna tō þǣre abbudissan Zelǣdde ond hire þæt cӯDde and 

sæZde “and he soon brought him to the abbess and told that to her”. 

The other two moods, the imperative and subjunctive, have a subjective 

meaning and may be termed oblique. The imperative expresses an order or 

request to a second person: Ārīs, rīces weard “Arise, guard of kingdom”. 
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Occasionally the imperative may express advice: Þӯs dōZor þū Zeþyld hafa 

wēāna Zehwylces  “Be patient this day amid all your woes”. 

Compared with the modern subjunctive, the OE subjunctive was of 

considerably wider usage. It was structurally not as rigidly conditioned as that in 

MnE and could occur in main and subordinate clauses to present events as 

merely supposed, unreal (1) or probable (2): 

(1) Zif þū wǣre her, nǣre mīn brōþor dēād  “if you had been here, my 

brother would not be dead”; 

(2) … eal sīo ZioZuD Dāra De Dā spēda hxbben, Dxt hīē Dǣm 

befēōlan mxZen  “all the youth … who may have the means so that they may be 

able to devote themselves to it”. 

In main clauses the subjunctive was used to express a wish which might 

come true: wyrce sē Dē mōte dōmes ǣr dēāDe “let him who may win fame 

before death”, or a wish dependent on an unreal condition: Hxfde ic xlteowe 

þēnas, nǣre ic þus eaþelīce oferswīþed  “If I had had worthy thanes, I should 

not have been overcome so easily”. 

The subjunctive occurred in different types of subclauses: Ond for Don ic   

Dē bebīōde Dxt Dū dō (object clause) swǣ ic Zelīefe Dxt Dū wille (object 

clause), Dxt Dū Dē Dissa woruldDinZa tō Dǣm ZeǣmetiZe, swǣ Dū oftost 

mxZe (temporal clause), Dxt Dū Done wīsdōm … Dǣr Dǣr Dū hiene befxstan 

mxZe (subclause of place), befxste (subclause of purpose). “And therefore I 

command you to do, and I believe you wish to, that you disengage yourself as 

often as you can from the affairs of this world, so that you can apply the wisdom 

which God has given you wherever you are able to apply it”.  

The most frequent types of subclauses, which contained the subjunctive, 

were: clauses of real condition, e.g. Onsend HiZelāce, Zif mē cwild nime, 

beaduscrūda betst  “Send Higelāc, if fight takes me (i.e. if I perish in the fight) 

the best coats of mail”; clauses of unreal condition, e.g. swā þxt hē mehte 

ǣZþerne Zerǣcan, if hīē ǣniZne feld sēcan wolden  “so that he might reach 

either, if they would seek any field”; object clauses following a verb which 
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expressed an order, e.g. Ond ic bebīode on Zodes naman þxt nān man Done 

xstel from Dǣre bēc ne dō  “And in the name of God I command that no one 

remove the bookmarker from the book”; the so-called proportional clauses, i.e. 

structures of comparison, e.g. … woldon þxt hēr Dӯ māra wisdōm on londe 

wǣre Dӯ wē mā ZeDeoda cūDon  ”… they hoped that there would be greater 

knowledge in this land the more languages we knew”; clauses of purpose, e.g. 

ond him onweardum hēt secZan þxt swefn ond þxt lēōD sinZan, Dxt(te) ealra 

hēōra dōme Zecoren wǣre  “and those present she ordered to tell the dream and 

to sing the song so that their decision might be made”. 

The subjunctive was common in indirect speech, including indirect 

questions: Wulfstan sǣde þxt hē Zefōre of HǣDum, þxt hē wǣre on Trūsō on 

syfan daZum and nihtum “Wulfstan said that he travelled from Hedeby and that 

he was in Truso within seven days and nights”; Eft he frxZn, hwxt sēō þēōd 

nemned wǣre “He asked what was the name of the people”. 

The similarity of forms of the past indicative and the subjunctive in some 

OE conjugation types (Cf. ond ēāc Dā Zodcundan hādas hū Ziorne wǣron “and 

also how zealous the sacred orders were”; forDӯ ic wolde Dxtte hīē ealneZ xt 

Dǣre stōwe wǣren “therefore I desire that they should lie at that place”) made 

the markers of the subjunctive indistinct and contributed to the appearance of 

new forms of the subjunctive, mood system.  

The problem of aspect 

The problem of aspect in OE presents some difficulty. Originally OE, as 

well as other Old Gmc languages, had aspect forms, which eventually developed 

into tenses. Thus the category of aspect did not exist in OE verbs. 

In some OE grammars aspect forms are identified with Ze-forms, which 

sometimes expressed completion of an action and in this way approached the 

meaning of a perfective aspect. But Ze-forms cannot be treated as aspect forms 

of the verb since not all verbs had them. The verb CUMAN, for instance, never 

appeared with the prefix Ze– (Cf. Dxt(te) ealra dōme Zecoren wǣre, hwxt 
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oDDe hwonan Dxt(te) cumen wǣre  “so that a decision of all of them might be 

made what or from where that had come”). The Ze-prefix was not regularly 

found even with those verbs that did use it, in cases denoting an accomplished 

action: Þā ārās hē from þǣm slǣpe ond eal þā þē hē slǣpende sonZ fxste in 

Zemynde hxfde  “Then he arose from the sleep and everything that he in his 

sleep had sung kept fast in his mind”. 

Verbals 

The Infinitive 

There were two infinitives in OE: – an uninflected infinitive (CĒŌSAN, 

CĒPAN) and an inflected infinitive (CĒŌSENNE, CĒPENNE). 

The infinitive with the suffix –(I)AN was originally the Nom/Acc of a verbal 

neuter noun, which did not as a rule occur in the verbal system of the other ancient 

languages. There seemed to be no regular PIE infinitive as the languages which 

developed from it differ considerably in the base form of verbs (cf. OE weorDan 

“become” with its cognate in Skt vartanam “turning”). 

The inflected infinitive was used after prepositions, chiefly after TŌ, 

originally “toward”. Its inflected suffix –ANNE/-ENNE represented a Dat case of 

the ja– stem, and was a purely West Gmc form. The older type was with the 

mutated ending –ENNE, then the A of the uninflected infinitive intruded, and in 

the course of time forms with E became more frequent again.  

The uninflected infinitive could function as a secondary predicate in the 

objective construction in translations from Latin (hē Zeseah þa hearpan him 

nēālēcan  “he saw the harp approach him”) as well as in original OE texts (Hēt 

Dā eorla hlēō in Zefetian … HrēDles lāfe “He ordered then, the protector of lords, 

Hrethel’s heirloom to be fetched,…”). Within the limits of the complex object 

passive and continuous infinitives may be found: Þa hēt he þysne biscop bēōn 

Zelǣded tō þǣre stōwe. “Then he commanded this bishop to be led to that 

place.” Þonne þā Lapithe Zesāwon Thesalī þæt folc of hiora horsum bēōn 
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feohtende wiD hīē… “When the Lapiths saw the Thessalians fighting against 

them…” 

The inflected infinitive, used with the preposition TŌ, generally indicated the 

purpose of an action: ManiZe cōmon tō bycZenne þā þinZ “Many (people) came to 

buy those things”. It could also occur as part of a compound nominal predicate: … 

sumnx bēc, Dā De nīēdbeDearfosta sīēn eallum mannum tō wiotonne  “… certain 

books which are most necessary for all men to know” or the subject of the 

sentence: Wundor is tō secZanne hū mihtiZ Zod manna cynne þurh sidne sefan 

snyttru bryttaD, … “A wonderful thing is to say how Mighty God to mankind 

according to deep understanding dispenses wisdom…” It could also function as a 

direct object. Siþþan Zelīcade eallum folcum þxt hīē Rōmanum underþīēded 

wǣre and hiora ǣ tō behealdanne “Then it pleased all the people that they 

should be subject to the Romans and obey their law”. 

Similarly to Gr and Lat where the objective non-finite construction can 

appear as a subjective construction combined with passive verbs of saying, 

showing, believing and perceiving, OE is also known for instances of a complex 

subject which were actually transforms of a complex object. 

… tō þǣm Pentecosten wxs Zesewen … at ānan tūne blōd weallan of 

eorDan (cf. mon Zeseah weallen blōd of eorDan) “…at Whitsuntide was seen in 

one town blood flowing up from the ground”). 

The infinitive in such a construction could be passive: 

…hēō wǣron bewered heora weorum ZemenZde bēōn “…they were 

protected by their men from being disturbed”. 

The Participle 

The present participle was formed from the present tense stem with the 

help of the suffix –ENDE: WRITENDE “writing”, MACENDE “making”. 

When used attributively it declined as an adjective. In predicative use an 

uninflected form in –E was employed in the Nom and Acc of all genders. 
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The past participle was the fourth form of strong verbs and the third form 

of weak verbs. Apart from the ablauting vowel its marker for strong verbs was 

the suffix –EN (WRITEN “written”). Participle II of weak verbs had the dental 

suffix –ED, –OD, –D, –T (HYRED “heard”, MACOD “made”, LIFD “lived”, 

SŌHT “sought”). The past participles declined like adjectives. When used 

predicatively, the forms were mostly uninflected. 

The participle could be a constituent of a participle construction, used as a 

complex object or a complex adverbial modifier. 

Ic hine cūDe cnihtwesende; “I knew him being a boy;” …oþ þæt hī hine 

ofsleZene hæfdon. “…until they had them slain.” ForþZanZenre tīde, þridde 

cynn Scotta Bretene onfenZ “In some time Britain took hold of the third tribe of 

the Scots.” 
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S Y N T A X 

P h r a s e s  

Syntactical classification of phrases 

When two or more words are connected syntactically their relation may be 

described as coordination, subordination and predication. Accordingly, there 

exist coordinate, subordinate and predicative phrases. 

In a coordinate phrase the components are equal in rank and do not 

predetermine each other. The members of a coordinate phrase may be joined 

syndetically or asyndetically. Coordination is syndetic when conjunctions are 

present. It is asyndetic when they are absent. 

Coordinate phrases whose members are joined asyndetically are 

exemplified in the following: frxtwe, ZūDsearo “treasures, armour”; ārīs, nim 

“arise, take”. 

OE coordinate phrases whose members are joined syndetically are of two 

main types. In phrases of the first type the components are linked by simple 

conjunctions and/ond “and”, oþþe “or”, etc. 

Norþhymbre ond ĒāstenZle “Northumbria and East-Anglia” 

fīf oþþe syx “five or six”. 

The second type is characterized by the use of correlative conjunctions 

which occur in pairs: ǣZDer … Ze, “both … and”; Ze … Ze (the same 

meaning); ne … ne “neither … nor”; oþþe … oþþe “either … or”. 

ǣZDer Ze hiora sibbe Ze hiora siodo ... “both their peace and their 

morality …”;  oþþe on dxZ oþþe on niht  “either in the daytime or at night”; ne 

Zehādodede regollīce, ne lǣwede lāhlīce  “neither those in ecclesiastical orders 

according to the rule, nor layman according to the law”. 

The predicative relation unites the subject and the predicate. The 

components of a predicative phrase predetermine each other. There are two main 

types of predicative phrases: 
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1. Units of primary predication, that is, those with a finite verb (a tensed-

verb) as predicate. 

2. Units of secondary predication, that is, whose predicate is not 

expressed by a finite verb. 

As a rule, in a sentence, units of the second type are subordinate to the 

predicate expressed by the finite verb. Both types of predicative phrases are 

exemplified in the following OE sentence: 

Þū ne ālǣte  …  dōm ZedreoZan.         “You won’t let glory decline”. 

Primary                 Secondary predication 
predication 
 
Joined through subordination, the words are not equal in rank: in a 

subordinate phrase one element (adjunct) is subordinate to the other (head-

word). Subordination is realized through agreement, government, adjoinment 

and enclosure. 

Agreement consists in making the adjunct take a form similar to that of 

the head-word. In OE the adjunct, expressed by an adjective, demonstrative or 

indefinite pronoun, agreed with its head-word expressed by a noun in gender, 

number and case: 

adjunct head-word 

Nom  sg Nom  sg 
spēdiZ man   “(a) rich man” 

Dat  pl Dat  pl 
ōDrum monnum   “(to) other men” 

Government consists in the use of a certain form of the adjunct required 

by the head-word. Government can be (a) verbal; (b) nominal; (c) adjectival; 

(d) prepositional: 

a) head-word adjunct 
Gen 

bād westanwindes    “waited for westwind” 
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adjunct head-word 
Dat  

 Dē cӯDan   “(to) inform thee” 
 
b) adjunct head-word 

Gen 
Angelcynnes lond      “land of the English people” 

head-word adjunct 
Gen 

bearn EcZDēōwes    “Egtheow’s son” 

 
c) adjunct head-word 

Gen 
his ZefǣZene     “glad of it” 

Dat 
him Zearo    “ready for it” 

 
Dat Acc 

d) on  ӯDum “on the waves”; ymb  ānne  mōnaD “about one month” 
 

Adjoinment implies such subordination of the adjunct to the head-word as 

is achieved by their position and meaning. In OE adjoinment is practically 

confined to the relations between adverb and verb as well as adverb and 

adjective: 

head-word  adjunct     adjunct head-word 

Zrētan         ēādmōdlīce “greet respectfully”  unZefore      dӯre 

Enclosure consists in putting a component of a phrase between two 

constituents of another component. For instance, an adjective may be enclosed 

between a demonstrative or a preposition on the left side and a noun on the right: 

sē dēāda man  “this dead man”; on fēāwum stōwum  “in a few places”  
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Morphological classification of OE phrases 

There were the following main morphological types of OE phrases: 

1) A + N       e.g.:    snotor Zuma “wise man” 

                                hāliZ spell “holy message” 

    N + A   e.g.:  beorZas  stēāpe “mountains steep” (This pattern has a 

lower frequency of occurrence than A + N) 

2) N + N     e.g.:   Ælfrēd cyninZ “king Alfred”; Wǣrferd biscep “bishop 

Warferd” 

The pattern N + N in OE was mainly used in appositive phrases with the first 

component expressed by a proper noun, the second noun denoting a tittle or post. 

3) a. N Gen  +  N   e.g. : Zrendles maZe “Grendel’s parent“ 

        N + N Gen     e.g. : bearn EcZþēōwes “Egtheow’s son” 

    b. Pr Gen + N    e.g. : mīne daZas  “my days”; his hūs “his house”  

        N + Pr Gen    e.g. : sunu mīn “my son“  

3) b.  is a variant of 3) a, the noun in the Genitive case being replaced by      

a pronoun in the same case form. 

4) Pr dem + N       e.g. : sē man “that man“;  þxt hūs  “that house“ 

    N + Pr dem       e.g. : eþel þӯsne “this country” 

5) Nom + N         e.g. : ān bān “one bone”; twentiZ scēāpa “twēnty sheep”  

    Nom + Num     e.g. : suna twēZen “two sons” 

6) Adv + Adj        e.g. : swīþe spēdiZ “very rich” 

7) Adv + Adv       e.g. : swǣ  claǣne “so completely” 

8) a. N  Nom + V fin  e.g.: Bēōwulf maþelode “Beowulf spoke”  

        V  fin + N Nom e.g. : rīcsode Æþelbald “reigned Athelbald” 

    b. Pr  Nom + V fin e.g. : ic Zeseah “I saw”  

        V fin + Pr Nom  e.g. : ārās hē “arose he” 

8) b.  is a pronominal variation of  8) a.  
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9) a. V fin = N obl e.g.: ymbsǣton  Dā ceastre “besieged the city”; bād 

westanwindes “waited for westwind”. 

N obl + V fin    e.g.: siZe nom “won victory”. 

b. V fin + Pr obl   e.g.: sxZde him “said to him” 

Pr obl + V fin  e.g.: him cӯþdon “informed him/them”. 

9) b.  is a variant of 9) a. 

10) a. N Acc + V inf  e.g.: Zeseah hē in recede rinca maniZe swefan “he 

saw many a warrior sleep in the hall”.    

      b. Pr Acc + V inf    e.g.: Hē sende mē þearfum bodian. “He sent me to 

proclaim to the poor.” 

10) b.  is a variant of 10) a. 

11)  a. N Acc + Part. I   e.g.: hīZ ZesēōD mannes sune cumende … “they 

shall see the son of man coming … “. 

        b. Pr Acc + Part. I  e.g.: hīZ fundon hine on þām temple sittende … 

“they found him in that temple sitting …”. 

11) b. is a variant of 11) a.  

12) V + Adv  e.g.: nū onZinD “now begins”; Dǣr bād “there waited” 

13) a. Prep + N e.g.: mid wīsdōm “with wisdom”. 

          N + Prep e.g.: sūD Seaxna lond ūtan “outside the land of the South 

Saxons”; (The pattern N + Prep occurs very seldom)   

     b. Prep + Pr e.g.: tō him “to him”;  mid him “with him”. 

           Pr + Prep e.g.: him wiD “against him” …; him … tō “to … him”. 

(It should be noted that the pattern Pr + Prep had a higher frequency of 

occurrence than its nominal counterpart N + Prep). 

Order of phrase components 

As is seen from the patterns of the phrases analysed in the previous 
section, in the overwhelming majority of phrase types the order of their 
components was not rigid, for instance, A+N/N+A, N Gen+N/N+N Gen, etc. 
Additional evidence of the free placing of phrase components in OE can be 
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obtained by analysing noun phrases with preposed sequences of adjuncts 
expressed by different parts of speech. 

The following types of adjuncts are distinguished by their position in a 
noun-phrase in MnE: predeterminers (such quantifiers as ALL, BOTH, etc.), 
determiners (demonstratives, possessives, articles), postdeterminers (numerals), 
premodifiers (adjectives and nouns): 

Predeterminer 
all 

Determiner 
the 

Postdeterminer
three 

Premodifier 
long 

 
(stories) 

Unlike MnE, OE adjectives (especially those in –weard) and personal 
pronouns in the Genitive case used as possessives often preceded a 
demonstrative: 

of innerwearde his heortan “from within his heart”  
mīn sē lēōfa frēōnd “my (that) dear friend”. 
The numeral could also occur before a demonstrative if it was followed by 

an adjective in the superlative degree: 
twā betstan tyccenu “the two best kids”. 
One may conclude that relatively free word order in OE phrases can be 

accounted for by the ability of the well developed system of morphological 
markers to secure connections between phrase components.  

 
 

T h e   s i m p l e   s e n t e n c e 

The subject 

The subject in OE was typically expressed by a noun or pronoun (personal 

or indefinite-personal): 

þā ZeZaderode Ælfrēd cyning his fierd “then gathered king Alfred his 

army”; 

hē sealde ǣlcum ānne penninZ “he gave to each one a penny”. 

Hēr Đeodorus mon hoZode tō ercebisc “In this year Theodore was 

ordained as archbishop”. 
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It could be also expressed by an infinitive phrase:  

all þās þinZ þǣre þēōde Zedafenaþ cūþ habban “all these things it 

behoves the people to know”. 

If the subject was clear from the context it was often omitted: 

þā com hē on morZenne tō þǣm tūn-Zerefan sē þe his ealdormon wxs; 

sǣde him, … “then in the morning he came to the town-sheriff the one that was 

his alderman, (he)  said to him …” . 

Sometimes the pronoun hit was used as a kind of structural subject in 

impersonal sentences in OE: 

hit haZolade stānum “it hailed with stones”. 

In most cases, however, there was no subject in OE impersonal sentences 

(inherited from PIE) with predicate verbs denoting a) natural phenomena and     

b) one’s state or attitude.  

a) Norþan snӯwde “It snowed in the North” 

b) hine lonZade “he longed”; mē þīn mōd-sefa līcaD “I like your 

courage”. 

The initial position in the b) type could be occupied by a pronoun not only 

in the Accusative but also in the Dative, used as object. 

…feor-cyþDe bēōD sēlran Zesōhte, þǣm þe him selfa dēāh. “…distant 

lands are better sought by one who is powerful himself.” (cf. кому подобает) 

The Predicate 

In OE there were the same basic types of predicates as in MnE: verbal and 

nominal, simple and compound. A nominal predicate was always compound in 

OE, while a verbal one might be either simple or compound. Since OE is a 

synthetic language a simple verbal predicate was usually expressed by a single 

verb form: 

Hēr Cynewulf benam SiZebryht his rīces “In this year, Cynewulf deprived 

Sygebright of his kingdom”. 
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A compound verbal predicate may be either modal or aspective. The 

modal compound verbal predicate consists of a finite verb having a certain 

modal meaning, followed by an infinitive. 

Ūre ǣZhwylc sceal ende Zebīdan worolde līfes “Each of us must await an 

end of this world’s life“  

hī hine ne mehton ferian “they could not carry him” 

Ne con ic nōht sinZan “I cannot sing anything” 

Ic Ælfric wolde þās lӯtlan bōc āwendan tō Engliscum Zereorde. “I  Alfric 

wished to translate this little book into the English language”. 

There are also borderline cases when certain verbs can be used both as 

modals and auxiliaries. In the latter case their combination with an infinitive 

may be regarded as a simple verbal predicate expressed by an analytical form.  

For instance, although WILLAN and SCULAN with an infinitive usually imply 

volition or obligation respectively, these constructions are found occasionally 

translating Latin future forms: 

ic wille wyrcean mīn setl: (pōnam sēdem meam) “I shall make my 

throne”;     

forDǣm Zē sculon …wēpan (quoniam flēbitis) “because you will weep”. 

However, for the most part WILLAN an SCULAN retain their modal 

meanings even when partly indicating future: 

Hīe willaD ēōw …Zeras syllan ”they are about to (want to) give you 

spears”. 

The aspective compound verbal predicate consists of a finite verb 

expressing beginning, continuation or end of the action denoted by the infinitive:  

Dā onZan ic … Dā bōc wendan on enZlisc “then I began … to translate 

that book into English”; 

þā hē sprecan Zeswāc “then he had ceased to speak”. 

As seen from these examples one component of a compound verbal 

predicate was often separated from the other by various sentence elements. 
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The compound nominal predicate consists of a link verb plus a 

predicative, co-referential with the subject noun phrase.  

Wxs þū, HroDZār, hāl! Ic eom HiZēlāces mǣZ ond maZoDeZn 

“May you be, Hrothgar, whole (in good health)! I am kinsman and 

retainer of Higelac”. 

The object 

Objects in OE were expressed by nouns or pronouns in the Accusative, 

Dative, or Genitive. An object may also be expressed by a unit of secondary 

predication (complex object). Some verbs require certain prepositions to follow 

them. Thus, the main distinction drawn between types of objects is one between 

non-prepositional and prepositional objects. 

If the predicate verb is a transitive one and has only one object, expressed 

by a noun or pronoun in the Accusative, it is a direct object: 

hē ofslōZ þone aldormon  “he killed the governor” 

The so-called cognate object can also be viewed as a variant of direct 

object: 

SinZaD … sonZ nēōwne.  “Sing … a new song.” 

Some impersonal verbs are combined with an object in the Accusative, 

while others require a Dative object: 
Acc 
Hine nānes DinZes ne lyste.  “He desired nothing.” 

          Dat 
þūhte him eal tō rūm. “it seemed to him all too spacious”.  

The so-called complex object was usually expressed by the Accusative 

with the infinitive, which was most frequent, or participle construction, and it 

could be also verbless. 

ne hӯrde ic snotorlīcor … Zuman þinZian “I have not heard a man speak 

more wisely” 
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Donne hxbbe wē bēZen fēt Zescōde swiDe untǣllīce  “then let us have 

both our feet shod very blamelessly (very well)” 

ic þē Zesundne sēōn mōste  “I could see you safe” 

A few OE verbs took  two  direct  objects expressed by nouns or pronouns 

in the Accusative: 
                                                          Acc         Acc 
ne meahton wē Zelǣran lēōfne þēōden ... rǣd ǣniZne “we could not 

persuade the dear prince of any good counsel”. 

In most instances, however, if there were two objects in a sentence one of 

them was direct (in the Accusative) and the other was indirect (in the Dative). 
                   Dat                                                      Acc 
Ic þǣm Zōdan sceal for his mōdþrxce mādmas bēōdan “I shall offer the 

good man treasures on account of his daring”. 
      Dat                                                                            Acc 
Ne inc ǣniZ mon … belēān mihte sorhfullne sīD  “nor might any man 

dissuade you (two) from that fearful journey” 
                 Dat               Acc           Acc 
þīnum maZum lǣf folc ond rīce “bequeath people and kingdom to your 

kinsmen”. 

The prepositional object was an object governed by certain verbs and 

adjectives by means of a preposition: 
                 Dat                                                       Dat 
hē tō Zyrnwrxce swīDer þōhte þonne tō sǣlǣde “he thought rather about 

vengeance than about the sea-voyage”. 
                                                                Acc                   Acc 
hū Ziorne hīe wǣron ǣZDer Ze ymb lāre Ze ymb liornunZa Ze ymb ealle 

Dā 
      Acc 
Dēowotdōmas “how eager they were both about teaching and about learning and 

about all the duties”. 

The main cases used with prepositions were the Dative and the 

Accusative. 
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The attribute 

An attribute in OE was expressed by the following words and phrases:        
a) adjective; b) noun; c) pronoun; d) numeral; e) prepositional phrase: 

a) lēōf hlāford “dear master”; Bēōwulf lēōfa “dear Beowulf” (direct 
address); 

b) Grendles dǣda “Grendel’s deeds”; ides ScyldinZa “lady of the 
Scyldings”; 

c) hiora scipu “their ships”; sūnu mīn “my son” (used as direct address); 
sē man “that man”; 

d) twēntiZ scēāpa “twenty sheep”; his sūna tweZen “his two sons”; 
e) bāt būtan ǣlcum Zreþrum  “a boat without any oars”. 
As seen from the examples given, quite often an attribute in OE might 

either precede or follow its head-word. Sometimes the postposition of an 
attribute was conditioned by the syntactical function of its head-word. For 
instance, an adjective or a noun in the Genitive often followed its head word 
when used in direct address. 

Assuming that an apposition is a variety of attribute, we can say that an 
apposition usually followed its head-word, although occasionally the reverse 
order also occurred. 

Ælfrēd cyning :: sē cyning Ælfrēd “king Alfred”. 

The adverbial modifier 

An adverbial modifier could be expressed in OE by an adverb, a noun in 

the oblique case, an infinitive, a prepositional noun phrase and a secondary 

predicative construction, including an absolute participal construction (Dative 

absolute): 

hē hine sōna tō þǣre abbudissan Zelǣdde... “and he soon brought him to 

the abbess…” 

uton hraþe fēran, Grendles māZan ZanZ scēāwiZan “let us quickly go to 

see the course of Grendel’s parent”;   
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ālēdon þā lēōfne þeoden, bēāZa bryttan on bearm scipes “then they laid 

the dear prince, the dispenser of treasures, into the bosom of the ship”; 

hē Zeseah swāpendum windum þone lēZ āhefenne “he saw the flame 

rising, with winds blowing”. 

Used as adverbial modifier the infinitive most frequently expressed 

purpose. The Dative absolute construction, not very frequent in OE, was 

modelled directly on the Latin Ablativus Absolutus. It was used in the function 

of an adverbial modifier of time, attending circumstances or manner, cf.: 

Lat ēo loquente vēniunt = OE him sprecendum hī cōmon “while he was 

speaking, they came”. 

Lat inclinator capite traditit spiritum = OE mid ZebeZdum heofode sealed 

þone Zāst “with His head bent He breathed His last”. 

Adverbial modifiers could be close (like the above mentioned ones) and 

loose, or detached: 

Ʒewāt þā ofer wǣZholm, winde Zefysed, flota famiheals fuZle Zelīcost. 

“Then went over the sea, driven by the sea, the foamy-necked boat most similar 

to a bird.” 

Oft sceal eorl moniZ ānes willan wrǣc ādrēōZan, swā ūs  Zeworden is. 
“Often must many men, for the will of one, endure exile, as it has happened to 
us.” 

Word order 

As is mentioned in the first part of the course book dealing with PGmc 

phonetical and grammatical systems, SOP was the primary unmarked order in 

PGmc. This type of word order was inherited from PIE. A second word order, 

also inherited from PIE, with the verb in sentence initial position – P(S)O, was a 

marked order in PGmc, used in imperative sentences and general questions. 

These two orders were evidently supplemented by a third type – verb second – 

SPO, which became a strong innovation. 
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The pattern SPO, i.e. direct word order, was by far the most frequent in 

OE simple declarative sentences: Ælfric munuc Zrēt ÆDelwxrd ealdorman 

ēādmōdlīce “Alfric the monk greets Athelweard the nobleman humbly”. 

When an adverbial element like the negative NE or the adverb ÞĀ 

occurred initially, a very frequent order of elements with a single verb was PSO, 

i.e. inversion: Ne mētte hē ǣr nān Zebūn land “Nor had he met before any 

inhabited land”;  Đa fērde sum Samaritanisc man wiD hine “Then went a certain 

Samaritan man by him”. When the predicate contained a modal verb (or a verb 

that later developed into an auxiliary) this verb occurred immediately after the 

introducers, whereas the notional verb occupied the final position: Þā sceolde hē 

Dǣr bīdan ryhtnorþanwindes “Then must he there await a due north wind”. 

The only semi-auxiliary verb to be often found in the initial position in 

constructions without adverbial introducers was HABBAN: Hxfde sē cyninZ his 

fierd on tū tōnumen “The king had his army divided into two parts”. 

The so-called synthetic word order, i.e. SOP order, tended to occur most 

frequently in (a) subclauses, (b) in the second of two co-clauses: 

(a) þā hē hine Zeseah, þā wearD hē mid mildheortnesse ofer hine 

āstyred “When he saw him he became stirred up for him with compassion”; 

(b) Hēr sxt sē hǣþene here on Tenet and Zenam friD wiD 
Cantwārum, 
              S           Oind      Od         P 
and Cantwāre heom feoh behēton wiD þām frieD “Here camped the heathen 

army in Thanet and made peace with Kentmen, and Kentmen promised them 

money for the peace”. 

Occasionally we find OSP order which may be accounted for by 

topicalization of the object, i.e. by its use as the theme of the sentence:   of   

Dǣs strӯnde moniZra mxZDa cyninZcynn fruman lǣdde “of that stock the 

royal family of many tribes takes its origin”. 
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Negation 

In OE the number of negative elements referring to one and the same 

predicate group was virtually unlimited, because negation was effected by the 

simultaneous usage of the negative particle NE and other negators (negative 

pronouns and adverbs). This type of negation is called multiple negation. 

Ne con ic nōht sinZan. “I can sing nothing”. 

A few verbs with negative implications often determined the appearance 

of an optional negative element in the subclause, cf.: 

forbēād þxt hine mon Zod hēte “forbade that anyone call him God“; 

forbēād þxt man nā Dǣr eft ne timbrede “forbade that anyone build 

anything there”. 

 
T h e   c o m p o s i t e   s e n t e n c e 

The compound sentence 

In OE the clauses of a compound sentence were joined either syndetically 

(by means of connectives) or asyndetically (without any connectives). 

In a syndetic compound sentence clauses were linked by such 

conjunctions as AND/OND, AC “but”, OÞÞE “or”: 

Ic ārīse and ic fare tō mīnum fxder and ic secZe him … “I will arise and I 

will go to my father and I will say to him …” 

Hē sǣde þeah þxt þxt land sīē swīþe lanZ norþ þonan; ac hit is eal 

wēste… “He said though that that land was very far north of that place, but it 

was all desolate …” 

ic ānunZa ēōwra lēōda willan Zeworhte, oþþe on wxl crunZe “I will 

certainly achieve the desire of your people, or else die in the slaughter”. 

The asyndetic type may be illustrated by the following examples: 

Strǣt wxs stānfāh, stīZ wīsode Zumum xtZxdere “The road was stone-

paved, a straight path guided the men in their ranks”. 
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Ic eom HiZelāces mxZ ond maZoDeZn, habbe ic mǣrDa fela onZunnen 

on ZeoZoþe “I am Hygelac’s thane and kinsman; mighty the deeds I have done 

in my youth”. 

Negative coordinate clauses were generally marked by NE ... NE, 

NŌ/NĀ ... NE: 

Nxs hearpan wyn, Zomen Zlēōbēāmes, nē Zōd hafoc Zeond sxl swinZeþ, 

nē sē swifta mearh burhstēde bēāteþ “There was no joy of the harp, sport of the 

glee-wood, nor did the good hawk swing about the hall, nor the swift horse 

trample the court-yard”. 

Nō ic on niht ZefrxZn under heofones hwealf heardran feohtan, nē on 

ēZstrēāmum earmran mannon “I have not heard of a more bitter fight at night 

under the vault of heaven, nor of more wretched men on the ocean streams”. 

This type of connection, based on the use of correlative elements, will be 

dealt with in more detail in the next section. 

The complex sentence 

There were different types of subordinate clauses in OE; with the 

exception of predicative clauses, which are not to be found in OE texts. They 

were actually of the same types as in MnE. Apart from them there were the so-

called sentential complements (noun clauses integrating with the main one), 

which were rather frequent with impersonal verbs and verbs of being and 

becoming:  

… him selfum DincD þxt hē nǣnne nxbbe. “…it seems to him that he has 

nothing.” 

…Deah þxt geweorDe þxt ūre ǣniZ þe nū leofaD þonne ne libbe… 

“…although it may happen that none of us who are now alive will live then…” 

Complex sentences can be distinguished according to whether they 

contain parallel or consecutive subordination. 
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Ðonne wēne ic tō þē wyrsan ZeþinZea, Dēāh þū hēāDorǣsa Zehwǣr 

dohte, Zrīmre ZūDe, Zif þū Zrendles dearst nihtlonZne fyrst nean bīdan.“I 

expect then for you worse results, though you in war-assaults everywhere 

prevailed, grim combat, if you for Grendel dare a night nearby wait.” 

Him is be ēāstan sē Wendelsǣ, þe mon hēt Tirrenum, þe Tiber sīō ēā ūt 

scyt on. “East of them is the Mediterranean, which is called the Tyrrhenian Sea, 

into which the river Tiber flows.” 

Along with simple and correlative subordinators there existed complex 

conjunctions consisting of a preposition, the demonstrative pronoun ÞÆT in one 

of its paradigmatical forms and a conjunctive element (ÞÆT or ÞE). The 

relative particle ÞE and the post-conjunctive ÞÆT functioned as more general 

markers of subordination. 

… wxs him Bēōwulfes sīD, mōdZes merefaran, micel xfþunca, for-þon þe 

hē ne ūþe, þxt ǣniZ ōDer man ǣfre mǣrDa þon mā middanZeardes Zehede 

under heofenum þonne hē sylfa. “…for him was the venture of Beowulf, brave 

seafarer’s, a source of great displeasure, because he did not grant that any other 

man ever glorious deeds the more on middle-earth heeded under the heavens 

than he himself.” 

Subject clauses 

There were two types of subject clauses in OE: a) without an introductory 

pronominal element and  b) with the so-called introductory HIT or ÞÆT / ÐIS: 

(the latter type occurred only in LOE): 

a) Ēōw is Zeseald þxt Zē wīton godes rīces Zeryne  “To you (it) is given 

that you know the secret of God’s kingdom”; 

b) Is hit ālyfed þxt man on reste dxZe hǣle?  “Is it permitted that a man 

heals on the Sabbath”? 
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And þxt is mid Estum Dēāw þxt þǣr sceal ǣlces Zeþeodes man bēōn 

forbǣrned. “And that is with Ests a custom that a man of each tribe should be 

burnt”. Ðis is þat fyrmeste weorc and sē fyrmesta willa, þxt wē gelyfon on Done 

āncennedan Zodes Sunu. “It is the first deed and the first purpose that we live 

within God’s Only-begotten Son”. 

Subordinate subject clauses might be joined with the principal clause by 

means of various conjunctions (e.g. þxt, Zif, hwxþer) and conjunctive words 

(e.g. hwȳlce), but they never occurred in initial position in a complex sentence. 

Object clauses 

These may be introduced by various conjunctions (ÞÆT, HWÆÞER, 

ZIF), conjunctive pronouns (HWÆT, HWĀ), conjunctive adverbs (HŪ, 

HWANNE, etc.), or joined with the main clause asyndetically: 

and hēō wrīxendlīce hine bǣdon þxt he him eallum blīþe wǣre “and they 

each in turn entreated him that he would be friendly to them all”; 

… āhsode hwxþer hē þxt tācen onZytan meahte “… asked him if he could 

understand that sign”; 

hē nyste hwxt hīē wǣron “he didn’t know what they were”; 

Đā Zemunde ic hū sīo ǣr wxs ǣrest on Ebreisc ZeDīōde funden “Then I 

remembered how the Law was first written in the Hebrew tongue”. 

Negative correlatives of the “neither … nor” type, marked in OE by 

NO…NE, NE…NE, were illustrated in the previous section. But correlation as a 

means of joining the clauses of a composite sentence is not confined to negative 

coordinate clauses. It is widely used in complex sentences with subordinate 

object clauses, and especially, adverbial clauses of time. 

In a subordinate object clause the conjunction ÞÆT and other connectives 

could correlate with a demonstrative pronoun or a personal pronoun of the 

neuter gender used as anticipatory objects in the principal clause. 
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Ne wiDcweDe ic þām nānwiht Dxt þū swā dō “I am not at all against that 

you should do so”. 

Ic hit þē Zehāte: nō hē on helm losaþ, … “I swear it to thee: she shall not 

be lost in the cover, …” 

Attributive clauses 

Attributive clauses were introduced by the relative particle ÞE, by some 

form of the demonstrative pronoun SĒ, or by a combination of both. 

Hē wxs swӯDe spēdiZ man on þǣm ǣhtum þe heora spēda on bēōD       

”He was a very wealthy man in those possessions in which their wealth lies” (þe 

makes a correlative pair with the demonstrative in the main clause). 

Ic hine cūDe cniht wesende … Dǣm tō hām forZeaf Hrēþel Gēāta ānZan 

dohtor “I knew him when he was yet a boy … to whom Hrethel of the Geats 

gave his only daughter for his home”. 

On þǣm hrinZe wxs Zetācnad þxt on his daZum sceolde weorþan 

Zebōren sē sē þe lēōhtra is “In that circle it was indicated that in his days there 

should be born the one who is brighter”. 

Besides the above mentioned correlatives the paired conjunctions SĒ… 

SĒ(ÞE) and SWYLC(E) … SWYLC(E) were used. 

Eart þū se Bēōwulf, sē þe wiD Brecan wunne, …? “Are you the Beowulf 

who contested against Breca, …?” 

Ðā sǣde hē heom þxt swӯlce earfoDnessa and swӯlce Zedrecednessa 

sculan on worulde ǣr þām ende ZeweorDan swylce nǣfre ǣr ne Zewurdan ne 

nǣfre elt ne ZeweorDaD. “He said to them that such hardship and tribulations 

must come into the world before the end such as never before had happened and 

never would again.” 

Among attributive clauses appositive ones can be distinguished, which 

were subordinated not only by different forms of the conjunction ÞÆT, but also 

by relativizers:  
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Zode ic þanc secZe þǣs De ic Dē Zesunde Zesēōn mōste  “To God I 

speak thanks for that I could see you safe.” 

… þxt(te) ealra hēōra dōme Zecoren wǣre, hwxt oþþe hwonan þxt cumen 

wǣre… “… so that the decision of all of them might be chosen what or from 

where that was come …” 

Adverbial clauses 

Among adverbial clauses used in OE texts one can find the same type as in 

MnE: clauses of time, place, cause, result, purpose, condition, comparison, etc. 

Clauses of time 

Temporal clauses are introduced by various conjunctions: 

ÞĀ, ÞONNE, ÞANNE “when”, SĪÞÞAN “since”, ǢR “before”, 

ÞENDEN “while”, OÞÞÆT “until”. 

The connectives ÞĀ and ÞANNE/ÞONNE, introducing temporal clauses, 

frequently correlated with their homonyms, which were adverbs functioning as 

adverbial modifiers at the beginning of the principal clause: 

Þā hē þǣr tō Zefaren wxs, þā ēōdon hiē tō hiora scipum “when he came 

there, (then) they went to their ships”; þonne hē Zeseah þā hearpan him 

nēālēcan, þonne ārās hē for scome fram þǣm symble “When he saw the harp 

approach him he rose for shame from that feast”. Þȳ cōm þǣm Deniscum 

scipum þēh ǣr flōd tō, ǣr þā crīstnan mehten hira ūt āscūfan “Then flood came 

to the Danish ships however earlier, than the Christians could drive out theirs”. 

Sometimes, however, the same conjunctions are used without correlative 

elements: 

Dēād is Æschere … mīn rūnwita ond min rǣdbora, eaxlZestella, þonne 

wē on orleZe hafelan weredon … “Dead is Aescher, … my trusted friend and 

councillor, my shoulder companion, when we in battle guarded our heads…”.  
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It should be mentioned that the two conjunctions ÞONNE/ÞANNE and 

ÞĀ differ in force; the former is used where the time of action is indefininite, the 

latter is used where a definite action has taken place.  

The use of other conjunctions introducing temporal clauses can be  

illustrated by the  following examples: 

Wē xlþēōdiZe wǣron siþþan sē ǣresta ealdor Zodes bebōda ābrxc “We 

have been exiles, since Adam broke God’s commands”.  

…þxt  ic blētsiZe  Dē beforan drihtne, ǣr ic swelte  “ … that I bless thee 

before the Lord, before  I die”; 

Hȳ sceolon txfle ymbsittan  þenden him hȳra torn tōZlīde “They shall sit 

dice-playing, while their grief  slips away”. 

Clauses of place 

Adverbial clauses of place are usually subordinated by the conjunctive 

adverb ÞǢR, sometimes preceded by a preposition. 

Hē wearf þā hrxdlīce, þǣr HrōþZār sxt “He turned quickly to where 

Hrothgar sat”. OswiZ … rād mid werode tō þǣr his brōþor hēāfod stōd on 

stacan Zefxsnod. “Oswiy … rode with a company to where stood his brother’s 

head fastened on a stake.” 

Correlation in clauses of place is less frequent than in temporal clauses. In 

fact, it is relatively rare: 

Þǣr he hine on þǣm wuda Zemette, þǣr ofsloZ hē hine “He slew him 

where he found him in the forest”.  

Clauses of cause 

These are usually introduced by the conjunctions FOR 

ÞǢM(ÞE) / FORÞȲ, ÞȲ. 

… ond Dā swīDe lytle fiorme Dāra bōca wiston, for Dǣm De hīe hiora 

nānwuht onZiotan ne meahton, for Dǣm De hīe nǣron on hiora āZen ZeDīode 
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āwritene. “… and little they felt the profit of books, for they could not 

understand them, because they were not written in their own tongue”.   

ond ic bebīōde on Zodes naman, Dxt nān mon Done xstel from Dǣre bēc 

ne dō, ne Dā bōc from Dǣm mynstre …, forDȳ ic wolde, Dxtte hīe ealneZ xt 

Dǣre stōwe wǣren. “and I order in God’s name that nobody should take the 

bookmark away from the book, nor the book from the monastery …, because I 

want them to be always on the spot…”.    

… sē Zerefa … hī wolde drīfan tō þēs cynZes tūne, þȳ hē nyste hwxt hī 

wǣron. “… the reeve … wished to drive them [force] to the king’s manor 

because he did not know what they were.” (AS Chr 787) 

Clauses of result 

These clauses were usually introduced by the conjunction ÞÆT. 

Resultative and purposive clauses share a number of characteristics, because the 

result may be often interpreted as the outcome of purpose. The distinction 

between the two types of clauses in OE lay partly in the mood form of the 

predicate verb. The indicative usually signalled a result clause: 

Hē rād þxt he wxs at Ceastre “He rode so that he was at Worcester”. 

If the result was hypothetical the subjunctive was common: 

Ēāc ic secZe tō soDe þxt deofol wyle xlces mannes ZeDanc, Zyf he mxZ, 

swӯDe Zelettan þxt hē hit nā ne understande þeah hit him man secZe. “I also say 

truthfully that the devil will oppress each person’s thoughts, if he may, so that he 

does not understand, although men tell him.” 

Resultative clauses could be subordinated correlatively. 

Nis þēāhhwxeDre nān man tō þām dyrstiZ þxt hē on nihtlīcere tīde binnon 

þǣre cyrcan cuman durre.  “However, no one is so rash that he would dare to 

enter the church at night.” 

Clauses of purpose 

Structurally they did not as a rule differ from clauses of result and they 

were, in most cases, introduced by the conjunction ÞÆT: 
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Sete Dīne hand ofer hīē þxt hēō hāl sȳ “Lay your hands on her, so that she 

may be made well”. 

If the predicate verb of the subordinate clause expressed an action to be 

avoided, the clause was introduced by the conjunctional phrase ÞȲ  LǢS (ÞE), 

corresponding to MnE LEST.  

“forþon ic lēōf werud lǣran wille ǣ-fremmende, þxt Zē ēōwer hūs 

ZefxstiZen þȳ lǣs hit ferblǣdum windas tōweorpan”  “therefore I want to teach 

my dear people law-abiding, that you should fortify your house, lest winds 

should destroy it by sudden gusts”.  

Clauses of condition 

These were introduced by the conjunctions ZYF “IF” and  NÆFNE 

“UNLESS”: 

“For þȳ mē þyncþ betre Zīf īōw swǣ þyncþ…” “Therefore it seems to me 

better, if it seems so to you…”; 

“his þxt seld-Zuma wǣpnum ZeweorDad, nxfne his wille leoZe, ǣnlīc 

ānsyn”  “this is not a lower man, worthy of weapons, unless his face lies; his 

unique countenance”. 

Clauses of concession 

These clauses were usually introduced by the conjunction ÞEAH(ÞE) 

“THOUGH”.  

“Ic þē sylle swā hwxt swā þū mē bitst, þeah þū wylle healf mīn rīce.” “I 

will give you whatever you ask me, even if you want half of my kingdom.”   

Clauses of concession could also be introduced by the conjunction 

ÞONNE and the correlative pair SAM … SAM (cf. MnE whether … or). 

“Đū Zelӯfdest on mē, þonne þū mē ne Zesāwe” “You believed in Me, 

although you didn’t see Me”. 

… hȳ ZedōD, þxt ǣZþer biD oferfroren, sam hit sȳ sumor sam winter. 

“…they act so that either is frozen, whether it is summer or winter.” 
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Clauses of manner and comparison 

These were introduced mainly by the conjunction SWĀ and ÞONNE: 

Alwalda þēc gōde forZylde, swā hē nū Zyt dyde! “The Almighty will 

requite you with prosperity, as He has up to now done”; 

Selre biD ǣZhwǣm þxt hē his frēōnd wrece, þonne hē fela murne. 

“Better it is for every man to avenge his friend than mourn over much”. 

Clauses of equal comparison might be subordinated by SWĀ used 

correlatively. 

… þonne þǣr man dēād, þxt hē liþ inne unforbrned mōnaþ … and þā 

kyninZas … swā micle lenZ swa hī māran spēda habbaþ …  “… when there is 

someone dead, he lies inside [the house] unburnt a month … and the kings … 

the more property they have the longer …” 

Mixed types 

A sentence may contain both subordination and coordination as means of 

joining the clauses. 

Nǣron hī nāwer ne on Frēsisc Zescxpene  ne on Denisc, būte swā him 

selfum þūhte þxt hīe nyt wyrþoste bēōn meahten. “They were constructed  

neither on Frisian models nor on Danish, but as it seems to them they would be 

most useful.”  

Ne cwxD hē Dēāh no Dxt Dxt hē cwxD forDǣmDe hē Zesinscipe tǣlde, 

ac forDǣmDe hē wolde Dā sorZa aweZ adrīfan Disse middanZeardes.  “He 

said what he said, however, not because he disapproved of marriage, but 

because he wanted to drive away the sorrows of the world.” 
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TT  HH  EE      MM  II  DD  DD  LL  EE      EE  NN  GG  LL  II  SS  HH      PP  EE  RR  II  OO  DD  

Social  and  political  change 

Being a bond between Old English and Modern English, the Middle 

English period started approximately in the later 11th c. when the Danish rule in 

England ended with the death in 1042 of Cnut’s son. Edward the Confessor was 

crowned king of England. Then, when he died leaving no direct heir early in 

1066, his brother-in-law, William, Earl of Wessex, Duke of Normandy, who 

maintained that the crown had been bequeathed to him, claimed to be next in 

line to the thrown. But the King’s Council of wise men (the Witenagemot) chose 

another relative of the deceased king, the Anglo-Saxon Earl, Harold. In order to 

fight for the crown William of Normandy mustered a numerous army which 

consisted not only of the Norman barons and knights but of the knights from 

other parts of France. 

The Normans were more powerful and plenty than the Anglo-Saxon 

forces when the former invaded England. On October 14, 1066 at Senlac, about 

nine miles from Hastings, the English were defeated. The Normans occupied 

London and on Christmas Day 1066 William the Conqueror was crowned King 

of England. 

Before the Norman invasion the Anglo-Saxons constituted tribal units, 

who, apart from farming, had been constantly fighting for land. But towards the 

12th century the feudal system developed. 

The first effects of the Norman-French Conquest were mostly political. 

Under William, the old independence of the Anglo-Saxon earls was destroyed. 

Gradually the political distinctions between the Danelaw and the South were 

erased and the Old English mini-kingdoms were replaced by a system of shires 

and baronies with local officials being all Norman. During the reign of William 

the Conqueror, along with the severe oppression, England experienced political 

unification and rise of feudalism. 
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By the end of the century the upper nobility was completely French and 

the native clergy were practically replaced by the Norman-French, with only 

three of 21 abbots being English. Few Fathers Superior were really men of great 

ability, such as Lanfranc and St. Anselm, who became Archbishop of 

Canterbury. 

King Alfred’s and his successors’ efforts to make amends in the education 

and literature, damaged by the Danes, who destroyed the monasteries, were 

consigned to oblivion. 

For three centuries after the Norman-French Conquest the kings of 

England, the nobility and clergmen were French-speaking. From the later 12th 

century the upper-middle class English speech came to be strongly influenced 

by Norman-French. No earlier than 1362 Parliament, which from the outset in 

1265 started as French-speaking, first opened in English. In the course of time 

English began to replace French in many official social institutions, though 

written French continued to be used far into the 15th century. By 1385 English 

had been introduced as the language of teaching in schools, along with Latin. 

The first king to speak English as his mother tongue was Henry IV (1339-1413). 

By 1400 English had been introduced in the court. The Normans were gradually 

absorbed by the Anglo-Saxons as there were relatively few of them and they 

tended to intermarry with the English. The victory of English over French was 

made inevitable by the fact that most of the people were English-speaking. It is 

commonly accepted that Middle English continues till 1485, the end of the War 

of the Roses, a civil war amongst nobility, fighting for control of the state, 

which signified the decay of the feudalism and the establishment of a stronger 

royal power under Henry VII, founder of the Tudor dynasty. 

Linguistic  atmosphere  and  written  records 

The Danish and English confrontation (899-1042) ended in the racial 

assimilation of the Vikings and almost total decay of learning and culture all 
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over England. King Alfred and his adherents partly managed to repair the 

damage in education and reestablish the traditions of civilized life. In late Old 

English times the Wessex dialect became sort of standard literary language. 

However, the majority of the population in the central and northern areas 

of the island were of mixed English and Scandinavian ancestry, which resulted 

in bilingualism in this territory. It left impresses on the lexicon, since a lot of 

words of Old Norse origin came into current use among English speakers. The 

intercourse of the English with the Scandinavian invaders reinforced a tendency 

to gradual evolution of the Old English grammatical system, which was to a 

certain extent enriched by the Scandinavian elements. 

Linguistically, Middle English represents a period of levelled endings 

containing a neutral sound [q]: OE risan > ME risen; OE sunu > ME sone. 

These vast changes were greatly conditioned by the Scandinavian influence 

upon English, which, being a Germanic language, was similar to English and, 

unlike Latin and French, appeared to be in everyday use by a considerable 

number of speakers in England. Compared with the influence of the 

Scandinavian language, which is described as democratic, the French influence 

resultant from the Norman-French conquest is treated as aristocratic. 

Similarly to Old English, Middle English is a host of dialects comprising 

Southern, West Midland, East Midland, and Northern as the leading ones. 

The dialects, which were originally the dialects of the seven Old English 

kingdoms, developed into local dialects. Mercian gave rise to Midland, which 

actually comprised West Midland and East Midland. 

The speech of the West Midlands was considerably different from the way 

the East Midlanders spoke. In the 14th century a massive flourishing of literary 

creations were observed in the West Midland dialect, “Piers Plowman” and “Sir 

Gawayne and the Green Knight” among them. 

There was Northern English, which was spoken not only in Northumbria, 

but in Lowland Scotland as well. It arose from the Northumbrian dialect. 
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The Wessex and Kentish dialects were united into Southern. However 

none of the above mentioned regional dialects appeared to be capable of 

producing a linguistic standard. 

The source of the emerging national standard sprang up in the late 14th 

century, in the South-East of Midlands, famous for the city of London known as 

the richest and most culturally profound place in the country, where the 

immigrants from the Midlands came to dominate the immigration from the 

South. Caxton’s establishing a printing press in London in the last quarter of the 

15th century greatly contributed to the extension of London English all over the 

country. 

ORTHOGRAPHY 

The Middle English spelling system at the outset of the period comprised 
the following letters: a, x, e, i, o, u, b, c, d, f, Z, h, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, þ, D, 
x, y, ƿ, z. 

By the end of the 14th century the orthographical standards had 
considerably changed, mainly due to the influence of Latin and French. 

The changes in the alphabet were conditioned by several factors: 
(1) Further development of the sound system. 
[x] developed into [a] which was written as the letter A: OE bxc > ME 

bac. 
To represent the new affricates and sibilants [C], [G], [S] the digraphs 

CH, DG, SH  (or occasionally trigraphs SSH, SCH) were introduced: OE cīld > 
ME child; OE brycZ > ME bridge; OE scip > ME ship. 

Being phonologised, the allophone [v],which occurred in intervocalic 
position, written in Old English through F, acquired the letter V as its spelling 
convention: OE lufu > ME love. 

The vocalized [j] originally spelt as the insular letter Z (“yogh”) came to 

be represented by a Y:  OE  Zēār > ME yeer. 
(2) Influence of the French mode of writing. 
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[H], which was designated by Ū, came to be written through a digraph  

OU  on an analogy with the French “soup” and other borrowings of the same 

type: OE hūs > ME hous. 

The Old English [e:], originally written as Ē, came to be spelt through the 

French digraph  IE: OE fēld > ME field; OE þēf > ME thief. 

(3) An attempt to distinguish the letters which are a succession of 

downstrokes. 

The sound [k] originally written as the letter   C  got a  K as its new letter 

representation  in front of  I, E, N, A: 

kithen “make known”; kepen “keep”; kan “can”; knee. 

The sound [u] was written in Old English as the letter U, which became 

replaced by an O before M, N, V: som “some”, dronke “drunk”, wonder, love. 

(4) The elimination of the peculiarities of the insular script. 

The letter “thorn” Þ came to be used instead of Ð (“eth”) universally in 

the second half of the 14th century. But later, in the early 15th century the former 

was replaced by a digraph TH. 

Starting with the early 13th century ƿ (“wynn”), replaced in modern 

editions of OE texts by a W, was gradually ousted by U, UU, W, and finally 

disappeared from general use at the end of the 14th century. 

Z representing [g] was replaced by a  G: OE Zod > ME god. When Z 

represented a velar or a palatal spirant [x'], it was replaced by a digraph GH: OE 

riZht > ME right; OE broZt > ME brought. 

As has been mentioned, the Z which represented a [j] allophone of a 

phoneme was replaced by a Y to reflect its vocalization in Middle English. 

The ligature  Æ  fell into disuse as the corresponding allophone developed 
into a more open sound [a].  
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(5) Ornamental purposes. 
Some changes were of purely ornamental character. The cluster [hw] 

came to be represented as WH at the beginning of the word: OE hwxt [hwxt] > 
ME what [hwat], OE hwylc [hwylk'] > ME which [hwiC]. 

In word-final position the sounds [i] and [u] came to be represented by a 
Y and a graph OW respectively in word-final position to make the end of the 
word more distinct and ornamental. 

Thus, the inventory of characters at the end of ME was as follows: a, e, i, 
o, u, y, b, c, d, f, g, h, k, 1, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, z. 

ME spelling was unstable, which is accounted for by regional 
independence and dialectal differences among the speaking communities. To 
sum up the great variety of spelling of ME words, phonemic/graphemic 
correspondences should be presented. 

/i/ was represented in writing by i, and in the second half of the 13th 
century often by y, which was employed especially where the letters  n, m, v, u, 
w  appeared to avoid ambiguity: wynnen, syngen, lyven. 

/u/ was represented by  u or  v in all positions except in the vicinity of  m, 
n, v, w  where the letter  о  was generally used by the scribes: full, buttere; 
come, some, love. 

/i:/ was commonly represented by i, sometimes also by the graphs  ii  or ij: 
lif, liif “life”, fiue “five”. Later, especially with the letters n, m, v and in 
borrowed words it was also represented by  y: tyme “time”. 

/e:/ was at first represented by  e: quene, kepen. From the middle of the 
14th century the digraph  ее  came to be used in closed syllables, besides a rare 
digraph ai: teeth [te:T], feet [fe:t], mayntain [main'te:n]. 

/F:/ was represented in EME by such characters as  x, ea (until the 13th c.), 
e, later usually by  e  and  ее  in closed syllables. Eventually in the 15th с. the  ea 
digraph was again introduced. The use of the letters representing [F:] in ME 
may be illustrated by rxdi, readi, redi “ready”. 

/o:/ was usually represented by о which from the 14th с. was often 
doubled: dom, doom; fot, foot.  
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/u:/ was represented in EME by  u, uw, ow. Later (at the outset of the 
second half of the 13th с.) ou, ov, ow  became common: dun, down, doun; hu, 
hou, how. 

/k/ was represented by  с, k (in front of   i, e, n, l) and (often finally) q, kk, 
and ck: casten; kepen; bас, bak “back”; queen; mokke [mOk] “mock”; cock, соk 
“cock”. 

[C] was represented in EME by c, later also by the graphs ch and 
(especially in the middle of the word) cch: cesen, chesen “choose”; cacchen 
“catch”.    

[G] was represented by gg in intervocalic position, by g initially and in 
combination with n between front vowels, by  j and i  initially, and finally by dg 
which was, however, rare before the 15th с.: rigge “ridge”; egge “edge”;  sengen 
“singe”; gelus; jelous “jealous”; iugge, jugge “judge”; bridge. 

/S/ was at first represented by  sc, ss, sh, sch: fisc, fisch, fiss, fissh; shal, 
schall, ssel “shall”. 

/x'/ in EME was represented by h, Z, g, ch, Zh and rarely by  gh: right,     
riZt, riht, richt, rigt “right”. 

/w/ was represented by  P, w, u, v:  Pas; wes “was”; swiken, suiken, 
sviken “traitors”. 

/j/ was represented in EME by Z, g. In LME  у  became universal: EME 
gear, er > LME yeer “year”;  Zet, get > LME yet “yet”. 

P H O N E T I C S 

Word  Stress 

Like OE, ME was known for two distinct types of stress: primary and 

secondary. In native words the first root syllable was stressed: 'gadering 

“meeting”,  'chapmon “chapman”. 

Early Lat and Gk borrowings that were integrated into the OE vocabulary 

underwent phonetic assimilation part of which was assigning stress according to 

the Germanic type of accentuation: 'biscop “bishop”, 'maZister “teacher”. The 
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Germanic pattern with the primary stress on the first syllable of a four-syllable 

non-compound word was unappropriate for newly borrowed words in ME, 

which were mostly French. 

Newly borrowed words in ME, which were mostly French, basically 

preserved their original pattern of accentuation except for a very small number 

of disyllabics wich became partly anglicized. 

In French disyllabics, which had the primary stress on the second syllable, 

the tendency to shift the accent back toward the left was very strong, which 

made them easily assimilated: séson “season”, cátel “cattle”. 

Three syllable French words which had the primary stress on the second 

syllable preserved their original pattern until the final [q] was dropped:            

OF nature [na'tyrq] > ME [na'tjur]. 

Gradually in French three syllable borrowings the original pattern of 

accentuation was replaced by the Gmc pattern: OF bachelor  ["baCq'ler] > ME 

['baCqlqr]. 

Four syllable French words could have two patterns of accentuation. The 

first was distinguished by the primary stress falling on the third syllable, which 

later became shifted to the first syllable: honourable [hono'rablq] > 

['hono"rablq] > ['honorabl]; melodie [melo'diq] > melody ['melqdi]. 

The second accentuation pattern characteristic of French four syllable 

words is known for the primary stress being placed on the fourth syllable,     

with the second syllable carrying the secondary stress:                     

adversite [ad"vqrsi'te:] > [ad'vqrsi"te] > [ad'versitq] “adversity”. 

Five syllable words borrowed from French had the primary stress on the 

fourth syllable and the secondary one on the second syllable. After some time 

the stresses exchanged their places and when the final /q/ was dropped, this 

pattern was modified into one with only the second syllable being stressed: OF 

astronomie [ast"rono'miq] > ME [ast'rono"miq] > LME astronomy 

[qst'ronomi]. 
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Describing the system of stress in ME one should not overlook the 

tendency which developed in PGmc and appeared to be of great consequence to 

the subsequent history of English. This consisted of fixing the stress on the first 

syllable of all words except for verbs with prefixes. The fixing of the accent on 

the first syllable brought about permanent weakened stress and reduced length in 

other syllables, which contributed to the decay of the old Gmc inflections. 

 
V o w e l s 

Unlike the OE vowels and diphthongs, which made a strictly balanced set 

of short and long phonemes, the ME vocalic system appeared to be 

asymmetrical. 

Short Vowels Long Vowels 
 
i 

 
u 

 
J 

 
H 

 e o   e: o:  
       F:    

L 
  

                              a                                                                 a: 
 

The OE qualitative and quantitative changes eliminated the symmetry of 

short and long vowel systems. 

The ME vocalic changes gave rise to new long vowels, which made the 

long vowels more in number than short vowels. 

There were no low back vowels, and the long vowel system had four 

heights, unlike the OE one which contained three. 

The ME vowel system had also lost the diphthongal length contrast. The 

same height of the glide and the nucleus being a distinguishing feature of the OE 

diphthongs, the ME diphthongs appeared to be new closing ones in /-i/ and /-u/. 
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MIDDLE ENGLISH PHONEMIC / GRAPHEMIC CORRESPONDENCES 
ME phoneme 

 
/i/ 
 
 
 
 

/e/ 
 
 
 
 

/a/ 
 
 

/o/ 
 
 

/u/ 
 
 
 

/i:/ 
 
 

/e:/ 
 
 

/F:/ 
 
 
 
 

/a:/ 
/L/ 

 
 

/o:/ 
 
 

/u:/ 
 

ME spelling 
 

i, y, u 
 
 
 
 
e 
 
 
 
 
a 
 
 

o 
 
 

u 
 
 
 

i, y 
 
 

e, ee 
 
 

e, ee 
 
 
 
 

a, aa 
o, oo 

 
 

o, oo 
 
 

ou, ow 

     OE source 
 
/i/ fisc  (> ME fish) 
/y/ hyll (> ME hill) 
/i:/ wīsdom (> ME wisdom) 
/y:/ fȳst (> ME fist) 
 
/e/ settan (> ME setten) 
/x/ wxs (> ME wes) 
/e:/ mētte (> ME mette) 
/eo/ steorre (> ME sterre) 
 
/x/ wxs (> ME was) 
/x:/ lǣdde (> ME ladde) 
 
/o/ frost (> ME frost) 
/o:/ fōdder (> ME fodder) 
 
/u/ full (> ME full) 
/y/ blyscan (> ME blushen) 
/u:/ dūst (> ME dust) 
 
/i:/ drīvan (> ME driven) 
/y:/ fȳr (> ME fir) 
 
/e:/ slēpan (> ME slepen) 
/eo:/ dēōp (> ME deep) 
 
/x:/ dǣlan (> ME deelen) 
/ea:/ bēām (> ME beem) 
/e/ stelan (> ME stelen) 
/x:/ slǣpan (> ME slepen) 
 
/a/ nama (> ME name) 
/a:/ stān (> ME ston) 
/o/ stolen (> ME stolen) 
 
/o:/ sōna (> ME soon) 
/eo:/ scēōh (> ME shoe) 
 
/u:/ hūs (> ME hous) 
/y:/ prȳd (> ME proud) 
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Changes  of  unstressed  vowels 

In ME the differences in quality and quantity of unstressed syllables 

(which were mainly inflectional ones) were considerably neutralized. Their 

pronunciation became increasingly indistinct. As compared to OE which 

distinguished five short vowels in unstressed position [a], [o], [e], [i] ME 

reduced them to [e/i] or rather to [q/i], the first variant being a neutral sound: OE 

sunu ['sunu] > ME sone ['sunq]. 

The final unstressed vowel reduced to something like [q] was represented 

in spelling by an “e”: OE fiscas (Nom pl) > ME fishes ['fiSqs]; OE fisces     

(Gen sg) > ME fishes ['fiSqs], which practically did not differ in pronunciation. 

Some verb forms became indistinguishable: OE rīsan (inf.) > ME risen ['rJzqn], 

OE rison (past pl.) > ME risen ['rJzqn] were complete homonyms which 

differed slightly from the past participle  risen ['rJzqn], there being a short 

vowel in the root.  

Judging by the rhythmic arrangement of ME poetry the final [q] tended to 

be dropped, though in spelling it was still preserved. 

At night wer¢ come into that hostelrye 

Wel nyn¢ and twenty in a companye 

Of sundry folk by aventur¢ y-falle 

In fellaweship¢, and pilgrims wer¢ they alle. 

 

Changes  of  stressed  vowels 

Qualitative  changes 

The general tendency in the development of vowels in ME may be 

described as follows: long vowels tended to become narrow; short vowels 

tended to greater openness. 

/a:/ > /L/ hāliZ > holi “hōly”; lāre > lore “lore” 

/o:/ > /L/ bān > bōn “bone”, hām > hōm “home” 
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/x:/ > /e:/ slǣpan > slēpen; strǣt > strēt 

/x/ > /a/ xt > at, crxft > craft, xt > at 

/o/ > /a/ can > can, hanZian > hangen, swan > swan. 

The development of /y/ and /y:/ differs from dialect to dialect: 

/y/ > /i/ in East Midland and Northern dialects delabialization took place:       

             cynn > kin, bysiZ > bisy “busy” 

/y/ > /e/ in Kent: myriZ > mery “merry” 

/y/ > /u/ in SthW & West Midland labialization was kept: 

              swylc > such, bysiZ > busy “busy” 

/y:/ fȳr > N & EMidl. /i:/ fīr;    Kent & South-East /e:/ fēr “fire”.  

Quantitative  changes 

Shortening 

In EME long vowels were shortened in front of clusters of consonants 

other than those causing lengthening (nd, ld, mb, rd) and also before long 

consonants (geminates): sōfte > soft, cēpte > cepte, fīftene > fifteen “fifteen”, 

lxssa > lxssa, “less”. 

Long vowels were also shortened in the first syllable of three syllable 

words: crīstendōm “Christendom”, sūDerne > suDerne “southern”, scēpheorde > 

shepherde “shepherd”. Long vowels underwent shortening if they did not bear 

the primary stress: wīsdōm > wisdom, ābīdan > abīden “abide”. The same holds 

good for function words: ān > an, tō > to. 

In the 14th century the same process took place in French borrowings 

when the shift of stress left the original long vowels in the position in which the 

shortening could operate: honour /ho'nu:r/ > /'honur/. 

Lengthening 

Some time before 1200 all short vowels underwent lengthening in open 

syllables of disyllabic words in the North-East Midlands and in parts of the 

North. In the South Midland, South-Western and Kentish dialects the 
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lengthening affected only /a/, /e/, /o/. The result was new open long /a:/, /F:/, /L/ 

fare > /'fa:r/, beran > /'bF:rqn/ “bear”, hope > /'hLpq/ “hope”. 

This change made grounds for a new development of vocalism in EMnE. 

D i p h t h o n g s 

All OE diphthongs underwent monophthongization in EME. 
The monophthongization of [eo] and [eo:] began at the end of the OE. 

These phonemes developed into [oe] and [oe:], which later underwent 
delabialization: dēōp > dēp “deep”, sēō > sēn “see”. In the South-Western and 
West-Midland dialects the labialized /oe:/, spelt through eo, eu, oe, was 
preserved till the end of the ME period.  

The phoneme /ea:/ with the first element being more open, developed into 
/F:/: east > /F:st/ “east”, hlēāpan > /'lF:pqn/ “leap”. 

The monophthongized /ea/ developed into /x/ and later into /a/: eald > ald 
“old”; healf > half “half”. 

The monophthongization was simultaneous with the vocalization of the 
semivowel /j/, which was originally a spirant. It brought about a number of new 
diphthongs in ME. 

OE /x/  + /j/ > LOE /xj/ > ME /ai/ dxZ > dai “day”; fxZer > fair 
OE /x:/ + /j/ > LOE /xj/ > ME /ai/ ZrxZ > grai “gray”; lxZon > leien 
OE /e:/  + /j/ > LOE /ej/ > ME /ei/  hēZ > hei “hey“ 
OE /e:/  + /j/ > LOE /ej/ > ME /ei/ ZrēZ > grei “grey“; hēZ > hei “hey“ 
Thus, the vocalized /j/ after front vowels became a glide and then 

contributed to the formation of diphthongs with a narrow second element. 
/Y/, an allophone of the /x/ phoneme after back vowels, changed to /w/, 

thus joining the /w/ phoneme and contributing to the formation of                   
ME diphthongs. 

OE /a/  + /Y/ > ME /aw/ maZan > mawen; laZu > lawe “law” 

OE /a:/ + /Y/ > ME /ow/ āZan > owen “owe” 

OE /o/ + /Y/ > ME /ow/ boZa > bowe “bow”; (Ze)floZen > flowen 

“flown” 
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OE /o:/ +/Y/ > ME /ow/ plōZas  >  plowes “plows”. 

Another source of ME diphthongs is the development of a glide before /x/. 
The /x/ phoneme had two allophones in ME, a palatal /x'/ and a velar /x/. 

At the end of the 13thc. a /j/ glide developed in front of them, forming 
diphthongs together with the preceding vowel. The /u/ glide that serves as 
transition from back vowels to velar /x/ developed in the 14th c.  

/e/  + /x'/ > /ej/ + /x'/ fehten > feighten “fight”, ehte > eighte “eight” 
/e:/ + /x'/ > /ej/ + /x'/ hēh > heih “high“, þēh > þēih “thigh“. 
/a/ + /x/ > /aw/ + /x/ tahte > tauhte “(he) taught”, lahter > laughter 

“laughter”. 
/o/ + /x/ > /ow/ + /x/ dohtor > daughter “daughter”, brohte > broughte  

“(he) brought”. 
/L/ + /x/ > /o:/ + /x/ > /ow/ + /x/ dōh > dough “dough”, plōh > plough 

“plough”. 
The monophthongization of the OE diphthongs resulted in the loss of two 

sets of diphthongs, long and short. As has been shown, a new set of diphthongs 
developed from some sequences of vowels and consonants. New diphthongs 
differed basically from the old ones. OE diphthongs were falling diphthongs 
with a wide second component. ME diphthongs appeared to be rising, with the 
glide being narrow: /ei/, /ai/, /au/, /ou/. 

In addition to the diphthongs which developed from native sources, 
similar diphthongs – with  i-  and  u-glides – were found in ME borrowings from 
Old Scandinavian and Old French. 

OSc /ei/  in    pay; they; geit; gayt “goat”; treisten “trust”. 
OSc /au/ in    coupen “buy”; lous, laus “loose”. 
OF /ai/    in    displeien “display” 
OF /au/  in    faute “fault”; sauf “safe” 
OF /ou/ in     soudier “soldier“ 
French loanwords gave rise to yet another new diphthong in Middle 

English. In the 13th - 14th centuries a diphthong /oj/ appeared in such French 
loans as   chois “choice”, joyn “join”, cloister “monastery”. 
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The 15th century brought about further modifications of diphthongs 
leading towards a reduction in their number. The changes may be outlined as 
follows: 

/ew/ and /iw/ finally became /iu/, e.g., nywe “new”; tryw “true”. 
/aj/ > /xi/, as sometimes also evidenced by spelling, e.g., dae for day, mae for may. 
/ow/ /L/, as in    knoo for know, sole for sowle. 
/au/ > /ou/ with an open allophone of /o/ in the words of Germanic origin, 

this /ow/ subsequently changed into /L/, e.g., saw, claw, straw. 
Earlier, in French loanwords /aw/ > /a:/ before labials, and in the 15th 

century it consequently developed into /x:/, as in chamber, save. 
/au/ remained unchanged for a short period of time before nonlabial 

consonants in French loanwords but soon became monophthongized to /L/, e.g., haunt. 
Thus, at the very end of ME only two diphthongs /ai/ and /au/ remained in 

English. More of them were to develop in the following centuries. 

C o n s o n a n t s 

Loss  of  Geminates 

Among the most important changes in the ME consonantal system the 
elimination of quantity as a distinctive feature should be pointed out. 

In OE long consonants occurred in an intervocalic position, where they 
contrasted with short consonants: sunna “(of) suns” (Gen pl)::suna “sons”(Gen pl). 

Along with the lengthening of stressed short vowels in disyllabic words 
dephonologization of consonantal quantity took place. It brought about their 
simplification, which was accomplished some time around 1400. 

As early as in the 14th c. doubling of consonants in writing became a 
graphical means of showing that the syllable was closed and the vowel was 
short: banner (< F baniere), diggen (< OF diguer). 

 

Phonologization  of  voiced  and  voiceless  spirants 
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ME qualitative modifications of consonants resulted in the rise of new 
phonemes. The most significant innovations affected spirants. 

In OE the pairs of spirants /f/::/v/, /T/::/D/, /s/::/z/ were treated as 
allophones. In ME these allophones became independent phonemes, with special 
designation in writing for some of them. This process is called phonologization 
of allophones. 

Phonologization of voiced and voiceless allophones was slow. It lasted 
several hundred of years. The first pair of consonants to become phonemes were 
/f/ and /v/. 

At first the two sets of phonemes contrasted only in intervocal position: 
liven “live”; bathen “bathe”, risen “rise”. /z/ and /v/ in initial position were 
established later through the borrowing of French words: vertu “virtue”, zele 
“zeal”. 

The allophones of the [g] phoneme also underwent phonologization. The 
allophone /j/, which was a semivowel, appeared to be vocalized, as in YONG 
“young”, YEAR (OE Zēār), YIELD (OE Zieldan). Along with the vocalization 
of /j/ in initial position /j/ was vocalized and formed diphthongs after front 
vowels, as in DAY (OE dxZ), SEIL (OE seZl), whose second component was /i/. 

The allophone /Y/ was vocalized and gave rise to a group of diphthongs 

with the second component /w/, as in DRAWEN (OE draZan), OWEN                
(OE āZan). 

Besides /Y/ developed into /w/ after liquids: /lY/ became /lw/, as in ME 

halwe (OE hālZa) “hallow”, folwen (OE folZian) “follow”;  /rY/ became /rw/ as 

in ME morwe (OE morZen) “morrow”, ME borwen (OE borZian) “borrow”. 

Decay  and  growth  of  consonant  clusters 

At the beginning of the ME period the consonant clusters /hr/, /hl/, /hn/ 
underwent simplification and appeared as single phonemes /r/, /l/, /n/:             
OE hrinZan > ME ringen “ring”; OE hlāf > ME lof “loaf”; OE hnutu > ME nute 
“nut”. 

/k/ disappeared before /d/: OE macode > EME makde > LME made. 
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Among the processes concerning the evolution of ME consonant clusters 
it is necessary to mention development of new consonants in certain 
circumstances and assimilation. 

As for the growth of new consonant clusters, /d/ appeared between /n/ and 
/r/, as in EME þunder (OE þunor) “thunder”; /t/ developed between /s/ and /n/ as 
in ME glistnen (OE Zlisnian) “glisten”; /b/ developed between /m/ and /l/, as in 
EME þimble (OE þymel) “thimble”, and after a final /m/: EME þumbe (OE 
þuma) “thumb”, /p/ developed between /m/ and /n/ or /t/, as in ME empty (OE xmtiZ). 

Assimilation may be illustrated by the words WIMMAN (OE wīfman) 
“woman” or BLESSEN (OE bletsian) “bless”. 

Metathesis 

To minor processis in the development of ME consonants metathesis may 
be referred. It appeared in ME THIRD (OE þridda), ME THRUH alongside with 

ÞURH, ME BRIGHT (OE beorht), and many other words. 

 

G R A M M A R 

MORPHOLOGY 

T h e  N o u n 

The phonetic modifications which consisted of the reduction of unstressed 

vowels and a strong tendency towards levelling all forms in the plural into one, 

resulted in considerable simplification of the noun paradigm. 

The original division of nouns into stems fell practically into disuse. The 

OE a-stem declension appeared to be the leading productive type, whose plural 

marker –AS, gradually being reduced to –ES, came to be attached to the nouns 

originally belonging to other stems: 

OE    name – naman, bōc – bēc;         ME   name – names, boke – bokes                        

The Nom sg was marked at first by Ø, as in DAI, and –E, as in END-E, 

DOR-E. In the North and Northeast Midlands, /ə/ was dropped before the end of 
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the 12th century and consequently the Nom sg became uninflected. In the course 

of ME this modification advanced southwards. 

The Gen sg acquired generally the marker –ES, typical of a-stem 

declension nouns in OE, and which was extended to most of the nouns originally 

belonging to the other declensions: DOR-ES, TAL-ES. The other and rare Gen  

makers were –EN, as in OX-EN, EYEN, and Ø, as in FADER, MAN. Before 

1400 –ES became the dominant Genitive ending: “The senatoures wyf” - “The 

senator’s wife”.   

The Dat sg was signalled in EME by –E, in the oldest Southern writings 

also by –EN and by Ø, as in BROTHER, MODER. With the loss of /ə/ and /n/ 

the Dat sg markers disappeared. Before the end of the 12th century this took 

place in the North and later was spread towards the South. 

The development of the Acc sg is the same as the development of the 

Nom sg. As the result of all these changes  the  C o m m o n  case came into 

existence. It came to fulfil the role of the OE Nom, Dat, and Acc cases. The 

plural number in ME differed from OE in that the Nom case markers were 

extended into the Gen and Dat, the Acc being identical with the Nom as early as 

in OE. As has been mentioned, the a-stem Nom pl marker –ES extended to most 

nouns except to a few substantives which retained peculiarities of the plurals of 

other OE declension types. 

The –ES became a universal marker of plurality at first in the North. In 

the other dialects, mainly Southern, –ES appeared to be dominant later because 

of the penetration of the n-stem plural maker –EN into the paradigms of nouns 

that in OE did not belong to the n-stem declension: HONDEN “hands”,        

BRETHREN “brothers”, SCOREN “scores”. 

The plural was also signalled, though in very few nouns, by –RE (< RU) 

which had survived into ME from the OE obsolete –es stem noun paradigm (OE 

cildru “children”, lambru “lambs”). When /ə/ was dropped, the –RE was 

replaced by –ER: CHILDER, LAMBER. The formations in –R in the plural very 
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often took another plural signal, i.e. –EN. Thus forming the double plural: 

CHILD-R-EN, CALV-R-EN “calves”, LAMB-R-EN “lambs”, E-R-EN “ears”. 

In ME, the plural was also marked by Ø, as in WORD-Ø, SHEEP-Ø, 

DEER-Ø, etc., and by the alternation of the root vowel as in FEETØ, MEN-Ø, 

GEES-Ø, etc. 

In the course of ME all noun declension types were levelled after the 

pattern of the a-stem masculine in the singular, with the Common case having     

a Ø marker and the Gen taking –ES. At the end of the ME period when case 

distinctions in the plural were completely lost, the Common case plural marker 

of OE masculine a-stem nouns came to be attached to the majority of nouns, 

except some nouns taking –EN, Ø, and those nouns having mutated plural forms 

with a zero ending (preserving the features of the OE root-stem declension). 

Loanwords, which came into ME, followed the paradigm of the most 

powerful declension type – a-stem masc and received the Gen sg inflection –ES 

and plural signal –ES. 

 
T h e   P r o n o u n 

ME pronouns make up a relatively small word class represented by 

personal, possessive, interrogative, demonstrative, relative, reflexive, emphatic, 

and indefinite pronouns, which however, had grown large in comparison with 

that in OE. Like nouns, pronouns underwent simplification as far as their 

paradigms are concerned. 

Personal  pronouns 

In ME personal pronouns are characterized by three persons and three 

genders for the 3rd person sg, as they were in OE, and by two cases and two 

numbers. The OE dual number forms disappeared. 

The most important change in the personal pronoun system was the loss 

of the Dat and Acc as separate case forms and the rise of the Objective case 
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instead. The latter originated either from the OE Dat (3rd p masc. HIM; 3rd p pl 

HEM) or from the OE Acc (3rd p neut. IT). 

The wide homonymy of forms in the system of OE personal pronouns was 

intensified by the phonetic changes which took place in ME. To avoid 

misunderstanding in speech and thus to make the system of personal pronouns 

more precise, the form SHE for the 3rd person feminine was introduced and the 

set THEY, THEIR, THEM for the 3rd person plural. 

The 1st p sg had the form ICH in the South and WMidl. and the form IK in 

the North and EMidl. As early as in the 12th c. the form I appeared in all dialects, 

at first before consonants, later tending to become universal, especially in the 

North and Midlands. The Objective case form ME spread throughout the 

country. In the plural WE and US/OUS became normal.  

The 2nd p sg forms were ÞU, ÞOU, THOU. In a number of texts THE 

occurred as an unstressed form of THOU.  

For the 2nd p pl there was a large variety of spellings: ZE, ZIE, and YHE 

(in the North), all pronounced as /iə/. 

In the Objective case there existed the forms OW, OU as well as those 

with the Z of the Nom: ZEOW, ZIU. Confusion between YE of the Nom and 

YOU of the Obj began in the 14th c.  

3rd p pronouns were distinguished by a large number of new forms.  

The Nom masc. form HE along with the Obj case HIM were standard 

throughout the country, though the OE HINE has been preserved in colloquial 

speech of the South down to the present day in the form UN/EN. 

The Nom neuter (H)IT, which tended to lose its H-, existed along with the 

Obj case form (H)IT, though in the functions of the Dat HIM could also occur. 

The feminine forms were known for a large number of variants, reflecting 

the dialectal developments of HEO. Their identity with the masculine forms and 

the forms of the plural brought about their replacement. 
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In the Midl. dialect ZHO, ZHE or later SHO were found. In later EMidl. 

texts S(C)HE appeared to be in normal use. 

Northern S(C)HO can be treated as a development of ZHO (=HYO), cf. 

Shetland < ON Hjatland. 

Alongside with these theories there are attempts to explain the origin of 

SHE from the demonstrative SĒŌ 

In the Obj case the use of HIRE was common. 

In the 3rd p pl the forms ÞEZM, ÞEZRE, which are of Scandinavian 

origin, were found in the North and EMidl. In the rest of the country the OE 

forms in H- were preserved. These forms were inconvenient, as they were little 

if at all differentiated from many of the forms of the sg and by the 14th c. the Þ-

forms had begun to spread southwards. At about the same time the Scand. ÞEY 

also spread throughout the country. 

The completed establishment of THEM refers to the 16th c., and 'EM as a 

remnant of the old HEM has survived to this day. 

Possessive  Pronouns 

OE  Gen  forms  of personal  pronouns  came to be treated as possessives 

–   a separate class of pronouns used as noun determiners. 

Primarily they were declined in the same way as strong adjectives, but the 

break-up of the nominal paradigm made them uninflected. 

The ME differentiation between conjoint (adjectival) and absolute 

(independent) forms of the possessives began in the North towards the end of 

the 13th c. and spread to the Midlands about a century later. 

The difference between MĪ and MĪN was purely phonetic as a rule, MĪ 

appeared before consonants. But once the differentiation of forms began, only 

the full forms in –N were used independently, though in attributive use MI and 

MIN occurred as before, and continued to be used so down to the 17th c. 
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3rd p sg HIS was used for the masculine and neuter in most dialects.        

An uninflected IT occurred in the WMidl. (as can be seen in some 

W. Shakespeare’s writings).  

The feminine possessive was mostly HIRE. 

The absolute form of the possessives that was common in the North and 

spread from the 14th c. on was either in –N or in –S (by way of analogy with the 

Genitive of the noun), e.g., hir(e)s, her(e)s for the 3rd p sg fem, our(e)s for the 1st 

p pl, your(e)s for the 2nd p pl and their(e)s, her(e)s for the 3rd p pl. 

Except in the North the absolute possessive was created analogically after 

the forms in –N (MIN, ÞIN), as HISEN, THEIREN, OUREN, etc. These forms 

can be found in some British and American dialects today. 

Interrogative  pronouns 

In ME there were basic interrogative pronouns WHO and WHAT whose 

paradigm was similar to that of personal pronouns. The Objective for WHO was 

WHOM. The interrogative WHAT had two forms in the Obj case, one 

representing the OE Dative WHOM and the other OE Accusative – WHAT. The 

former was used for the indirect object, the latter for the direct. 

The Gen WHOS became uninflected. Similarly, WHAT, used 

attributively since the 12th c. (WHAT FRIEND) took no inflections. 

WHILC “which”, “what sort of” was used not only in inquiries about one 

out of a limited number as in MnE, but also with reference to quality. It might 

occur both attributively and independently. 

WHEÞER “which of two” was similarly either attributive or independent: 

He nuste in wheþer ende turne? “He did not know which way to turn”; Wheþer 

of gou?  “Which of you?”  
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Demonstrative  pronouns 

In OE the paradigm of demonstrative pronouns was based on the 

distinctions between two numbers, three genders and four or five cases 

(according to gender). In ME its grammatical endings were completely lost. 

The simplification of the inflectional system of the demonstratives 

resulted in the elimination of gender distinctions. 

The OE forms SĒ and SĒŌ were replaced by a form in Þ – ÞE (by way of 

analogy with the OE oblique cases of demonstratives), which came to be used 

for the article. 

The OE ÞÆT survived into ME, appearing as ÞAT, with the plural forms 

being ÞA, ÞO, later also ÞAS (less frequently ÞOS). 

ÞAT referred to something more distant, while ÞIS, ÞES, which became 

general in the other set of demonstratives, had reference to something present or 

near in space or time. In the plural new forms ÞISE, ÞESE arose. By about 1500 

THESE became common in all dialects. Its exact origin is not altogether clear. 

Probably it had several sources – ÞES-E and ÞEOS-E, also ÞIS-E with 

lengthening. MnE expressions like “This six months” could have originated 

from the use of the form THIS mentioned above, because it occurred frequently 

in ME expressions of this kind (e.g., þis þreo cnihtes). 

The Nom masculine SĒ was levelled out appearing as an indeclinable ÞE, 

THE. As a noun determiner, THE functioned along with the Nom neuter THAT 

to the end of the 14th c. when THAT was established as deictic, i.e. purely 

demonstrative. 

Unlike the definite article in MnE, the ME article often occurred with 

titles: þe erl Cadoures sone “Earl Cador’s son”, the king Edward, and with 

adjectives used appositively: the old Nickolas. 
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The OE Instr ÞY finally developed into ÞE, THE and in the 13th c. 

became identical with the definite article. It survived in structures of 

comparison. The so-called proportional comparison might be expressed either 

with a single THE: but nay forthy he gan to crie and wepen ever lenger the more 

“but nevertheless he began to cry all the more” (Chaucer), or a paired THE, 

which was of correlative nature: And ay the forther that she was in age, the more 

trewe … she was to hym in love “And the more advanced she was in years, the 

more devoted she was to him in love.” 

Among other demonstratives there were ILK (OE ilca) “same” and SUCH 

(OE swilc), appearing also as SWUCH and SICH. ILK was preceded by THAT, 

THIS, or the definite article. It was in current use till the end of the 15th c., when 

it was superseded by the Scandinavian SAME. 

YON “that … over there”, from the rare OE demonstrative adjective 

ZEON (cf. MnE beyond), was in current use in northern ME texts from the 

beginning of the 14th c. 

Relative  pronouns 

The relative pronouns originated from certain uses of demonstrative and 

interrogative pronouns. 

The EME relative element ÞE went back to the OE indeclinable relative 

particle ÞE, which was used to subordinate attributive clauses. In ME along with 

this subordinator, the OE neuter demonstrative ÞÆT (ÞAT) became frequent in 

relative clauses to replace masculine and feminine antecedents. 

ÞE disappeared in the course of the 13th c. After its disappearance THAT 

became a universal relative, in both defining (restrictive) and non-defining (non-

restrictive) clauses. The tendency to confine THAT to defining clauses did not 

emerge until WHICH came to function as a relative pronoun. 
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At the beginning of ME interrogatives for the first time began to be used 

as relative pronouns. HWO, HWAT as relative subordinators appeared first only 

in the inflected forms or with prepositions: Crist, whas moderr Zho wass 

wurrþenn “Christ, whose mother she had become”; sum þinZ mid hwat he 

muhte his licome derven “something with which he might afflict his body”. 

The use of WHICH developed slightly later. It occurred with antecedents 

denoting both persons and things. Its restriction to things only arose in the 17th c. 

Reflexive  and  emphatic  pronouns 

In OE the only form that could be treated as purely reflexive, 

corresponding to G  sich and L  se, was SIN. It was found mainly in poetry: tō 

hofe sīnum (Beow: 1236) “to his dwelling”. Otherwise reflexive relations were 

expressed by means of personal pronouns. This use continued in ME: I shal 

strengþen me þerto. “I shall strengthen myself to that”. 

But even in OE personal pronouns which were used reflexively came to 

be reinforced by the adjective SELF: He hyne sylfne aheng “He hanged 

himself”. 

Reflexively used personal pronouns continued to predominate, however, 

down to the late 15th c. 

The development of reflexive pronouns with the SELF-component was on 

the whole similar to that of the intensifying combination with SELF which gave 

rise to emphatic pronouns. 

Owing largely to the merging of the Dative and Accusative, the actual 

difference between the reflexive Acc (occurring in combinations with transitive 

verbs) and the reflexive Dat (occurring in combinations with intransitive verbs) 

was slight in many ME cases. It resulted in the predominant use of the Dative 

form as reflexive – HIMSELF, HERSELF. 

In the 1st and 2nd persons possessive pronouns were employed: MYSELF, 

THYSELF. 
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Indefinite pronouns 

Southern  OON “one”, Northern ĀN “one, a certain” were not always 

distinguishable from the indefinite article. As a prop-word it began to replace 

MAN, ÞING in the 14thc.: a gentil oon. In independent use it mostly 

corresponded to MnE “someone”, and it was not till the 15th c. that it began to be 

used in a generalizing sense. Before that the following words might be used as 

the generalizing indefinite: 

(1) MAN, MEN, ME (before consonants) occurred with verbs either in the 

plural or the singular, e.g., ase me saiþ ‘as one says’; a child man cleopiet Jesum 

‘a child they called Jesus’; 

(2) ANY, ENY, ONY in a generalizing sense functioned as in MnE, 

except that the partitive use (e.g., Have you any butter?) was not yet developed; 

(3) SUM, SOM was opposed to ANY in that it expressed one definite but 

unknown thing out of many instead of generalizing, e.g., som better man. 

Independently it appeared only in the plural. 

There was a number of other indefinite pronouns, such as OGHT, 

OUGHT, AUGHT (OE āwiht, owiht) ‘anything’; ELCH, ECH, EUCH and the 

strengthened EVERLICH, EVERICH, EVERY, etc. (OE xfre xlc) which were 

practically interchangeable: AIÞER, EIÞER (OE Zehwxþer) and the 

corresponding negative NOUÞER, NAUÞER (OE nāhwxþer); NON, NAN, 

(also NO, NA when used adjectivally, especially before consonants) which 

pushed out OE nā-/nōwiht used only in the sense of ‘nothing’ (NOUGHT, NOT, 

NAT). 

T h e   A d j e c t i v e 

The ME adjective was the word-class which had the category of 

comparison and, at the beginning of the period, within a limited number of 

forms, also number distinctions. 
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The well developed OE inflectional system of adjectives underwent more 

radical changes in ME than the inflectional system of nouns. 

In ME the system of adjectives was enormously simplified because of the 

above mentioned phonetic processes and also owing to the tendency towards the 

levelling of different forms within one paradigm.  

In EME, all monosyllabic adjectives ending in a consonant, as GŌD 

‘good’, FAST ‘firm’ or BRŌD ‘broad’, and sometimes also some disyllabics 

which ended in –LE, -ER, -EN or –Y as YVEL ‘evil’, BITER ‘bitter’, OWEN 

‘own’ or ANY ‘any’, had different signals for the singular and plural, with the 

strong and weak declensions being distinguishable. 

The EME declension system of adjectives was as follows: 

                Strong Declension Weak Declension 
Singular 
Plural 

-ø 
-e 

-e 
-e 

There was only one marker for the weak declension, i.e., -e, both for the 

singular and plural. 

All other adjectives with the exception of a few formations discussed 

above had no inflections, e.g., dere ‘dear’, bysy ‘busy’, ōpen ’open’, etc. 

The distinction between weak and strong adjectives on the one hand, and 

singular and plural formations on the other, disappeared when the final /q/ was 

dropped (i.e., before 1400), resulting in the complete loss of adjectival 

inflection. 

The category of comparison was marked in ME by:  

(1) suffixes; 

(2) the change of the root vowel plus a suffix; 

(3) suppletion, i.e. by the use of a different root from that of the positive 

in the comparative and superlative degrees. 

The whole system of comparison was inherited from OE, but owing to 

phonetic changes, underwent certain modifications. 
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In ME the comparative and superlative degrees of the majority of 

adjectives had the following markers: 

Comparative Superlative 
-RE, later -ER 

MUTATED + -RE, later -ER 
-EST 

MUTATED + -EST 
E.g., glad, glad-re, glad-er, glad-est; hard, hard-er, hard-est; long, leng-er, 

leng-est; old, eld-er, eld-est. 

The formations with the mutation of the root vowel were not numerous 

and in the course of ME the forms without a vowel change were analogically 

created, e.g. longer, longest; older, oldest, etc. alongside the former ones which, 

with a few exceptions (e.g., elder, eldest) gradually disappeared, so that at the 

end of ME the category of comparison was signaled almost universally in the 

comparative by –ER and in the superlative by –EST, e.g., long, longer, longest. 

The suppletive comparison of adjectives in ME is represented only by the 

following formations: 

gōd ‘good’ 
litel ‘little’ 
mikel, muche(l) ‘large’ 
ēvel ‘evil’ 

bet(t)re, better, bet 
lesse, lasse 
mōre, māre, mō 
werse, wurse 

best 
lēste 
mōst 
werst, wurst 

In ME combinations of the type MORE MERY, MORE PROFITABLE 

came into being. They are considered either as analytical forms or free 

combinations. 

T h e   a d v e r b 

The adverbs in –E, which were derived from adjectives, functioned 

throughout the period: DEEPE “deeply”, LOUDE “loudly”. The –E might be 

added optionally to any other type of adverb: HER(E) < OE hēr; WHER(E); 

EK(E) < OE ēāc “also”; MOST(E). There existed two parallel forms of some 

adverbs – mutated and unmutated – which tended to be levelled out in either 

direction: SEFTE/SOFTE “soft”, SWETE/SWOTE “sweet”: with his shoures 

soote/with his swete breeth  (Chaucer). 
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Besides the form in –E, the more strongly marked type in –LICKE/LIKE 

gained ground, especially in the North. From the 14th c. –LY became the more 

usual form, except in the South. 

There was also an adverbial suffix –ES, which originated from the Gen sg 

inflection: HENS “hence”, ÞENNES “thence”, WHILES “whilst”. 

The OE comparisons without endings were preserved throughout the 

period, but mainly in the South and Midlands: LENG (its full form being 

LENGRE/LANGRE) “longer”, BET “better”, MO “more”. The superlative was 

in –(E)ST. In case of emphasis the comparative could be used with the 

intensifying particle THE, which originated in the OE Instrumental ÞȲ. 

… but nat forthy he gan to crie and wepen evere lenger the more.  “… but 

nevertheless he began to cry and weep all the more.” (Chaucer) 

 

T h e   n u m e r a l 

Cardinals 

Remnants of the earlier case endings of the numeral 1 occurred chiefly in 

Southern texts. Masc Nom ān, on, also Ā, O before consonants; 15th c. Wessex 

WON(E). The unstressed forms A(N), seldom O(N) were used for the indefinite 

article. S., Midl. TWEIEN, TWEI(E) (< OE tweZen) and TWO (< OE twā);      

N. TWAI, TWA represented two types which were used indiscriminately,  

without respect to gender all through the period. Inflections occurred only in 

early Southern texts. 

ÞRE, ÞRO, ÞRY < OE ÞRĒŌ; Southern also ÞRI(E) from the masc had 

an inflected Dat from ÞREM, ÞREOM. 

The numerals from 4-19 occurred for the most parts in two forms, with or 

without –E. This –E, which represents the plural ending of the pronouns, was 

used regularly when the numeral was independent: when it was used 
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attributively, either form might be employed, e.g., 4 – feower, fower – fowre, 

foure; 5 – fif – five; 10 – ten – tene; 13 – þretten – þrettern(e). 

In tens the forms with HUND- were dropped for 70-120, except in very 

early texts: on the other hand, a new type of complication was introduced with 

the Scand. SCORE ‘twenty’, e.g., three score ‘60’, four score ‘80’. 

20 – twenty, 30 – þritti, 50 – fifti, 90 – nīnti. These forms are no longer 

treated as nouns governing the Gen pl but as indeclinable adjectives. 

100 – hundred; 200 – two hundred (OE twā hund); 1000 – þousend. 

In compounds the parts are combined with AND, the order is irrelevant, 

e.g., on and twenty = twenty and on. 

There appeared the word MILLIOUN, of French origin. 

Ordinals 

Ordinals underwent considerable changes, partly on the analogy of 

cardinals, e.g., 1 – firste; 2 – oþer, which was replaced towards the close of the 

13th c. by SECONDE (of French origin); 3 – þrid(de), þirde; 4 – ferþe, fourþe; 

etc.;11 – endlefte, ellevende, enlevenþ;12 – twelfte; 13-19 – -teþe; 20-90 –         

-tiZeþe, -tiþe. 

 
P r e p o s i t i o n s 

A few adverbs and prepositional phrases gave rise to new prepositions in 

ME. The OE adverb UNDERNEOÞAN “underneath” developed into 

UNDERNETHE which was used by J. Chaucer to make a prepositional phrase 

with a noun. BENEORÞAN “beneath” underwent the same development to 

become the preposition BENETHE. 

The preposition BESIDE originated from the noun phrase BE + SIDE. 

Like adverbs, some ME prepositions got the suffix –S, originating from the Gen 

sg marker of some nouns and pronouns: AMIDDES (< OE onmiddan) “amidst”; 

AMONGES (OE onZemanZ) “amongst”. 
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Along with such basic prepositions as AFTER, IN, OF, OUT and the like, 

ME derivatives came to designate cases, which had been expressed by the OE 

inflections.  

C o n j u n c t i o n s 

The system of conjunctions underwent greater changes than that of 

prepositions. 

Some OE conjunctions fell into disuse. The OE coordinator AC was 

replaced by the conjunction BUT, which developed from the OE preposition 

BŪTAN “without, except”. 

The temporal subordinators ÞĀ and ÞONNE were substituted by WHAN 

(< OE hwanne), which was transferred from the class of interrogative adverbs to 

that of temporal conjunctions, often coupled with the relative THAT: (Whan that 

Aprille with his shoures soote (Chaucer). 

The conjunction ÞĒĀH(ÞE) “though” was ousted by the Scandinavian 

THOGH. The causative-consecutive subordinator FORÞÆM(ÞE) “because” 

was replaced by the native coordinate conjunction FOR and the subordinator 

BECAUSE, which was a hybrid since it comprised the native preposition BE 

and the French noun CAUSE. 

 

T h e   V e r b 

Strong verbs 

The ME verb system differed but slightly from that of OE, and the seven 

classes of strong verbs were still clearly preserved. Modifications of strong 

verbs were brought about to a great extent by regular phonetic changes that took 

place in ME. On the other hand, strong verbs grew smaller in number, partly due 

to the loss of the verbs themselves – about a third of the OE strong verbs 
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disappeared in ME, partly due to a natural tendency for them to pass over into 

the larger and more regular group of weak verbs. 

 

Class 1 

The gradation series may be illustrated by the ME principal form of the 

verb RĪDAN “ride”. 

rīdan – rod – riden – ridden 

Although the class was as a whole well preserved, and formed a well-

defined group, a certain number of verbs had become weak: DWĪNEN 

“disappear”, SPĪNEN “spin”, etc. Many of the other verbs also occurred with 

weak forms or passed into other classes: STRĪKEN – STREK(2)/STRŌKE – 

STROKEN(5). 

The gradation series given above shows the coincidence of the past pl and 

part. II which was observed in the Southern dialects. In the Northern dialects the 

past pl became identical with the past sg. Irrespective of the dialect the number 

of forms was reduced to three. 

 

Class 2 

This class was not well preserved. The alternation of U-O in the past pl 

and part. II was mostly dropped in favour of o-forms. 

sethen – seth – sothen/suthen – sothen 

There was crossing with some verbs belonging to other classes and even 

to this class: BEDEN “command” – BIDDEN(5); FLĒN(2) “flee” – FLEIEN 

“fly” (OE fleoZan) with the past forms: FLEIH – FLUWEN – FLOWEN. On 

the basis of part. II FLOWEN, parallel to KNOWEN(7) a new past for FLIEN 

arose: FLEW (cf. knew), while ME FLĒN tended to become weak – FLEDDE 

(by way of analogy with ME bledde). 
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The verbs which had Ū in the present (BŪWEN “bow”, SCHŪVEN 

“shove”) tended to become weak by the end of the period. This also held good 

for BREWEN “brew”, CHEWEN “chew”, LĪĒN “tell lies”, CREPEN “creep”. 

 

Class 3 

The verbs in nasals (SHRINKEN, SINKEN, STINKEN, SWIMMEN, 

BEGINNEN, WINNEN, CLINGEN, RINGEN, SINGEN, SPRINGEN, 

STINGEN, SWINGEN) formed a group that was well preserved and even 

attracted some weak verbs – FLINGEN (OSc flengja), SLINGEN (OSc 

slongva). 

The verbs with lengthening before ND, however, tended to drop out of the 

system. With FINDEN the past pl and part. II FUNDE(N) could easily be taken 

for weak forms (cf. sende) to which a new past sg was formed. The same 

phenomenon was observed with BINDEN, GRINDEN, WINDEN. The verb 

CLIMBAN (CLOMB – CLUMBEN) tended to become weak. 

The verb with metathesis – IRNEN (ERNEN)/RINNEN “run” and 

BIRNEN/BRINEN “burn” had a considerable variety of forms often influenced 

by the causatives ARNEN/RENNEN and BARNEN/BRENNEN. They were 

ARN, ARNDE, RAN, RANDE and BARN, BRENDE, BARNDE for the past sg 

URNEN, RUN(NEN), ARND, RENNED and BURNEN, BRIND/T, BREND/T 

for the past pl. The most frequent types were RENNEN – RAN – RUN and 

BRENNEN – BRENDE – BRENT. 

HELPEN – HALP – HULPEN/HOLPEN – HOLPEN “help”, KERVEN 

“carve”, MELTEN “melt”, STERVEN “starve, die”, BERSTEN/BRI-/BRE- 

“burst” and the like formed a less clearly marked group than the verbs in nasals, 

and for the most part became weak by the end of the period.  
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Class 4 

The gradation series may be illustrated by the forms of the verb BEREN 

“bear”. 

beren – bar – beren, bar – boren 

The verbs SHEREN “shear”, TEREN “tear”, STELEN “steal”, BREKEN 

“break” followed the same pattern. Verbs of the 4th class were all fairly well 

preserved and absorbed a number of verbs from class 5, which differed only in 

part. II (since in class 5, part. II coincided with the vowel of the present, the 

clearer forms with O from class 4 were preferred), it concerned such verbs as 

SPEKEN “speak”, TREDEN “tread”, WEVEN “weave”, WREKEN “avenge”. 

Since the 14th century one weak verb had been absorbed – WEREN “wear” (OE 

werian, w.v.1). 

COMEN “come” and NIMEN “take” tended to adapt themselves more 

fully to the group, i.e. to take A in the past sg as against OE  O. 

 

Class 5 

Most of the verbs of this class had either passed over into class 4 or 

become weak, like METEN “measure”. BIQUEÞEN “bequeath”, WEIEN 

“carry, weigh”. The gradation series for the other members of the class may be 

illustrated by the forms of the verb GĒTEN. 

gēten – gat – gēten, gat – gēten 

The following frequently used verbs developed a large variety of forms: 

QUEÞEN “say”, ETEN “eat”, BIDDEN (which was confused with BEDEN – 

cl. 2), SITTEN “sit”, GIVEN “give”. 

 

Class 6 

The quantitative gradation which manifested itself through the verb of the 

6th class in OE is rather difficult to trace in their ME forms because of the length 

of the vowel in the open syllable of the present tense and part. II.   
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fāren – fōr – fōren – fāren 

drāwen – drough – drōwen – drāwen 

                drew       drewen   

The same pattern is followed by ĀKEN “ache”, BAKEN “bake”, 

FORSĀKEN “forsake”, SHĀKEN “shake”, SHĀVEN “shave”, TĀKEN “take”. 

Many of these verbs had weak forms already in the 14th century: ĀKED, 

FORSĀKED, SHĀKED. 

Verbs in G, W were influenced by class 7 which contained a large group 

of verbs in W: DRAZEN, DRAWEN “draw”, GNAWEN “gnaw”, LAUGHEN 

“laugh” (OE hlxhhan) had also weak forms. 

Class 7 

Transformation of some of these verbs into weak ones began in OE. 

Among such verbs there are REDEN “read, counsel” (past REDDE), DREDEN 

“dread”, SLEPEN, LETEN, WEPEN “weep” (part. II WOPEN) < BETEN 

“beat”, LEPEN “leap”. 

The gradation series preserved in the other verbs of the class may be 

illustrated by the forms of the verb HŌLDEN. 

hōlden – hēld – hēlden – hōlden 

In the course of ME the system of strong verbs underwent modifications 

resulting in the coincidence of the past tense and past participle forms. The 

number of past tense forms was reduced from two to one, with either the 

singular or the plural being generalized. Sometimes even the vowel of part. II 

was generalized in the past. 

Weak verbs 

Changes in the ME system of weak verbs were confined to levelling. The 

1st class verbs, which had –I– in the suffix, lost it as well as the verbs of the 2nd 

class. The ending of the infinitive –AN was reduced to –EN: RIGHTEN (< OE 
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rihtan 1) “set right”; HOPEN (< OE hopian 2) “hope”. Verbs of the 2nd class had 

–O– in the suffix of the past forms, which was reduced in ME to –E–: MAKED 

(< OE macode) “made”, HOPED (< OE hopode) “hoped”. It meant that no 

marked distinction existed any longer in the verbs of the 1st and 2nd classes. The 

reduced vowel in the suffix was preserved till the end of ME when unstressed 

vowels in inflections disappeared altogether, the only exception being after 

dental plosives. 

Cf. MnE hoped, loved :: glided, lighted.    

In the 3rd class the root consonant in the infinitive became the same as that 

of other forms: HAVEN (cf. OE habban – hxfde – hxfd), LIVEN (cf. OE libban 

– lifde – lifd), SEYEN (cf. OE secZan – sxZde – sxZd). 

The dental suffix –D became a voiceless –T after voiceless consonants at 

the end of the ME period. In some cases –D was replaced by –T in spelling after 

–N–, –L–, –F–: lernen – learnt, felen – felt, leven – left. 

Weak verbs whose stems ended in –ND, –LD, –RD, formed the past in        

–NTE, –LTE, –RTE and part. II in –NT, –LT, –RT: senden – sente – sent, 

gilden – gilte – gilt, girden – girte – girt. 

A certain number of weak verbs retained irregularities that had come from 

OE. These were former OE verbs with the stem consonant G/K or L: 

techen (OE txcan) 

seken 

byen (OE bycZan) 

sellan 

tellen 

taughte 

soughte 

boughte 

solde 

tolde 

taught 

sought 

bought 

sold  

told 

In ME a great number of verbs were borrowed from the Scandinavian and 

the French. Almost all of them entered the weak type: callen – callede – called, 
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wanten – wantede – wanted, dwellen – dwelte – dwelt, percen – precede – 

perced, engendren – engendrede – engendred, spoilen – spoilte – spoilt. 

Preterite-present verbs 

In the main the OE forms of preterite-present verbs, which had undergone 

due phonetic changes, were well preserved in ME. The only verb that was lost 

from use was ZENEAH “suffice”. 

Since not all of them had an infinitive, the form of the 1st p sg prs ind. is 

worth mentioning first. 

WŌT “know” – WŌST, pl WITE(N), past WISTE, inf. WITEN; 

DEIGH “avail” (14th c. DOW from pl) – pl DOUEN, past DOUHTE, inf. 

DOUEN; 

CAN – CANST, pl CUNNEÞ/–EN; past COUÞE, 14th c. COUDE, inf. 

CUNNEN; 

AN “grant” – UNNEST,  past  ŪÞE,  part. II  UNNEN. The verb died out 

early; 

ÞARF “need” (also ÞAR – analogy of DAR) ÞARST, pl ÞURVEN, past 

ÞORFTE, inf. ÞURVEN; 

DAR “dare”, DARST, pl DURREN, past DORSTE, inf. DURREN; 

SHAL – SHALT, pl SHULEN, past SHOLDE; 

MON “may” – MA(U)GHT, later MAIST, pl MAHEN, MOWEN 

(analogy of SHULEN), past MIGHTE, MOUGHTE, inf. MOWEN 

MŌT “may, must” – MŌST, MUST, pl MOTEN, past MOSTE; O(U))GH 

“have” – OWEST, pl OWEN, past O(U)GHT 

Anomalous verbs 

There were two suppletive verbs in ME BĒN “be” and GŌN(E) “go”. 

They constituted the same system as they had in OE, but underwent regular 

phonetic changes. 
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The forms of BEN were very mixed, and differed widely in various 

dialects. 

1st p AM, 2nd p ART, 3rd p IS; imper. BĒ, pl BĒÞ; past WAS, pl WEREN, 

2nd p sg WERE, pl WEREN; inf. BE(N), part. II BE(N). 

The Northern and partly Midland dialects introduced in ME a new 

suppletive past tense form WENT(E), from the weak verb WENDEN              

(OE wendan “go”) which in the course of ME reached the South. 

1st p GO, 2nd p GOST/GOÞ, pl GON, past YĒDE, YŌDE, later replaced 

by WENTE, inf. GŌN(E). 

Irregular verbs DŌN and WILLEN were changed phonetically along the 

general trend. 

The mixed type of verbs is represented in ME by DŌN which had weak 

inflections in the past, except for the past participle which was strong. 

Inf. DŌN(E); DO, DOST, DOÞ, pl DŌN; past DIDE, part. II (Y)DON. 

Inf. WILLEN, 1st, 3rd p WILLE, later also WOLE (from the past),            

2nd WILT, pl. WILLEN, -EÞ; past WOLDE, WILDE. 

Verb conjugation 

ME conjugation represented a much altered and simplified system as 

compared to OE. As a result of general phonetic levelling of OE endings. –AN,  

–EN, –ON were reduced to –EN; –ATH and –ETH were reduced to –ETH. The 

final –N was weakened and disappeared in the Midland dialects. No difference 

was traced in root vowels of the 2nd and 3rd persons indicative sg and other 

present tense forms. The conjugation endings became differentiated according to 

dialects. 
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Strong verb conjugation 

Present Past 
Subjunctive 

 
 

bīnde 
 
 

 

Indicative 

1st  p. bīnde 
2nd p. bīndest 
3rd p. bīndeth 
         bīndes (N) 

Past 

Imperative 

- 

bīnd 

- 
 

Indicative 
 

bond 
bounde 

      bond 

Subjunctive 
 
 

bounde 
 
 

Pl bīnden bīnden 2nd p.bīnde(th) bounden/bōnd bounden 
 
     Infinitive 

         
      Participle 

 
bīnden 

I 
bīndinge/bindande (N) 

II 
bounden 

Weak verb conjugation 
 Present                                 Past 

Indicative 
1st p.  kēpe 
          telle 
2nd p. kēpest 
          tellest 
3rd p.  kēpeth/-s 
          telleth/-s 

Subjunctive 
 
 

kēpe 
telle 

 

Imperative 
- 
- 

kēp 
tell 
- 
- 

Indicative 
kepte 
tolde 
kestest 
toldest 
kepte 
tolde 

Subjunctive 
 
 

kepte 
tolde 

 

Pl kēpen 
tellen 

kēpen 
tellen 

kēpeth 
telleth 

      kepten 
      tolden 

kepten 
tolden 

      
       Infinitive 

    
   Participle II 

 
 kēpen 
tellen 

                       I 
          kēpinge/-ande (N) 
          tellinge/-ande (N) 

II 
kept 
told 

 

Tenses 

Primary tenses 

The OE two tense system operated in such a way that the present tense 

performed the functions of the present and future in current English, while the past 

fulfilled the functions performed by the MnE past, past perfect and future-in-the-
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past. This functional overcharge was obviously the reason why new tenses were 

formed from free syntactical combinations, which originally existed in English. 

e.g. Hwxt sceal ic sinZan? “What shall I sing? (What am I to sing?)” 

       Đā hē Dā hxfde þā wīsan onfonZne … “When he had the directions 

received …” 

In ME the future could also be expressed with the help of the present 

tense form: 

“Although it be soure to suffer, þere cometh swete after”. 

This use was most typical of verbs of motion. But the formations with the 

auxiliaries SHAL and WIL were gaining ground. Finally they became 

established as the most regular means of expressing futurity. 

SHAL lost its grammatical meaning completely in the second half of the 

ME period and became an auxiliary in forms with the infinitive employed to 

refer the action to the future. SHAL was used in ME with all persons subjects: 

“I shal kepe hym here!” 

Suich as it is, yet shall ye have youre part “Such as it is, we’ll share it 

then”. 

A gylour shal himself bigyled be “Tricksters will get a tricking”. 

Structures with WIL were also frequently used to express future actions in 

ME, but WIL retained some modal tinge, that of volition: 

And we will payen trewely atte fully “We’ll give ye the full payment on 

my word; If that I may, yon wenche wil I swine.” I’m going to have that wench 

there, if I can”. 

Relative future, i.e. futurity in the past time context, was expressed in OE 

by the past tense of the verb in the subjunctive mood: and sǣdon þxt his sunu 

wǣre Zesundful. “and said that his son was sound.”  

Along with these forms there existed formations with the verbs SCULAN 

and WILLAN in the past: 
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Hē seolfa onset þxt hine mon ofslēān sceolde “He himself understood that 

he should be killed”. 

By the end of the OE period, under a general tendency to restrict the 

sphere of the subjunctive mood, the number of instances of the subjunctive used 

to express relative future grew considerably smaller, and the beginning of the 

ME period was distinguished by SHOLDE/WOLDE + infinitive as the main 

means of expressing futurity viewed from the past. In the second half of the 14th 

century SHOLDE lost its modal meaning and became an auxiliary of the future-

in-the-past. Apart from the future-in-the-past there were simple future forms 

used in subclauses coupled with main clauses containing the past tense even at 

the close of the ME period:  

Men seyde eek, that Arcite shal nat dye; / He shal been heeled of his 

maladye. “Besides they said Arsita would not die, / He would recover from his 

injury”. (Chaucer). 

Secondary tenses (Perfect forms) 

Like future forms, perfect forms arose from free syntactical combinations 

in ME. Such formations were in the making as early as the OE period. They 

comprised HABBAN + part. II of a transitive verb or BĒŌN + part. II of an 

intransitive verb and were used to express the pre-present and pre-past: 

Hīe hxfdon hiere cyniZ āworpenne. “They had degraded their king”. 

ond wxs ūt āfaren on herZas… “… was then off on a plundering raid …” 

Wxs Hxsten þā þǣr cumen mid his herZe … “Hasten had come there 

with his army …”. 

In structures with HABBAN, partly preserved the meaning of possession, 

the participle agreed with the object in gender, number and case. With the loss 

of these grammatical distinctions the participle became unchangeable and being 

bound with an auxiliary verb gave rise to an analytical form: and the yonge 

sonne hath in the Ram his halve cours yronne (which is a transitional case with 
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structural separation of the components) “and the young sun his half-course in 

the sign of the Ram has run” (Chaucer); Duc Theseus … is comen hoom to 

Atthenes his cite. “Theseus … came slowly home to Athens” (Chaucer). 

The form of the participle was sometimes identical with that of the past 

simple: 

… he for his desport [pleasure] is went into the feeldes to pleye (Chaucer) 

By the end of the ME period the auxiliary HAVE came to be used as a 

universal means to construct perfect forms.  

Aspect 

Continuous forms, which represent the category of aspect in MnE, can be 

compared with the OE constructions containing the verbs bēōn / wesan and 

sometimes weorþan + part I of activity verbs.  

… þxt scip wxs ealne weZ yrnende under seZle  “… that ship was 

running under sail all the way.” 

It should be mentioned that their meaning was not restricted to aspectual:  

Petrus wearD xfterweard þus cweDende… “Peter afterward said this …” 

The structures which always expressed actions of limited duration 

appeared in ME and by the end of the period became part of the verbal system. 

The continuous forms were to emerge probably not from the OE 

constructions of the above-mentioned type but rather from the nominal 

constructions of the type IC ĒŌM ON HUNTINZE “I am hunting”/ THE 

PALACE  WAS  IN  BUILDING “The palace was being built”. 

Discreet she was in answering alway; (Chaucer) 

Being in an unstressed position the preposition ON/IN became gradually 

reduced in the 16th century and appeared as A, which was eventually lost, and 

the former verbal noun came to be associated with the present participle.  
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The meaning of the progressive aspect could be also expressed with the 

help of the verbs GOON and COMEN + part. II. 

But forth she wole … to shewe her skyn, and goon a-caterwawed.  “But 

out she will go … to show her skin and go a-caterwauling;” (Chaucer) 

Voice 

As to the category of voice, the passive developed in ME from the OE 
constructions with the verb BĒŌN + part. II (þxt(te) ealra heora dōme Zecoren 

wǣre “so that the decision of all of them were chosen“) and the verb WEORÞAN 

+ part. II (ond þǣr wurdon Zescipode “and there (they) were shipped”). 

WEORÞAN + part. II denoted a change of state (as is commonly known, 

this type of construction has come to be used to express the passive in MnG), 
while BĒŌN + part. II denoted a state. 

In ME the structure with WEORÞAN disappeared and BEN + part. II was 

grammaticalized as a means to denote either an action or a state: I wol you telle 
as was me taught. “I will tell you as it was taught to me”; And of another thing 
… that of hem alle was ther noon yslayn. Al were they soore yhurt. “And then 
there was another thing … no one had been killed, though some were badly 
hurt”. (Chaucer). 

The passive voice came to be used very widely in ME. The order of 
sentence parts was still in relatively free though it gradually developed into what 
the word order is in present-day English. With the loss of the OE Dat inflection 
–E (þā wxs HrōDZare hero-spēd Zyfen “Then was Hrothgar brought army 
luck”) the first noun in such sentences became treated as the subject while the 
position of the former subject (here-spēd) came to be filled in by a direct object. 

The prepositions BY and WITH, which introduce respectively an agent 
and an instrument in modern passive forms, were accepted later. In ME the use 
of prepositions in such cases was irregular: cf. Al was this land fulfild of 
fayerye. “This was a land brim-full of fairy folk.” (Chaucer); How wonnen was 
the regne of Femenye by Theseus and by his chivalrye. “In which his men-at-
arms and he had won those territories from the Amazon”. (Chaucer). 
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Mood 

Like in OE, in the ME system of moods an important role was played by 
the subjunctive. It was frequently used in clauses of time and concession. 

He is a fool that distourbeth the mooder to wepen in the deeth of hire 
child, til she have wept hir fille as for a certain tyme.  “He is a fool that disturbs 
the mother weeping for the death of her child till she had wept enough for the 
time being” (Chaucer) 

And, al were it so that [even though]she right now were deed, ye ne 
oughte nat, as for his deeth, yourself to destroye. (Chaucer). 

In conditional clauses the present subjunctive was regularly used to 
denote a possible action: … if I be gay, sire shrewe, I wol renne out, my borel 
for to shewe.  “…if I feel gay, as you suppose, I shall run out to show my poor 
old clothes” (Chaucer). 

The subjunctive was obligatorily used when the condition was expressed 
by inverted word order. 

But wolde ye vouche sauf, upon seuretee, / Two yeer of thre for to respite 
me, / Thanne were I wel;  “If you would vouchsafe me, on security, a two or 
three years’ respite, all would be fine;” (Chaucer). 

The usage of subjunctive tense forms (present and past) was conditioned 
by modality but not by temporality. The present subjunctive was the regular 
form to express a realizable wish while the past subjunctive was the rule in case 
of an unrealizable wish or hypothetical situation. 

The forms of the subjunctive mood underwent vast changes which were 
connected with normal phonetic developments in the verb system. As a result 
the subjunctive mood forms became homonymous with the forms of the 
indicative mood. The only verb which preserved its peculiarities in the 
subjunctive was BĒN: present tense – BĒ, BĒN; past tense – WĒRE, WĒREN. 

Lack of precision in the system of the subjunctive mood brought about 
confusion with the forms of the indicative, on the one hand, and replacement by 
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subjunctive equivalents, i.e. combinations with the so-called modal auxiliaries 
like SHOULD, MIGHT + inf., on the other. This represents the development of 
the OE synthetical verb pattern into an analytical one. 

Verbals 

The Infinitive 

In OE the unmarked (bare) infinitive was by far more frequently used than 

the marked infinitive. ME usage shows that the latter became the most common 

form and the bare infinitive got restricted to combinations with a small number 

of verbs (modals first and foremost). 

The marked (inflected) infinitive, which was distinguished in OE by the 

infinitival markers –(I)AN and –ENNE and was preceded by TŌ, a directional 

adverb and preposition in origin, (e.g., tō dēmenne “in order to judge” where TŌ 

was an indicator of purpose), tended to disappear as a separate form. Acquiring 

the form –ENE with the geminate N lost in unstressed position it was most 

frequent in early Southern texts; later it disappeared except as a variant of the 

original infinitive in monosyllable verbs: TO BENE, TO DONE. At the same 

time, the use of TO as a sign of the infinitive tended to increase, especially with 

the loss of final –N.  

TO was not necessary when the infinitive was part of a compound verbal 

modal predicate, for the presence of a modal verb a signalled that there was an 

infinitive to follow. The combination of OUGHT with a to-infinitive arose later. 

When TO became a mere sign of the infinitival form the marked infinitive 

used as purposive adverbial modifier acquired another indicator of purpose – the 

preposition FOR. 

And, for to fastne his hood under his chin / He hadde of gold ywroght a 

ful curious pyn; “And in order to fasten his hood under his chin he had a most 

elaborate brooch made of gold” (Chaucer).  
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By the end of ME such combinations disappeared in spite of their 

frequency and various functions in ME. 

The prepositional infinitive could function as subject and object. 

…Ne was so wordly for to have office. “…To have secular employment 

was not so worldly.” (Chaucer) 

That I was of his fellawshipe anon, / And made forward for to ryse…  “I 

soon was one of them in fellowship, and promised to rise early…” (Chaucer) 

The (for) to-infinitive could be also used attributively. 

And shortly of this matere for to seyn,… “And briefly (there little to 

explain)…” (Chaucer). 

In the late 13th and 14th c the (for) to-infinitive alternated freely with the 

to-infinitive. The choice between the two was mainly a question of lexical 

preference of style (in poetry it was a metrical device) with only one exception – 

it was structurally conditioned when the infinitive functioned as attribute where 

the choice of for to over to is observed. 

The most important ME development in the paradigm of the infinitive is 

the rise of analytical forms. The passive infinitive appeared very early (e.g. It is 

reprieve and contrarie of honour / For to ben holde a commune hasardour.  “It is 

disapproved and contrary to honour to be held a common gambler” (Chaucer). It 

could be used as a secondary predicate in the complex. 

…And wol nat suffren hem, by noon assent, / Neither to been yburnyed 

nor ybrent.  “And will on no account allow them neither to be buried nor burnt” 

(Chaucer). 

The perfect infinitive occurred from the 14th century on. 

…ich … schulle mid rihte beon more scheomeful uorte habben i-speken, 

as ich spec,… “I should rightly be more ashamed to have spoken as I spoke…” 

I asked him if it had not ben better to have Ziven that relief to pore men. 
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In ME the perfect infinitive could be employed to express actions 

simultaneous with the moment of speaking (And on hir knees adoun they falle / 

And wolde have kist his feet…”  “And they fell down on their knees and wanted 

to kiss his feet…” (Chaucer). 

At the close of the ME period there developed the perfect-passive form of 

the infinitive (e.g., I holde to have ben crowned queene). 

In ME the first instances of the so-called split infinitive came into being: 

a pronoun, an adverb or a particle could emerge between the particle TO and the 

infinitive (…and he cleopede him to, alle his wise chihtes, for to him reade,…). 

The Participle 

Influenced by the Scandinavian, the ending of participle I in the Northern 

dialects –ENDE was replaced by –ANDE. In the Midland dialects –ENDE gave 

way to –INGE from the verbal noun: As dooth the streem that turneth nevere 

again, / Descendynge fro the montaigne into playn.  “As does the stream, that 

never again turns to the hills, but glides on the plain” (Chaucer). 

Participle II of strong verbs retained its –EN ending in the North and lost 

it in the South. Participle II of weak verbs had an –ED or a –T ending. 

The past participle often had the prefix I–, Y– in ME, especially in the 

Southern dialects: i-speken, y-ronne, y-falle, which went back to the OE ZE–. 

In ME participles no longer agreed with nouns. Like adjectives they lost 

their case, number, and gender distinctions, and in EMnE developed analytical 

forms. 

Participles frequently made part of a complex object.  

Kyng Alla, which that hadde his mooder slougn “King Alla, who had 

doomed his mother’s death” (Chaucer).  

But with thise relikes, whan that he fond 

A povre person dwellynge upon lond, 
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“And with these relics, any time he found 

Some poor up-country person to astound”, (Chaucer) 

The Gerund 

The most important innovation of the ME verbal system was the gerund. 

It originated in the OE verbal noun in –UNZE, –INZE. In ME by the 14th c., 

these forms had begun to assume a more definitely verbal character and to be 

attracted into the system of the verb itself. 

In OE there were combinations of a noun and a verbal noun, e.g., bōc 

rǣdinZe “book reading”, cyrce hālhunZe “church hallowing”. In ME the two 

former component parts changed places: READING BOOK, HALLOWING 

CHURCH, due to the tendency to arrange words according to the SVO pattern, 

which was a starting point for making the gerund of the verbal noun. 

About the same time the verbal noun in –ING became identical to the 

present participle, as the ending of the latter –INDE/–ENDE was replaced by –

ING, so that the –ING form acquired more verbal features. 

In Chaucer’s time the gerund could be observed functioning as subject, 

predicative, object, attribute and adverbial modifier. 

 His purchasyng myghte nat been infect.  

“Not one conveyance could be called in question.” (Chaucer) 

 Grehoundes he hadde as swift as fowel in flight; 

Of prikyng and of hunting for the hare 

Was al his lust, for no cost wolde he spare. 

“Greyhound he had, as swift as birds, to course. 

Hunting a hare or riding at a fence 

Was all his fun, he spared for no expence.” (Chaucer) 

A gentil Maunciple was ther of a temple, 

Of which achatours myghte take exemple 
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For to be wise in byynge of vitaille; 

“The Manciple came from the Inner Temple; 

All caterers might follow his example.  

In buying victuals; …” (Chaucer) 

Of clooth-makyng she hadde swiche an haunt,… 

“In making cloth she showed so great a bent,…” (Chaucer) 

That proved wel, for over al ther he cam, 

At wrastlynge he would have alwey the ram. 

“He did well out of them, for he could go 

And win the ram at any wrestling show. (Chaucer) 

And in his harping, whan that he hadde songe, 

His eyen twynkled in his heed aryght [just] 

As doon the sterres in the frosty nyght. 

“When he had played his harp, or having sung, 

His eyes would twinkle in his head as bright 

As any star upon a frosty night.” (Chaucer) 

 

S Y N T A X 

As shown in the previous chapter, the loss of distinctive inflectional case 

endings in nominal parts of speech which started in LOE continued apace in 

ME. As a result of this process relations between words in ME came to be 

expressed more and more by syntactic position rather than by nominal form. 

Thus, for instance, the common case of ME nouns may express the case 

meaning of the former three OE case forms: Nominative, Dative and Accusative: 
                                D                                       Acc 
OE he salde his suna Æþelstane Cantawara rice 

  “he gave his son Æthelstan the kingdom of Kent” 

ME Anon he yaf the sike man his boote 
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  “At once he gave the sick man his remedy”.  

As for the Genitive case meaning, it should be noted that in Middle 

English postadnominal prepositional phrases with the preposition “of” came to 

appear beside pronominal inflected Genitives. 

And specially, from every shires ende 

Of Engelond to Caunterbury they wende 

“And specially, from every shire’s end 

In England, down to Canterbury they wend” 

For hym was levere have at his beddes heed     

Twenty bookes, clad in black or reed 

Of Aristotle and his philisophie 

Than robes riche, or fithele, or gay sautrie 

“He would rather have by his bed-head 

Twenty books in black and red 

of Aristotle’s philosophy 

Than have fine clothes, fiddle or psaltery”.    

In the system of ME personal pronouns the Nominative case form on the 

whole has preserved its original meaning whereas the Objective case form could 

express the meanings of the OE Dative and Accusative case forms: 

But sooth to seyn. I noot how men hym calle. “But to tell the truth, I do 

not know what he is called”. 

Me thynketh it acordaunt to resound 

To telle yow all the condicioun 

“It seems a reasonable thing to say  

what their condition was, the full array” 

There were also changes in the way of marking the objects of certain 

subclasses of verbs which in OE required that their objects be used in the 
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Genitive or Dative case. In ME such objects are generally marked either (a) by 

position or (b) by preposition. 

OE He bād westanwindes “He waited for the west wind”. 

ME (a) Eaver bide his grace “ 

       (b) Ich hedde so ibede for þē “I had thus waited for you“. 

Thus, the above mentioned process of loss of distinctive inflectional case 

markings contributed to a considerable extension of the prepositional system in 

ME. This extension included not only the addition to the lexicon of a much 

greater number of prepositions than had characterized OE, but also the 

assignment of more and more meanings (formerly expressed by case inflections) 

to a given preposition. 

New prepositions arose during the Middle English period partly as a result 

of borrowing from French, and partly as a result of functional change from 

adverb to preposition.  

For example, such new prepositions as DURING, SAVE (in the meaning 

of “except”). AROUND, ACORDAUNT, are modelled on the French “Durant”, 

“sauf”, “ronde”, “accordant a”. 

Instances of a functional change from adverb to preposition can be 

exemplified in such words as BEHIND, BENEATH, BESIDE, BUT, which 

appear in OE as adverbs, but develop as prepositions in ME. Sometimes an OE 

adverb splits into two parts of speech: adverb and preposition, for example: 

                                 again (adverb) 

OE   onZeZn 

                                 against (preposition) 

P h r a s e s 

Subordinate phrases. Types of syntactic connections 

between phrase components 
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Agreement 

Due to the reduction of the morphological system the domain of 

agreement was considerably narrowed in the ME period. Unlike OE, where an 

attribute agrees in gender, number and case with its head word, in ME 

agreement in gender and case is impossible. As for agreement in number, it may 

be said to be in operation in subordinate phrases with adjuncts expressed by (a) 

demonstrative pronouns; (b) possessive pronouns; (c) some indefinite pronouns; 

(d) strong declension adjectives: 

(a) this tale “tale” 

(b) hise parisshens “his parishioners” 

      mine leove sustren “my dear sisters” 

(c) in alle the gramere scoles “in all grammar schools” 

(d) fresshe floures “fresh flowers”. 

However, judging by the rhythm of Chaucer’s verse, it may be supposed 

that in his times the final vowel [q] was very weak and in certain positions it was 

no longer sounded. If we assume that the final letter “e” was mute, the above-

mentioned examples of agreement in ME must be reinterpreted as instances of 

adjoinment. 

Government 

Government was retained in ME in so far as case inflections were 

preserved. Although in general it has not undergone any crucial changes, the 

reduction of the morphological system has influenced government too. 

For example, in ME in a number of cases, one and the same verb may 

have double combinability, either governing a non-prepositional or a 

prepositional object. Thus, alongside an archaic type of governing a Genitive 

object, the same verb is often to be found with a prepositional object expressing 

the Genitive case meaning. 
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Cnihtes feollen adun and Zirnden heore dxDes “Knights fell down and 

yearned for their death“; ne ZierneD to none þinge bute after godes wile 

“…yearn for nothing except Go’d will”. 

Such examples provide yet one more illustration of the transition of 

English from a synthetic to an analytical language.  

Adjoinment 

It is only natural that due to the reduction of agreement the domain of 

adjoinment undergoes widening in passing from OE to ME. 

Enclosure 

Its role increases as it becomes an important means of identifying the 

attributive function of the word enclosed between an article or a preposition and 

a head-word: 

a chapel belle “a chapel bell”, to ferne halwes “to distant shrines”. 

The order of phrase components 

The reduction of morphological means of expressing relations between 

words on the whole led to a more rigid order of phrase components. 

The greater degree of rigidity of word order can be illustrated by the 

pattern NGen N. In OE the adjunct could either precede or follow the head-word, 

whereas in ME it almost invariably precedes the head-word. 

cf: OE   on AnZelcynnes scole “in the English school” 

              from frymþe middanZeardes “from the beginning of the world” 

     ME   at his beddes head “at his bed-head”. 

On the other hand, unlike MnE, both in OE and Early ME, when the noun 

phrase to which the Genitive is attached is complex, the ‘s Genitive is regularly 

attached to the head of the group. 

nam þe kinges suster of France to wife “took the king of France’s sister to 

wife”. 
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The group Genitive (that is, with ‘s Genitive marking the last component 

of the modifying phrase) occurs first in Chaucer’s poetry. 

The grete god of Loves name “the great god of Love’s name”. 

The group Genitive was, however, still rather rare in ME and came to be 

fully established only in Early MnE. 

The greater degree of rigidity of order of phrase components can also be 

exemplified in attributive noun phrases containing a determiner. 

As was mentioned in the chapter on OE syntax, there are in OE at least 

three specific contexts where some adjectives (mainly adjectives in  “-weard”), 

possessives and numerals can occur predeterminally: 

1. Adjective – Determiner – Noun 

2. Possessive – Determiner – Adjective – Noun 

3. Numeral – Determiner – Superlative adjective – Noun. 

Two of these patterns do not survive the OE period: adjectives in  “-

weard” almost never occur before a determiner in ME, and likewise 

predeterminer possessives. The third type survives into ME and is very frequent 

in the 14th-15th centuries. 

two    the    prowest    knights    “the two bravest knights” 

Num  Det   Sup Adj     Noun 

It should be noted, however, that although adjectives on the whole are 

very rare before a determiner in ME, they are rather frequent both in ME and 

Early MnE in vocative contexts: 

Sweet my child! Dear my lord! 

It is also worthy of note that modern indefinite pronouns (such as “all”, 

“both”, and the like) can never occur in sequence, but their antecedents both in 

OE and ME were much less restricted positionally and could occur adjacent to 

each other. 

ME   all both Lacedemonians 
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In ME noun phrases with adjuncts expressed by prepositional phrases, the 

adjunct always follows the head word, although in OE a prepositional phrase 

can sometimes precede the noun it modifies. 

OE    xt BāDum Zerēfa “companions at Bath” 

ME    fowel in flight “bird in flight”. 

 

T h e   s i m p l e   s e n t e n c e 

Parts  of  the  sentence 

The  Subject 

In ME, just as in OE, the subject is mainly expressed by nouns, pronouns, 

and, occasionally, by infinitives. 

Whan that Arcite to Thebes comen was, 

Ful ofte a day he swelte and seyde “Allas!” 

“Now when Arcita got to Thebes again 

Daylong he languished, crying out in pain” 

To beholde it was gret joye “To behold it was great joy.” 

As has already been mentioned, in OE the subject, if it was clear from the 

context, was often omitted. In ME the subject position tends to become 

obligatory and omission of the subject occurs relatively rarely. 

Subjectless impersonal sentences, typical of OE, survive into ME, mainly 

with predicates expressed by verbs denoting a psychological state or attitude, 

just as in OE almost every psychological impersonal predicate has an object: 

ME:   Take the altitude of thy sonne whan the list. 

           “Take the advantage of your son when you wish.” 

Gradually, however, the former subjectless impersonal constructions 

begin to acquire a subject, expressed either by a personal pronoun in the 

nominative case (noun in the common case), or by “it”, as a formal subject, cf: 
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OE:   Mec longade “I longed”. 

ME:  Thanne longen folc to goon on pilgrimages “Then people long to go 

on pilgrimages.” 

From this cenyth, as it semeth, there comen a manner crocked strikes like 

to the clawes of a loppe. “From this zenith, as it seems, there comes a manner of 

crooked stripes like to the claws of a spider.” 

As for the OE impersonal subjectless pattern with verbs denoting natural 

phenomena, in ME such sentences as a rule have a structural subject expressed 

by “it”. 

For it reynyd almoste euery other day “For it rained almost every other 

day.” 

There are also a few minor structural types of impersonal constructions 

with regular omission of the subject. Of these, the so-called “impersonal 

passive” seems to be of special interest, because it allows subjectless expression 

throughout all periods of English: 

MnE:  As is shown on page 143, … 

This type of subject omission is usual in adverbial clauses introduced by “as”. 

It is also worth mentioning, that both in OE and ME texts, one can find 

examples of the so-called anticipatory subject. In OE it was expressed either by 

“Dxt” or by “hit”. In ME the former becomes obsolete with the latter dominating 

the scene as an anticipatory element. Unlike OE, where anticipation mainly 

concerns a subordinate clause, in ME the pronoun “it” tends to correlate also 

with the infinitive. 

OE:  For Dxm hit is betere … Dxtte xlc mon ādryZe of oDerra monna 

mōde Done wenan be him xlces yfeles “Therefore it is better … that each man 

rub out of other men’s minds the belief of every evil about himself.” 
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ME:  It is mikel lighter to com to þxt blys, þan for to tell it “It is much 

easier to come to that bliss than to tell it.” 

And, lastly, sentences with the so-called anticipatory THERE, which are 

relatively rare in OE and come to be fully established only in ME, may be 

regarded as one more sentence type with an anticipatory subject. 

Whilom, as olde stories tellen us, there was a duc that hihte Theseus. 

“Stories of old have made it known to us, that there was once a Duke called 

Theseus.” 

The Predicate 

There are no radical changes in the structure of the predicate in passing 

from OE to ME. Thus, ME texts provide examples of sentences with predicates 

of the following main types: 

1. Simple verbal predicate 

When that this worthy duc, this Theseus 

Hath Creon slayn, and wonne Thebes thus, 

Stille in that feeld he took all nyght his reste, 

And dide with all the contree as hym leste 

“Now when Duke Theseus worthily had done 

Justice on Creon and when Thebes was won, 

That night, camped in the field, he took his rest, 

Having disposed the land as he thought best.” 

2. Compound verbal predicate 

We moste endure it, this is the short and playn. 

“We must endure it, that is the long and short.” 

3. Compound nominal predicate 

The chaumbres and the stables weren wyde. 

“The rooms and the stables were wide.” 
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Although the types of predicate remain basically the same, there are some 

changes in the ways of expressing them. The most important of these changes is 

the appearance of a simple verbal predicate expressed by an analytical form with 

the verb “don” (do) as an auxiliary. The earliest examples of such usage go back 

to the 13th century. 

Ase eurich feste after othur in the Zere doth come. 

“As each feast comes after another during the year.” 

By the 15th century such analytical forms become rather frequent, but it is 

worth mentioning that both in ME and Early MnE the forms with the auxiliary 

“don” and without it did not differ in meaning and could be used 

interchangeably. In addition to its auxiliary function, the verb “don” comes to be 

used also as a substitute verb. The latter function testifies to the strengthening of 

the tendency towards the S-P binary structure of the English sentence. 

So hoote he lovede that by nyghtertale 

He slepte na moore than dooth a nyghtingale 

“He loved so hotly that till dawn grew pale 

He slept as little as a nightingale.” 

As for the compound verbal predicate there is a tendency towards using 

no more than one modal verb within a predicate, although instances of two 

modals co-occurring in one predicate still appear in ME and Early MnE. 

… before my letters shall may come into your grace’s hands. 

The  Object 

There are no crucial changes in the types of objects in ME, but this period 

saw great changes in the division of verbs into transitive and intransitive. 

In OE the difference between the two verb classes was to some extent 

matched by formal distinctions. Correlation in form may be illustrated by the 

following pairs of related OE verbs: strong (intransitive) and weak (transitive). 
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cwelan “die” – cwellan “kill” 

sittan “sit” – settan “set” 

sincan “sink“ – sencan “drown“ 

swincan “work“ – swencan “oppress“ 

Some prefixes (for example the prefix be-) may also be referred to formal 

markers of this distinction. 

(intransitive) gān “go” – (transitive) begān “go over” 

(intransitive) sittan “sit” (transitive) besittan “besiege” 

The subsequent loss of many morphological distinctions between different 

verb classes, coupled with the reduction of the case system to two cases, resulted 

in the reshaping of the former opposition, eventually transforming it into a 

syntactical one. In other words quite often one and the same verb may be used 

with a direct object and without one, which means that the category of 

transitivity tends to become purely syntactical, no longer associated with formal 

markers. This can be further illustrated by examples of two classes of OE weak 

verbs, the first class comprising transitive verbs, the second – intransitive. 

I     weccan “wake up”  II     wacian “be awake” 

      hwītan “make white”          hwītian “become white” 

In ME the members of such pairs due to phonetic changes become 

indistinguishable from each other. Thus, starting from ME only the presence or 

absence of a direct object labels a given verb as transitive or intransitive. 

Outside the context it is unidentifiable in these terms. 

In ME there are numerous instances of one and the same verb governing 

different types of objects without any semantic difference: 

us waiteth (direct object) “waits for us” 

waiteth after no pompe (prepositional object) “waits for no pomp”. 

It may be said that on the whole ME can be described as a period 

characterized by lack of stability in expressing object relations. 
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As has already been mentioned, in ME we observe a gradual transition 

from subjectless impersonal sentences to sentences with a subject. However, 

there are still quite a number of instances of an object (expressed by a personal 

pronoun) of an impersonal verb.  

Me thynketh it acordaunt to resound 

To telle yow all the condicioun 

“It seems a reasonable thing to say 

What their condition was, the full array …” (Chaucer) 

Various types of complex objects are used in ME. They may be roughly 

divided into two main types: 

1) without an anticipatory element; 

2) with an anticipatory “it”. 

The first type is represented by: (a) “Accusative with the infinitive”;         

(b) “Accusative with the Participle.” 

(a) His hors he lette irnan. “He let his horse run.” 

The King dede the mayden arise. “The King caused the maiden to rise 

up.” 

(b) he fond her maidens al slepend. “He found her maidens all sleeping.” 

The second type may be exemplified by the following sentence: 

I hald it well done hym therwith presente. “I consider it well done that he 

was presented like this.” 

An object may also be expressed by an infinitive: 

He hehte halden grid “He ordered to keep the peace.” 

 

 

The Attribute 
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The development of the attribute in ME is conditioned by the following 

factors: a tendency towards fixed word order in an attributive phrase and 

differentiation of expression of preposed and postposed attributes. Examples 

illustrating the tendency towards a fixed words order of phrase elements in 

attributive phrases were provided at the beginning of this chapter (see “The 

order of phrase components”). As for the means of expressing prepositive and 

postpositive attributes, it may be said that in ME prepositive attributes are 

usually expressed by the following forms: 

1) adjective; 

2) noun in the Genitive case; 

3) noun in the Common case; 

4) possessive pronoun; 

5) numeral. 

(1) a worthy man “a worthy man” 

(2) at his beddes heed “at his bed-head” 

(3) winter day “winter day” 

(4) my pilgrimage “my pilgrimage” 

(5) twenty yeer “twenty years” 

Attributes in postposition are mainly expressed by: 

1) prepositional phrase; 

2) infinitive or infinitival phrase; 

3) participial phrase; 

4) adjective or adjectival phrase. 

(1) the droghte of March “the drought of March” 

(2) in hope to stonden in his lady grace “in hope to win his lady’s grace” 

(3) a mous kaught in a trappe “a mouse caught in a trap” 

(4) shoures soote “sweet showers.”  
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Thus the attribute in ME acquires a number of new features. It may be 

expressed by a noun not only in the Genitive, but also in the Common case. 

Besides, the infinitive comes to function as an attribute. 

ME is also characterized by the appearance of a special type of 

prepositive attribute, expressed by the construction “noun + possessive”: 

Arthur his board “Arthur’s board.” 

ME saw the rise of one more new construction, the so-called “Group 

Genitive”, in which a noun is modified by a phrase. In ME, however, unlike 

MnE, the genitive case inflection is usually attached to the head word of the 

modifying phrase, whereas in present day English it is the last component of the 

modifying phrase which takes the inflection, cf.: 

ME   The kinges daughter of Wales 

MnE  The King of Wales’ daughter 

In appositive constructions word order is determined by the degree of 

complexity. Appositions consisting of one word may either precede or follow 

the head word: 

King Alla :: Murry the kinge 

Appositions expressed by a phrase as a rule follow the head word: 

Demophon, duk of Athenis; the grete Emetius, the kyng of Inde 

The Adverbial Modifier 

Adverbial modifiers are mainly expressed by adverbs and prepositional 

phrases (the pattern “for+to+infinitive” included), although sometimes the 

infinitive without a preposition is also used in this function. 

Wel kounde he sitte on horse, and faire ryde 

“He knew the way to sit on horse and rise” 

Bifil that in that seson on a day 

“It happened in that season that one day” 

The hooly, blissful martir for to seke 
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“To seek the holy blissful martyr” 

The cradil at hire beddes feet is set to rokken 

“And by her bed she planted down the cradle to rock.” 

An adverbial modifier may also be expressed by the Nominative Absolute 

construction (with or without a participle). 

And hye on horse he sat; 

Upon his heed a Flaundryssh bever hat. 

“High on his horse he sat, 

Upon his head a Flemish beaver hat.” 

Bifel that Chauntecleer in al his pryde 

His sevene wyves walkynge by his side 

“It happened that Chanticleer in all his pride,  

His seven wives attendant at his side.” 

This construction can be viewed as a ME development of the former OE 

Dative Absolute, since in Early Middle English its pronominal element is 

sometimes used in the Objective case, which goes back to the OE Dative case: 

him spekinge thes thingis, many men bilevenden into him “as he said 

these things, many men believed him.” 

Negation 

The main changes in the development of negation are the gradual loss of 

the English negative particle NE and a tendency towards mononegative 

construction, that is, with only one negative element within a predicate group. 

The form NOT which gradually ousts NE, develops out of the OE 

negative pronoun NĀHT/NŌHT, whose origin goes back to the combination of 

OE NĀ+WIHT “not a whit”, “not anything at all.” 

Al þat Ich ou nemne noht “all that I do not mention to you.” 

But Arthure wolde not ete till all were served 
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“But Arthur would not eat till all were served.” 

On the other hand, NOT may also be used together with NE. 

Mynde of man ne may not ben comprehended. 

“Mind of man can not be comprehended.” 

The OE practice of using an optional negative element in subordinate clauses 

governed by verbs with negative implications continues into Middle English. 

þy fader forbed … þxt to no man ne school y þe dore undo  

“thy father forbade (me) … that I undo the door to any man.” 

In Early Middle English NE is regularly used also as a coordinating 

conjunction, while later it begins to alternate with NOR, and is finally ousted by it. 

For he hadde getten hym yet no benefice 

Ne was so worldly for to have office 

“For he had not yet gotten himself a benefice 

Nor was so worldly as to hold office.” 

Word order 

Early Middle English texts show many of the word order characteristics 

typical of OE, though even at any early date there is a marked reduction in the 

frequency of occurrence of SOP and PSO orders. Thus, in subordinate clauses, 

where one might have expected SOP order, he frequently finds SPO order, as in 

the following: 

And ealle þa xrcebiscopes and biscopes seidon þet … he ne mihte hafen 

twa abbotrices “and all the archbishops and bishops said that … he might not 

have two abbotries.” 

þenchen hwet þu wildest don Zef þu sehe openliche stonde biuore þe … 

þen deouel of helle “think what you would do if you saw openly before you … 

the devil of hell.” 
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However, SOP is still by no means rare in subordinate clauses and in the 

second of two coordinate clauses. 

So þicke is þrinne þe posternesse þet me hire mei grapin “So thick ist he 

three-fold darkness that one may touch it.” 

Hi hadden him manred maked and athes suoren, ac he nan treuthe ne 

heolden “They had done homage to him and sworn oaths, but they kept no 

troth.” 

PSO order continues to occur, especially after adverbial introducers as in 

OE. 

þa þe King Stephne to Englalande com, þa macod he his gadering xt 

Oxeneford  “When King Stephen came to England, then he made his assembly 

at Oxford.” 

þa namen hi þa men þe hi wenden Dxt ani god hefden “Then they seized 

the men who they thought had any property.“ 

By way of conclusion it may be said that, as shown by Late Middle 

English texts, the impetus throughout the Middle English period was clearly 

towards the establishment of a sentence order of elements that now characterizes 

Modern English. 

 
T h e   c o m p o s i t e   s e n t e n c e 

The compound sentence 

In Middle English, syndetic and asyndetic clause connection is effected 

basically in the same way as in OE, although there are changes in the 

conjunctions used. For instance, the OE adversative conjunction AC (still in use 

in EME) gradually became obsolete and was replaced by BUT. 

Hi hadden him manred maked and athes suoren, ac he nan treuthe ne 

heolden “They had done homage to him and sworn oaths, but they kept no 

troth.” 
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But, for to tellen yow of his array,  

His hors were goode, but he was nat gay;  

“Speaking of his equipment, he possessed  

Fine horses, but he was not gaily dressed.” (Chaucer) 

Different ways of clause connection in compound sentences may be 

illustrated by the following examples: 

A Good Wif was ther of biside Bathe; 

But she was som-del deef, and that was scathe 

“There was a worthy woman from beside Bath city 

But she was somewhat deaf, and that was a pity.” (Chaucer) 

Go forth thy way, or I will cast a ston 

“Go on your way, or I shall throw a stone.” (Chaucer) 

As shown in the chapter on OE syntax, in Old English, if a negative clause 

was coordinated with another negative clause, the coordinating conjunction was 

NE, usually used in correlative pairs such as NE … NE; NŌ … NE, and the like. 

This type of correlative usage continues during ME. 

Loke þet heo none monne ne eilie ne hermie, ne þet hire þouht ne beo nout 

þeron ivestned. 

“Be careful that she neither troubles nor harms any man, nor that her 

thought is in any way fastened thereon.” 

By the end of the Middle English period NE as a conjunction comes to be 

gradually ousted by NOR, which becomes fully established only in New 

English. 

Wyd was his parisshe, and houses fer asunder 

but he ne lefte nat, for reyn ne  thunder,  

In siknesse nor in mischief to visite 

The ferreste in his parisshe, muche and lite. 

“Wide was his parish, with houses far asunder 
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Yet he neglected not, in rain or thunder. 

In sickness or in grief, to pay a call 

On the remotest, whether great or small.” 

The complex sentence 

The main changes in the structure of the complex sentence consist in the 

appearance of a new type of subordinate clause – a predicative clause, and 

development of new connectives, some of the OE connectives becoming 

obsolete (e.g., þa, þonne, oþ, þone, mid, þxm þe, and the like). 

Below the structure of complex sentences with subordinate clauses is 

illustrated. 

Subject clauses 

For the most part subject clauses are introduced by the anticipatory IT, 

although examples without any anticipatory element are by no means rare. 

Greet pitee was it, as it thoughte hem alle 

That evere swich a chaunce sholde falle.  

“It seemed so very piteous to them all 

That ever such misfortune should befall.” (Chauсer) 

And so bifel that in the taas they founde 

Thurgh-girt with many a grievous blody wounde 

“and so bifell among the heaps they found  

Thrust through with bloody wounds upon the ground.” (Chauсer) 

Predicative clauses 

These are very rare in Middle English. 

Hir moste wonder was, how that it coude goon and was of bras. “Their 

greatest wonder was, how it could walk if it was of brass.” (Chauсer) 
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Object clauses 

They are usually introduced by the conjunction THAT and WHER 

“whether”, the conjunctive pronoun WHAT, conjunctive adverbs HOW, 

WHAN, WHERE, WHY, etc., or joined asyndetically to the principal clause. 

I noot wher yow list, God shilde that ye spare. 

“I don’t know whether she is a woman or a goddess.” (Chauсer) 

Take what yow list, God shilde that ye spare. 

“Take what you want, God forbid you should be sparing.” (Chauсer) 

But, sooth to seyn, I noot how men hym calle. 

“But to tell the truth, I don’t know what he is called.” (Chauсer) 

For wel he wiste, whan that song was sunge. 

“He knew well when that song was sung.” 

Ye shall wel understonde [ø] it liketh to your fader and to me that I yow 

wedde. 

“I would have you understand as pleasing to your father and to me that I 

should marry you.” 

The conjunctive adverbs were often supported by THAT which can be 

identified with the original nominal clause subordinator THAT. These 

constructions with a general markers of subordination are treated as complex 

connectives. 

He was war, as he cast his eye aside, 

Where that ther kneled in the heighe weye 

A compagnye of lakyes, tweye and tweye. 

“… Became aware, casting an eye aside, 

That kneeling on the highway, two by two, 

A company of ladies were in view” (Chauсer) 
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…And ask hire why that she weep so soore… 

“…And questioned her; what she was crying for?”  (Chauсer) 

Attributive clauses 

The diversity of attributive clauses in ME, introduced by various relatives, 

suggests considerable freedom in the use of these clauses. 

The form ÞE, which was used in OE, occurs frequently in many EME texts 

as a relative pronoun, but drops out almost completely by the end of the 13th 

century and is superseded by þatt / that: For agenes him risen sona þa rice men 

þe wxron swikes. “For against him arose immediately those powerful men who 

were traitors.” 

þatt hallghe boc þatt iss apokalypsis nemned 

“that holy book that is called apocalypse.” (Chauсer) 

He yaf nat of that text a pulled hen, 

That seith that hunters been nat hooly men, 

“He did not rate that text at a plucked hen, 

Which says that hunters are not holy men.” (Chauсer) 

The “wh-” relative forms which are of pronominal origin developed during 

the ME period in various combinations with that; sometimes the relative 

WHICH is preceded by the definite article, its antecedent being more often 

inanimate than animate. 

This lusty squire, servant to Venus. 

Which that ycleped was Aurelius 

“A lusty squire and servant in the game 

Of Venus, and Aurelius was his name.” (Chaucer) 

I wol been his to whom that I am knyt 

“I will be his to whom I am knit.” (Chauсer) 
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Of this roote eek spryngeth a seed of grace, the which seed is mooder of 

sikernesse “From this root indeed springs a seed of grace, which seed is mother 

of certainty.” (Chauсer) 

It should be mentioned that although the objective case form WHOM is 

relatively frequent in ME, its nominative form WHO occurs only sporadically. 

An inbacedour fro the kynge of Schottes who is now put in grete trobyll  

“An ambassador from the king of the Scots, who is now put in great 

trouble.” (Chauсer) 

The OE adverbial relative þǣr used after an antecedent with locative 

meaning was still common in ME with its last instances occurring in the 16th c. 

Gradually it became ousted by WHERE followed by THAT or more frequently 

by AS. 

… To Englelond been they come the righte way, 

Where as they lyve in joye and in quiete. 

… “To England, and they took the shortest way. 

And there they lived in quietude and joy.” (Chaucer) 

Occasionally AS could function as an adverbial relitivizer by itself. 

… ne ther lakked nought / … / As been his centris and his argumentz …  

“… nothing was lacking … such as his astrolabe, and argument” (Chaucer) 

Adverbial clauses 

Clauses of time 

Unlike OE, where correlation is widely employed as a means of joining a 

temporal clause to the principal clause, in ME this way of clause connection is 

clearly on the decrease. Alongside connective phrases of the type WHAN 

THAT, ER THAT, which may be considered remnants of OE correlation, we 

find numerous instances of single conjunctions, such as WHYL, WHAN, TIL, 

SITH(ENCE), etc. 
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But nathelees, whil I have tyme and space 

Er that I ferther in this tale pace … 

Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun 

To telle yow al the condicion… 

“Before my story takes a further pace, 

It seems a reasonable thing to say 

What their condition was, the full array …” (Chaucer) 

At Lyeys was he and at Satalye,  

Whan they were wonne 

“He was in Ayas and Attalia 

When they were won.” (Chaucer) 

Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote 

The droghte of March hath perced to the roote 

“When in April the sweet showers fall 

And pierce the drought of March to the root, and all” (Chaucer) 

And of this cry they nolde nevere stenten 

Til they the reynes of his brydel henten 

“Nor did they hold their misery in check 

Till they grasped bridle at his horse’s neck.” (Chaucer) 

The conjunction SITH(ENCE<ENES) indicating temporal sequence of 

events developed from OE SIDDAN. 

And now, sith I have deckared yow that thing is Penitence, now shul ye 

understonde that … (Chaucer). 

Gradually its original temporal meaning gave way to casual. 

The predicate verb in temporal clauses was mostly in the indicative, 

though to indicate uncertainty and non-factuality subjunctive forms might be 

employed. 
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Clauses of place 

These are introduced by the conjunctive adverbs THERE and WHERE, 

often in combination with AS in postposition. The phrases THERE AS, 

WHERE AS may be considered to be the traces of former correlation. 

He was an esy man to yeve penaunce 

Ther as he wiste han a good pitaunce 

“He was an easy man in penance-giving 

Where he could hope to make a decent living.” (Chaucer) 

And with that word Arcite gan espye 

Wher as this lady romed to end fro 

“And with his word Arcite began to look 

Where this lady was roaming to and fro.” (Chaucer) 

That oother wer him list may ryde or go 

“The other way ride or go where he likes.” (Chaucer) 

Clauses of cause 

These clauses are typically introduced either by the conjunction FOR, 

inherited from OE, or by a new conjunction BECAUSE, which developed from 

the prepositional phrase BY CAUSE, often followed by THAT. 

And for to pleye as he was wont to do; 

For in this world he loved no man so. 

“Visiting him for pleasure as of yore 

For there was no one living he loved more.” (Chaucer) 

The reule of seint Maure or of seint Beneit 

By cause that it was old, and somdel streit 

“The rule of good St. Beneit or St. Maur 

As old and strict he tended to ignore.” (Chaucer) 
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Ne at this tale I saugh no man him greve, 

But it were only Osewald, the Reve, 

Because he was of carpenters craft 

“Nor did I see anybody grieve 

at this tale unless it was Oswald the reeve,  

because he was a carpenter.” (Chaucer) 

Sometimes AS functions as a causal conjunction. 

Where it be aventure or destynee 

As, whan a thing is shapen, it shal be 

“Whether by accident or destiny,  

For as events are shaped they have to be.” (Chaucer) 

SITH or SIN (<OE SIÞÞAN), which functioned as a temporal conjunction 

in EME, developed its casual connotation and by the end of the ME period 

became frequently used to indicate cause. 

What sholde I tellen hem, syn they been tolde?  “Why tell them all again 

since they’ve been told?” (Chaucer) 

Now help us, Lord, sith it is in thy might. “Help us, my Lord, it lies within 

your power.” (Chaucer) 

Less frequent casual subordinators are FOR WHY, IN THAT, THAT, 

NOW(THAT). 

Clauses of condition 

The most common subordinator introducing conditional clauses is the 

conjunction IF, sometimes coupled with THAT.  

And certes, if it nere to long to here 

I wolde have toold yow fully the manere 

“and where it not too long to tell again 

I would have fully pictured the campaign.” (Chaucer) 
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She wolde wepe, if that she saugh a mous 

Kaught in a trappe … 

“She used to weep, if she saw a mouse 

Caught in a trap … .” (Chaucer) 

There were other means expressing conditionality: inverted word order 

combined with the subjunctive. 

For certeinly, oure appetites heer 

Be it of werre or pees, or hate, or love, 

All is this reuled by the sighte above. 

“And certainly our appetites and fears, 

Whether in war or peace, in hate or love, 

Are governed by a providence above.” (Chaucer) 

A new conditional subordinator IN CASE(THAT) emerged in Middle 

English. 

Clauses of purpose 

The most typical conjunction to connect such clauses with the principal 

clause is THAT. 

and ring this folks werk by note, that al the world may of it here “and 

proclaim this people’s work, that the world may hear about it.” 

In negative final clauses there appeared a new conjunction LEST which 

originated in the OE combination ÞȲ LǢS ÞE, and came to be used in case the 

intension or purpose to prevent something was expressed. Here the subjunctive 

or modal auxiliaries were common. 

Ye that it use, I rede ye it leete, 

Lest ye lese al; … 

“You who practise it, I advise you to give it up, 

Lest you lose all; …” (Chaucer) 
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Clauses of result 

These are introduced by the same conjunction THAT, as are clauses of 

purpose, but in this case the conjunction often correlates with the adverb SO in 

the principal clause. 

Hire overlippe wiped she so clene 

That in hir coppe ther was no ferthyng sene 

“And she would wipe her upper lip so clean 

That not a trace of grease was to be seen.” (Chaucer) 

Clauses of concession 

Along with the basic conjunction THOUGH, concessive clauses were 

joined to the principal clause by means of the conjunction ALTHOUGH or by 

the phrase (FOR) AL BE THAT, where AL means “although.” The latter may 

be regarded as an abbreviated variant of FOR ALL BE IT SO THAT: For al be 

it so that ye be myghty and riche, certes ne been but allone, … “Though you be 

mighty and rich, you are as good as alone, …” (Chaucer). 

He may nat wepe, although hym soore smerte 

“He cannot weep, although his sin hurts him grievously.” (Chaucer) 

But al be that he was a philosopher. 

Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre; 

“But although he was a philosopher 

Yet he had but little gold in his coffer.” (Chaucer) 

The forms of the subjunctive are quite common in clauses of concession: 

…although the terris come to thyne eyen, lat hem nat falle.  “… although the 

tears come to your eyes, let them not fall.” (Chaucer) 

Clauses of manner and comparison 

The conjunctions used in clauses expressing manner and comparison were 

AS (often correlating with the adverb AS in the principal clause), AS THOUGH 

and THAN. 
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And whan he rood, men myhte his brydel here 

Gynglen in a whistlynge wynd as cleere 

And eek as loude as dooth the chapel belle 

“his bridle, when he rode, a man might hear 

Jingling in a whistling wind as clear, 

Aye, and as loud as does the chapel bell.” (Chaucer) 

That yeveth hem ful ofte in many a gyse 

Wel better than they kan himself devyse? 

“That can so often give in many a guise 

Far better things than ever they devise?” (Chaucer) 

The predicate verb in clauses of manner and comparison was mainly 

indicative, but the subjunctive was used when irreality was expressed. 

And therwithal he bleynte and cride, “A!” 

As though he stongen were unto the herte 

“And as he did, he blenched and gave a cry,  

As though he had been stabbed to the heart.” (Chaucer) 
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